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STATE OF IDAHO

GEORGE JAY BEYER, JR.,
Petitioner-Appellant,

v.
STATE OF IDAHO -DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION,
Respondent.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
VOLUME IV

Appealed from the District Court of the
Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho,
in and for the County of Nez Perce
The Honorable JEFF M.BRUDIE
SC #29886
Supreme Court No. 39886

EDWIN LITTENER
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
CHARLES STROSCHEIN
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER APPELLANT
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REPLY BRlEF

COHHUNIC.ATIONS

1

' 4

Requested

C~tions

for

Y~ss~chu5ett

{016091, August, 1988}

I.

NTER..~AL

C..?\.LIBRA.TION INFORHA.T!ON

The internal calibration rnodification to the Intoxilyzer
5000 breath analysi3 instru.~6nt is controlled by s~itch I. When
switch 7 i5 activated,
the in::itrurnent will perforo an internal
calibration check.
When switch 7 is off,
the· instrument will
perfonn the standard F:et bath calibration te:st.
Three internal calibration set points have been installed in
the instrument.
Each of the three channels
has an energy level
associated with
it.
As this energy strike3 the detector, it is
converted to an electrical signal.
Each of
these three
electrical signals is processed and displayed as a BAC value.
The three BAC values are set at .100, . 2 00 and . 300 \BAC (+
5%).
When switch 7 is activated (intern~l
calibration), the3e
three values will be checked for accuracy any time
normal
op€rating mode sequence contains a calibration check. If any one
of the three values is out of range (± 5%), the instrument ¥ill
cancel the test.

a.

Calibration Mode Sequence
Please refer to the following calibration sequence3.

Internal Calibration - S7 On
When switch 7 is activated, the instrument will perform an
internal calibration check and the following messages will appear
on the instrument'5 display.

1.

Display Reads

Meanina/Recruired
Ji..ction

Scrolling across the display
::MI

To start the calibration
check, turn on switch 9 and
push the Start Test button at
any time.

rl

_JNC INTOXILYZER - ALCOROL
ANALYZER HA HODEL 5000 --PUSE BUTTON TO STA.>\T TEST" i

"PUSH BUTTON (flashing}";
"TIME URR ##MIN"
"DATE HM/DD/YY".

l

REPLY BRIEF

"'-

Operator

2 ..

"INSERT CA...W

(fla::ihing)"

Insert

an eviden~ card into
the card slot locat~d on tha

front

of the instrument.
insert the card
face up with the top edge "
according to the in3truct
printed on the card.
If Sl3
(Print Inhibit)
is on, tha
instrument will not reque3t L~
card.

Hak~

sure to

3.

"AIR BLANK"

4.

"TIME

5.

II

6.

"AIR BU.JU<

7.

">>> ... "

8 .

"CAL . CB.ECK"

9.

"INTERNAL STD"

The

"INTERNAL 1"
"INTERNAL 2"
"INTERNAL 3"

internal

10.

iHR

DATE HH/DD

.

U "

in~trument

is per

c~libr~tion

checks .

"AIR BLANK"

"AIR BU.NK . # "

11.

"TEST COMPLETE"

R~~ove

the evidence card after

it
is
released
instru.rnent.

by

the

Calibration S7 Off
When switch 7 is off, the instrurr~nt will perform a wet bath
calibration check.
Hake sure that the simulator is connected
c6rrectl~i'
to the instrument before performing the following
steps.
See page 2 9 of the Intoxilyzer instrument operator' ::s
manual for directions on how to install the ~imulator.

REPLY BRIEF

D

Scrolling

~cross

the di play
OU

To !tart the calibration
check, turn on s~itch 9
St~rt

INC IHTOXILYZER - hLCOEOL

and push the

;...NALYZE.R P.A HODEL 5000 ---

button at any time.

Test

PUSH BUTTON TO STA.RT TEST";
PUSB BUTTON (flashing)";
"TIME URR

; "DATE

HM/DD/YY"
(flashing)"

"INSERT

2.

Insert L"l
the card

front panel of the instrument.
Hake sure to insert the card
face up with the top edge "in"

according

to the

printed on
(P~int

instruction~

the card.

If Sl3

Inhibit} is also

the

"on" position,
the in:strurr,ent
will not request an evidence
card.

3.

"AIR BLANK"
"TIME

S.

8.

9'

ER liHIN"

"DATE HM/DD/YY"

. "CAL. CE.ECK"

11

CAL. CEEC:K • ~~~II

'1'he sample

with a

chamber

is filled

standard vapor from an

attached wet bath simulator;
the instrument i5 displaying

the simulated blood
concentrati6n
in
weight by volume,

REPLY BRIEF

alcohol

percent

i.27

10.

"l~lR

12.

"TEST COP.:PLETE"

BLANK"

R~~ove

the evidence card after
by
the

it
is
released
instrument.

II.

KEYBO~..RD

~.ND

COHX'JNICATIONS INFOFY.J..TION

The instrument that you purchased ha5 been modified for
operation with a keyboard and features a communication3 interface
to a central computer. Included in the modification is
16,384
byte semi-conductor m.e_,~ory device
(RAH)
that uses ~ built-in
battery power source to retain information
in the instrument'~
memory in the event of a power failure.
a

b.

REPLY BRIEF

The battery backup R.~ store~ and retrieve3 information
and is divided into four sections:
0

The first section
subject tests.

0

The second :section
calibrlltion check5.

0

~ection
'The third
diagnostic check§.

Q

The fourth section
operational. error::i.

stores
:stores

stores
:stores

maximum

of 50

m.a x imu:m of 50
of

so

a ma:ximillll of

so

maximum

Each eection can hold up to 50 tests or records.
If
section is full and test {or record) 51 is available
for storage, the inst.rument will store test (or record)
Sl, but will delete test one.
The only way to use tha
stored data or to empty the memory,
however,
is via
comrnunications with a re.mote computer running the
proper operations software.

Prioritie3

~nd

Invalid Mode

.

,,,
,,O<. "'i"
.c"'
,.
i
i,. "'
~ -"
-Om,. 'i:.
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:::" !!

.
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~

.
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i.. ..
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y,~~;~i~
to.'<C' "'""''

Switch Priorities

The circled nurr.bers in the previous illu5tration indicate
the priorities the in~trUIL.ent gives to the Mode Selection switch
setting5. That is 1
a. ths instrument respond3 to how :i'l'Witch 9 and switch
are set before
responds to how the other switch~s
are set. For example, if switch 2 (DVM Test) and
switch 10
(Prelir.:1inary Data Entry) are both on, the
instrument is set in Preliminary Data Entry.
b. switch 9 (ACA) and switch 10
reliminary Data Entry)
cannot both be on when Start Test is pressed. lf both
switches are on,
"INVJ...LlD HODE"
will appear on the
display, a low-high tone will sound interrr~ttently for
five seconds, and the instrument will return to the
ready-to-start me~sage.

Data Stored and Not Stored

a. If switch 11 (Test Data Entry)
is on (up) and tests are
initiated by pressing Start Test,
the instrument will

store

test

results

and

the

errors.

5
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occurrences of operational

b. if switch 11 (Test Data Entry) is off (down) and 1 tests are
initiated by pressing Start Test, no test result3 and no
operational error
ill be stored.

c. Regardless of th0 position

of switch

11, vhen

tests are

initiated by pressing the escape key on the keyboard
twice, the instrurnent will store te~t
results ~nd the
occurrences o
operational error8.
See OTRER KEYBOARD
FlJNCTIONS."

d. The only way to use the 5tored data or to e..rnpty the
memory,
however, is via communications
e.. re..'l!lote
computer running the proper operations software.
D~.TA

ENTRY

a. General Inforrr.aticn
The following infcnr..ation is a guideline for you to follo\11'
while .performing tha prelLuinax:y data entry sequence of
operations.
Plea5e review these points be
entering any
preliminary data.

1. Turn
on switch 10
(Pr~liminary
pressing the Start Test button prog

to display

~eri

of

co!!ltnAnd~

request

Entry) and

ry of

til!le and d~te and the
that r
constant for
each test;
e.g., the header printed at the top of each
evidence card. Use the keyboard to enter the req~e3ted
data.
2. After m.aking a data entry, press
"RETURN.
The
instrument ~ill store the entered data and display the
next data request.

3. Since the instrument exptcts data entry for each
request, it will not advance to the next req11est when
the
"RETURN"
key is pressed until the requested
information is entered.
4. The lntoxilyzer
5000
instrwc~nt
is
capable of
displaying only 16 characters.
l
data entry
requires typi
more than 16 characters,
the displayed
characters will scroll to the left as each additional
character beyond the sixteenth i2 typed.

5. To insure correct data .entries, the
P~PLYBRJEF

instrument uses a

0

ent~r

the correct data and
press "RETURN." ! f the default
value
i3
correct,
pres
RLTUR..~."

When
default value does not
exist,
the
instrument
1
continue to prompt for data
entry. lf thi8 occurs,
the correct date,
us
digit3 and the format MMDDYY.
For example,
if the
February
15,
1986,
021586.
When enter
single
digit
value
.q.,
February= 2), enter a 12adin~
zero as shown in the example.
After entering the date, pres~
the "RETURN" key.

4.

"INSTR LOCATION

=

(flashing)"

i
a default
value exists,
it will appear
on the display.
! f the
default value is incorrect,
erase one character at
by
pressing
ithe~
SPACE" or "DELETE"; then 1Elnter
the correct data and pre5~
"RETURN."
I:f the
value
is
correct,

Pre:ss "RETURN";

''RLTU:RN.

When a default value does not
exist,
the instru,~ent ~ill
continue to prompt for dat~
entry.
If this occur ,.enter
the
instrurr~nt'
location,
using
maximum
of
25
characters.
You may use alpha
characters
(A-Z) ,
nmneric
characters
(0-9),
spaces,
periods, virgules (/), commas,
or hyphens.
The instrument
stores
the
stru.-uent'
location in the battery backup
RAM and pr in ts it at the t_s;p

of each evidence card.
After
entering your agency's na:rr~,
press "RETURN."

REPLY BRIEF

.t

S.

Scrolling across tha display-

Turn off SlO.

CM! :INC
IHTvXILYZER - .l;J...COEOL A..."'1kLYZER
~..A

MODEL 5000 --- FUSE BUTTON

TO STA.RT TEST"; "PUSR BUTTON
(fli!lshing-) "; "TIME
F..R
"DATE MM/DD
"

Data Ent
a.

General Information

1.

A Test Data Entry Sequence is

serie~

of

COm:r!'~ndg

appearing on the display requesting entry of the
information that varies from te5t to test; .such
as, the subject's name,
the cperator' :s naJce, the
violation code, etc.
2.

'l'he instrurnent carries out the Test Data Entry
Sequence prior to beginning the 5et mode sequence
and following 3 test,
printg th~ information
requested in the Test Data Entry Sequence ~long
with the te5t re:sult.!!i.

3.

W!H::n

switch

and
tiilst is
Start Test button, the
instrument carries cut only the ::mt POO® n
and print$, but doe5 not Btore, the test

initiated by

11

is

off

pressing the

When the instrument flashe~ a data reque~t en the
display, i;se thEt keyboard to enter the appropriate
data.
As you type, the typed character:s will
appear on th.a display,

REPLYBHJEF

5.

Since t11e instr\.J.11',ent e:irpects data E:!ntry for each
data recr~est,
will not advance to the next data
request when you pres~ RLTUF..N" until you type the
reqtH?sted data.

6.

To

I,

The instr~~ent i5 capable of displaying only. 16
characters at once.
Bence,
if a data entry
requires typing more than 16 ch~n:acter:!; the

insure
correct
data entries, the
help
instrument uses a character input mask.
In other
words,
if UH~ instrument expects a digit, it
ignores all characters except 0-9.
Likewise, if
the instrument expects an alpha character,
ignores all characters except
Z.

10

, I

characters. You rr~y usa alpha
1
char~cters
(A~Z)
or
the
following spacers:
cor:r.a 1 spaces,
virgule::; (/) .

Press the "RETURN" key.

7.

"SUB DOB = HHDDYY

(flashing)"

r:nter the subject'
date of
birth,
using six digit3 and
the
format
HHDDYY.
:ror

example, if the subject' date
of birth is April 30, 1962,
type 043062. When ~ntering
5ingle
digit
value
(e.g.,
April= 4),
enter a leading
zero as shown in the exru~ple.
Pre5s the "RETURN" key.

8.

"SUB SEX :::: M/F"

(flashing)

Enter

the

typing

~ither

subject's
H

by

sex

(rr~le)

o~

r

(fem.ale).
J?ress the "RETURN" key.

9.

"STATE OF ISSUE

>=

(flashing)

Enter the abbreviation for th•
stat0
issue, us

two alpha characters
Pres
10.

11

SUB DRIV LIC :::::

(flashing)"

Enter

the "RETURN
the

key.

subject's driver's

license
number,
us
maximum of 10 characters. You
may enter
alpha characters
(A-Z),
nu.:~eric
characters
(D-9} 1
spaces,
virgule:;; (/),

periods,

cow~~s,

or

h~~hens.

Press the "RETURN" key.
· 11. "ARREST OFFICER = (flashing)"

Enter
n~<~,

the arresting office:r'

using
characters.
a

REPLY BRIEF

a

maximum
You may
characters

of 15
enter
Z),

7 3

.'

characters
(Q 9)
:::pace:. r virgules (/), per

nl.l.lT.eric
corrnna~,

12.

"OFFICER BJ..DGE = (!las

) "

l

or hyphens.

Enter
badg~

of

number,

six·

us

numeric

characters

(0-9).
If the badge number
less than Bix characterB, the
instrument expands the number

to BiX
leading

character!'l by entering
zeros
(after
the

"RETURN" key is pressed).

Press the "RETURN" key.

13. "Review Data? Y/N (flashing)"

If you
entered

wish

then
The

key;
key.

return

press

number,

the

the "Y"

pres the "RETlJRN"
ims trument

to

the

prompt; i.e.,
(flashing)."

previously

review

to

data,

first

data

"CITATION

NO""

To di!plny tha
~ntered

press

the

citation
"RETURN"

k~y.

!f

the

citation

number

correct,
press the "RETUR.~"
key to display the next data
prompt.
If the value
incorrect, erase one character
at a time by pressing eithex

"BACK SPACE" or "DELETE"; then
enter the correct data and
pres;s "RETURN"
to display the
next data prompt.

If you do not wish to review
the entered data, press the
"N"
key;
then
prt::ss the
"RETU:tU·~" key.

14. "AIR BLJ...Ji!\"

REPLY BRIEF

The instrument will perform
the first air blank of the . set
Please refer
mode sequence.

, ,\

to

the

previous

aecticn

of

this manual for inBtructions.
OTHER FUNCTIONS

You can u5e the keyboard to initiate
ABA roode se-c;ruence,
an AC.A calibration check sequence,
diagnostic check, or a print
test by completing the following 5tep$:
1.

When the
message I

instr~~ent

displays

"FEDERAL SIGNAL CORP.

the ready-to-start

/CH:! me

INTOXILYZER

the "ESCAPE" key twice
within cne second.
The instrument will display
"ENTER B,C 1 D 1 P? {flashing)."
- ALCOHOL, etc.,"

press

= A.BA

Legend:
C
ACA

=
D = Diagnostic
P = Print Te3t

a.

Check

2.

Press the letter corresponding tc the desired
For
example,
if you want the
operation.
instrument to perform a print test, pre:ss the "!?"
key.

3.

J?retss "RETURN."

Obtaining a Printout

When you
use the keyboard to initiate either
diagnostic check or a print test, the instrument will alway3
request an ev1cence card,
and thus provide a printout,
regardless of how switch 13 (Print Inhibit) is set.

you use the keyboard to initiate either an l\BA
an ACA test,
however, the instru,'t\ent will only
re~uest an evidence card,
and thus provide a printout, if
switch 13 (Print Inhibit) is off (down}.
1-inen

test

b.

or

Diagnostic Check and Printout

To initiate and obtain a printout of the diagnostic
checks, complete the following steps:

15
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7

i:'

When

th~

the re~dy-to-sta.rt
CMI INC., etc.,
key twice within one second.

instrurnent

~~ssage,

2.

display5

pre:!ls the

e~cape

When the

instrument displ

"E:NTER 13,

C, D,

?

(flashing)," press the "D" key.
3.

Pre:!>s "RETURN."

4.

When
the
instrument
displays
"INSERT C..11JUJ
(flashing)," insert an ievidence card into the card
slot.

will

The
instrument
diagncstic checks:

perform

followinq

th3

Component or Standard
Being Checked
1.

"PROH CE.ECK

U t

"

The instru~ent is finding
checksum of all program bytes

and

is

comparing

it

to

An

internal check5um.

2.

"RAM CRECK I"

3.

"PROCESSOR CB.ECK"

The

is

each
failure.

for pos:sible

Tha instrument i
tu re
of

checking- the

The computer
output of the

stability

of

the speed
"'heel.

5.

c.

s~C!Jo'$

testing the
processor, the

the signal, and
the chopper

instru.~ent is checking the
move.rnent of the printer head
by printing the alpha.bet a.,,d
numbers 0 through 9.

The

''PRINTER CE.ECK"

Passed Diagnostic Checks

If the
performing

REPLY BRlEF

of

thl£l

c.l)ecking

instrQ~ent

the

does

diagnostic

not find a
checks, the

~alfunction

while
instrument prints

16

73f~

"p)..SSED" next ta the naine of each diagnostic chec;r'k.

the.

By exa.'nining

letters

and nu.mbers printe-0 under
the printer is functionini;

you can tell i

"PRINTER CEECT,"

properly.

d.

Failed Diagnostic Check

If the instrument find3 & i::n.alfunction
the diagnostic check3,

while

1.

an error message appears on the display.

2.

a

low-high

tone

sounds

intermittently for

second!!.

3.

the instrument prints "FAILED" next to the name of
the failed diagnostic check .and next to the name
of each succeeding diagnostic check.

4.

The instrument releases the evidence
continues displaying a.~ error message.

card and

Press the Start Test button to return the instrument to
the "NOT READY" condition. .After e:ititing "NOT RE.ADY," tha
instrwr.ent ~ill again perform the diagno~t
checks.

!II. CUSTOM MODE
r.'fien switches 1,
2,
and 3 are "ON", the i nstru.rr,ent will
perform the custo~ mode sequence for New Ba~pshire:

r Blank.

C
B

= Calibration

Check

Breath Test

The instrument will perform an air blank,
an internal
calibration check
(see following description),
an air blank,·
request a breath test and another air blank.
~eaning/Required

Display Reads
l.

Scrolling across the display
CMI

17
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Action

Turn on switches 1, 2 ai.~d 3.
Fres STA.RT TEST. To enter

37

INC IN'!OXILYZER - ~.LCOBOL
MA HODEL 5000

test data,

also

on Sll.

J..J~ALYZER

PUSH BUTTON TD STJ.~T TEST
"PUSa BUTTON (flashing)";
"TIHE
tER UMIN"; "DATE
HM/DD/TI"

"INSERT CARD {flashing)"

2.

Insert

the

a..~

card

evidence caxd into
slot located on the

front panel of the in~trument.
Make 5Ure to insert the card
face up with the top ed;#e "in"
according to the instructions

printed on

the card.

If Sl3

(Print Inhibit) is also in the
"on'' position,
the instrument
will not request an evidence
card.

3.

"AIR BLA.'qK"

~.

"TIME llRR

5.

"DATE H1:1./DD/'I'l"

6.

"AIR BLJ\Nl\ . 11"

I.

">>> ...

8.

"

"PLEASE BLOW INTO HOUTRPIECE
TONE STOPS"; "PLEASE
BLOW (flashing)"

u~TIL

To insure delivery of a
sufficient sarnple, the
instrument is
reques
the
subject
to
blow into the
mouthpiece
until
the tone

stops.

The

tone,

however,

does not actually stop until
the
subject stops blowing.
Starting when
this command
appear
on the display, the
subject has three minutes to
deliver
an adequate breath
:s ainple.

9.

"PLE..?..SE BLOW"

.#U"

followed

1B
REPLY BRIEF

The instrument is displayi

2
,.,
_)

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Down

Display test
D.V.M. test

Dovro

Used with switch 1 & 2 to set mode
Displays 4 digits
Displays readout during breath tesUcal checkDown
Not use.d in Idaho
Runs the Internal Standards
Not used
Will perform a calibration check
Not used in Idaho
Use keyboard to input data for the question series
Not used in Idaho
Disables the printer
Not used in Idaho
Not used in Idaho

Do\vn

Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

1,2,3,4,7,9 & 11 up

Will perform a check on the internal standards when
the green START BUTTON is pushed.

2, 7 up

Enters D.V.M. mode. Press the green START
BUTTON and to scroll through D.V.M., Internal
Standard # 1, Internal Standard # 2, and Internal
Standard# 3 values.

1,2,3,4,13 up & 11

1,2,3,7, 11 & 13 up

dO"V;TI

Will allow an operator to perform a subjec1 test by
pressing the START HUTTON. However~ no
information will he keyed in and a printout will not
be obtained. Great for public service, or public
awareness
In the event of printer failure this switch setting
may be used until a loaner instrument is obtained.
No print card will be issued so it is essential that
operators record all information in the instrument
log. Please, only use this setting in the case of
emergency. It will be your responsibility to see that
the appropriate precautions are taken if you choose
to use this setting.

Section l
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A

Auto Purge. This function is used to purge the chamber of any fluid that may
enter the instrument.

B

Calibration check via the breath hose. See the procedure for performing a
calibration check throug:,.1-i the breath hose (Section 1, Page 6-7).

C

Calibration performed via ttie simulator port. See the procedure for performing a
calibration check through the simulator port (Section 1, Page 5).

D

Will perform diagnostic check.

E

Allows you to edit the time, date, and location of the instrument select the
question asked at the end ofthe testing sequence (see below). For instruments
with the external printer you are able to select the munber of copies to be printed
out after the breath test.
Note: While performing a breath test a series of questions is asked of the
operator. If the operator answers yes to the question "DUI arrest Y!N", a
second question will be asked immediately following the breath test.
To select the question that is asked after the breath test enter the number while the
"HELP (1,2,3)" message is displayed. Below is a list of questions associated with
each number.

1. \Vill ask "DECP/DRE
2. Will ask "Drug test Y/N"
3. Will ask nothing
Currently in Idaho

\Ve

are using selection number 2.

p

Will perform a print test

V

\Vill display the version of the software you are currently using.

X

Allows you to set the
for performing a calibration check with each
breath test. For more information see the procedure on performing a calibration
check with each breath test (Section 1, Page 3-4).
Quits the <Escape> <Escape> functions and takes the LTltoxilyzer back to its
resting display.

Section 1
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Proper Connection of the Simulator
The proper connection of the simulator is important. If the simulator is not cor,nected properly,
the Intoxilyzer 5000 may draw solution into the chamber and flood the instrument.
To properly connect the simulator to the Intoxilyzer 5000 attach a 1/4 inch (inside diameter)
piece of tubing from the vapor out port on the simulator to the simulator vapor port on the side of
the Intoxilyzer 5000. Use the shortest section of tubing possible.
Next, connect another 1/4 inch piece of tubing from the right rear of the Intoxilyzer 5000, labeled
simulator return on the instru.i.'Uent, to the vapor in port on the simulator.
Do not coP.nect the inlet port of the simulator to the port on the left rear of the instrument labeled
pump EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTuRE and BREATH EXI-L-\UST.
The diagram below illustrates the proper hookup with a Guth or a Mark IL4, simulator.

'IAPOR RETURN

TO 51MUU.TOR

VAPOR FROf<l
SIMULAJOR

iNUi POR1 OF
OUTLET PORT OF
S!MULAiOR

SIMULATOR

Section I
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8.

The message "Please blow/R into mouthpiece until tone stops" will scroll across
the display and then "Please Blow/R" will flash on the display. At this point
attach the breathtube to the vapor out port of the simulator and blow into the
mouthpiece for a rninimun1 of five seconds.

9.

Unhook the simulator from the breath hose imrnediately following the displayed
readout, displayed as subject test .###.

1O.

Repeat steps 5-7 and obtain t11e printout.
Note: If two consecutive instrument readings from the same simulator solution
differ by more than 0.003 at the 0.080 level, the operator should check for
problems with the simulator or individual technique. The ±0.003
agreement is not a requirement for instrument approval, but should serve
as a guideline.

11.

Retain a record of the results.

Section l
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l.

Pour the calibration solution into the simulator, plug it in, and allow the solution
to warm for at least 15 minutes to 34°C ± 0.5°C.

2.

Attach a small piece of tubing and a clean mouthpiece to the air inlet port of the
simulator.

3.

Set mode switches 1,2,3,4,5 and 11 on (up). Switch 4 puts the instrument in the
three-digit mode used for calibration checks.

4.

Before using L11e simulator blow it out for 5 seconds.

5.

With the simulator unhooked from the instrument use <Escape> <Escape> <B>
on the keyboard to begin the sequence.
Warning:

6.

Follow the instructions on the display:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

NOTE:

7.

Do not have the simulator hooked up to the breath tube during an
air blank. The sucking action may pull the solution into the
instrument and the Intorilyzer 5000 may be flooded and put out
of service.

Insert a card
Enter your last name
Enter your first name
Enter your middle initial
Enter your ID Number
Enter the solution 1 or 2
Review data YIN

(up to 20 letters)
(up to 20 letters)
(number w/o dashes)
(la, lb, or 2)
(Yes starts you back at step (2), No
continues on with the
calibration check.)

The solution number referred to in 6 (6) above is not
important at this time. Its purpose is to distinguish which
solution is run through the breath tube when more then one
solution is used to perform this type of calibration check.

The instrument will obtain an air blank.

Section l
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L

Pour the calibration solution into the simulator, plug it in, arid allow the solution
to warm for at least 15 minutes to 34"C ± OS'C.

2.

Attach a small piece of tubing
simulator.

3.

Set mode switches 1,2,3,4,5 and 11 on (up). Switch 4 puts the instrument in the
three-digit mode used for calibration checks.

4.

Before using the simulator blow it out for 5 seconds.

5.

With the simulator unhooked from the instrument use <Escape> <Escape> <B>
on the keyboard to begin the sequence.

Warning:

6.

a clean mouthpiece to the air inlet port of the

Do not have the si.rnulator hooked up to the breath tube during an
air blank. The sucking action may pull the solution into the
instrument ru'1d the Intoxilyzer 5000 may be flooded and put out
of service.

Follow the instructions on the display:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

NOTE:

7.

ai1d

Insert a card
Enter your last name
Enter your fust name
Enter your middle initial
Enter your ID Number
Enter the solution 1 or 2
Review data Y;N

(up to 20 letters)
(up to 20 letters)
(number w/o dashes)
(1a, lb, or 2)
es starts you back at step (2), No
continues on \Vith the
calibration check.)

The solution number referred to in 6 (6) above is not
important at this time.
purpose is to distinguish which
solution is run through the breath tube when more then one
solution is used to perform tt'Us type of calibration check.

The instrument will obtain an air blank.

Section 1
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(1)

This is the lowest acceptable value that will still be
considered as valid for a caiibration check. This
number must be entered as 4 digits (e.g. 0.070).
Tnis value will be obtained from the Certificate of
Analysis for each lot.

(2)

This is the highest acceptable value that will still be
considered as valid for a calibration check. This
number must be entered as 4 digits (e.g. 0.090).
This value will be obtained from the Certificate of
Analysis for each lot.

(3)

Reset Count YfNN:

This allows you to reset the counter. The counter
increases by one every time the simulator solution is
analyzed by the instrument. The counter should be
reset every time a new solution is used. (Y) resets
the counter, (N) does not reset the counter, and (V)
lets you view the counter.

( 4)

Solution Lot#:

This entry is for the solution lot number. This
should be chan2.ed everv time a new lot is used.
This entry requires ten alphanumeric characters.
(e.g. Lot# 98801 must be entered as 0000098801)

8.

The instrument is now set to perform a simulator check with each breath test.
Press the green START BUTTON and perform a mock subject test.

9.

Retain a record of the results.
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INTOXILYZE~

5000 CAIJBRA. TION CHECK PROCEDURES:

'The Intoxilyzer 5000 has different calibration check options which car1 be controlled by
its s\vitch settings. At this time, in the State of Idaho~ vre are performing a calibration check
•Yith each breath test. Listed below are the instmctions for setting up the Intoxilyzer 5000 to
perform a calibration check \Vith each breath test, as well as the instructions to perform other
tvpes of calibration checks. These other types of calibration checks may be used during periodic
.
maintenance as deemed necessary.

-

Procedure for setting up the Intoxilvzer 5000
to perform a calibration check with each breath test

***This is the setu12 you will use for evidentiary testing***
1.

Pour the calibration solution into the simulator, plug it in, and allow the solution
to warm for at least 15 minutes to 34°C ± 0.5°C.
WARl~ING:

The simulator must contain liquid when it is plugged into an
electrical outlet or the simulator will bum out.

2.

Before attacl1ing the simulator to the breath testing instrument, blowout the
simulator for 5 seconds.

3.

Connect the simulator to the Intoxilyzer 5000. The 11 \ 1apor one' port of the
simulator should be connected to the "vapor from sirnulator11 port on the right
side (not rear) of the Jntoxilyzer (See page 8). If the simulator is incor.retdy
connected, the 5000 may be flooded and put out of servk~.

4.

To utilize vapor recirculation connect the "simulator return" port on the right rear
of the Intoxilyzer 5000 to the simulator breath inlet (See page 8). This is
recommended.

5.

Set mode switches li2,3 and 11 on (up).

6.

Use <Escape> <Escape> <X> on the keyboard.

7.

Answer all of the following questions and press enter/return to store the
information. It is critical that the following parameters be entered correctly.
Failure to enter any of these parameters correctly may result in the
unnecessary disapproval of the breath test(s) performed.

Section 1
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Lab Jurisdiction Map

CoeiJr.D' Alene Lah
Meriqian Lab
Pocatelle Lab-

-

--·

...
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Breath Testing Specialists
The Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) should have a good knowledge of the Breath Alcohol
Program and the operation of the Intoxilyzer 5000. It will be the responsibility of the BTS to
oversee the Breath Alcohol Program within his/her agency.
You will be responsible for:
a)
record management and retention
b)
maintenance and functioning of the instrument
c)
maintenance and functioning of the simulator
d)
teaching and certifying operators in the proper use of the Intoxilyzer 5000
e)
testifying in court to your responsibilities and duties
This section is designed to assist you in your duties. However, if at any time you have a question
or are unsure about something. Call the lab that has jurisdiction over your area (see map section
1page2).
COEUR D'ALENE LAB
1000 HUBBARD STE 240
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814-2277

PHONE NUMBER: 769-1410
FAX NUMBER:
769-1484

POCATELLO LAB
209 E. LEWIS
POCA TELLO, ID 83201

PHON'E NUMBER: 232-9474
FAX NUMBER:
232-3697

:MERIDIAN LAB
700 S. STRATFORD
MERIDIAN, ID 83642

PHONE NUMBER: 884-7170
FAX -NUMBER:
884-7197

....;:...
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If SS (Diaplay Dur~ng Teat) i3
"off," the instrument will not
display the subject's. blood
alcohol
concentration until
the aubject stops blowing and
has
delivered a sufficient
breath sample. The inatrument
will also not display the ~ero
indicating 'When .the subject
has
delivered
An
adequate
breath sample.
19.

"FLE.ASE BLOW

The eubject stopped blowing
before providing a ~ufficient
sample. "PLEASE BLOW" fla!!hes
and a beep sounds every five
seconds
until the subject
begins
.blowing
or
three
minutes have lapsed from the
time the instrument initially
requested the subject to blow
into the mouthpiece .

(flashing)"

.19.

"SUBJECT TEST

The instrument is displaying
the aubject's blood alcohol
concentration
in
percent
weight by volume. In European
and
~ustralian
instruments,
the display expresses BAC in
micro9r~
per
hundred
milliliters.

.iU"

20.

"AIR BLANK"

21.

"AIR BLANK .###"

22.

"TEST COMPLETE"

Remove the evidence car4 after
it
is
released
by
the
instrument.

.·.
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12.

"AIR BU.NI<"

13 .

"CAL . CE.ECK"

1

.

O.L. CE.ECK . t

The s2u1-.ple chamber is filled
standard vapor from an
~ttached
wet bath ~imolator;
the instruoent
displaying
the sLmulated blood alcohol

"

~ith ~

concentration
in
by ~olum.e.

percent

~eight

15.

"AIR BL.:WK"

16.

"PL.EASE BLOW INTO MOUTHPIECE
UNTIL TONE STOPS"; "PLEASE
BLOW (flashing)"

To insure delivery of a
sufficient sample, the
instrument i
reque~ting the
subject
to
blow into the
mouthpiece
until
the tone
stops.
The ton0,
however,

does not actually :;:itop until
the
~ubj~ct
~tops
blowing.
Sta.rt
opf>Sars

't!hen
this command
the displ~y, the
2ubject h~s three minutes to
deliver
an ~dequate breath
on

s ""'">-'"'-'*'

17.

.###" followed
BLOW 0 . ~ # # ''

"PLEASE BLOW
by "PLLJ..SE

The instrument is di~playing
the subject's rising (falling,
con3tant)
blood
alcohol
concentration (B.AC) in percent
weight
by
volume
as · the
subject
blows
into
the
mouthpiece.
In European and
Australian
instruments,
however, the display expresses
BAC in microgrru~s per hundred
milliliters.
The continuous
tone
indicates
that
the
subject
is
blowing
with
sufficient pressure. When the
zero appears befora the B.~C
value (0.#U), the subject has
delivered an adequate breath
sasr.ple. ·

20
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by-"PLEA.SE BWW 0.

the subject'

rising (falling,

cons t

blood

nt)

1

alcohol

concentration (BAC) in percent
weight
by
volu.:i:ne
as the
!ubject
blows
into
the
mouthpiece.
In European and
Australi~n
instrum.enta,
ho~ever, the display expresses
MC in micr
per hundred
milliliters.
The continuou5
tone
indicates
that
the
subiect
is
blowing ·with
5ufficient pres ura.
When the
:Iero appears before the BA.c
valu~ (O.il ), the subject ha3
delivered an adequate breath

sample.
If SS (Display During Test) is
"off," the instrument will not
di~play
the subject'3 blood

alcohol
concentr~tion
until
the subject stops blowing a.~d
has
delivered
su
breath

~arnple.

The instrument

will slso not di
indicating when
ha5
delivered
breath
10.

the

the ~ero
eubject
adequate

The subject sth,~.~~
before providing

PLEASE BLOW (flashing)"

sample.

"PLEASE BLOW" fla:ihes

and ~ beep sounds every five
seconds
until the subject
begins
blowing
or
three
minutes have lapsed from the
time
the instrument initially

requested the

subject to blow

into the mouthpiece.

11.

"SUBJECT TEST .

ur

The

instrw~ent

the

subject's

is displaying

blood

alcohol

concentration
in
percent
weight by volume.
In European
and
Australian instrument~,

the display expresses BAC in
micrograms
per
hundred
milliliters.
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EXAMINATION OF THE INTOXILYZERSOOO OPERATOR
I.

Please state your full name and spell your last for the record.

2.

By whom are you currently employed?

3.

In what capacity?

4.

Were you employed in that capacity, and on duty, the night of (date} ?

5.

(Remainder of standard questions regarding traffic stop, field sobriety tests, arrest, etc.)

6.

Did you perform an alcohoi test on the defendant?

7.

What instrument did you use?

8.

Where is that instrument located?

9.

Are you certified in the use of the INTOXIL YZER 5000?

1O.

Are you familiar with the procedures used to ac1.uninister the test?

1L

Before the test was administered, how long was the defendant

12.

Is there any prescribed waiting period before you can perform the test?

13.

What are you looking for during that time?

14.

Did the defendant do any of these things?

15.

Did you follow the procedure taught to you in your training class when giving this test to the
defendant?

16.

Describe how you administered the test to the defendant.

17.

Why did you have the defendant blow into the instrument twice?

18.

What if the two results had not been within the required limits?

19.

\Vhen did you get the printout?

20.

Referring you to what has been marked as State's Exhibit_ (printout), would you please
identify what it is for the court.

Section 1
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The followmg are examples of questioning that may be asked by the prosecuting attorney for
the breath testir1g specialist and the operator.

FOUNDATION QUESTIONS FOR INTOXILYZER 5000
BREATH TESTING SPECIALIST

1.

Please state your full name and spell your last name for the record.

2.

How are you currently employed?

3.

How long have you been so employed?

4.

Vlhat are your specific duties?

5.

Are you familiar with the INTOXlL YZER 5000?

6.

What specialized training have you had relative to the lNTOXJLYZER 5000?

7.

What are your responsibilities as a Breath Testing Specialist?

8.

What experience have you had?

9.

Could you please describe what the INTOXILYZER 5000 is?

1O.

Handing you what has been marked for identification plli-poses as State's Exhibit_, could
you please explain what it is? (printout)

11.

Would you please explaiI1 how State's Exhibit

12.

Do you have an opinion as to whether or not the INTOXILYZER 5000 is a device which is
accurate in the measurement of a person's breath alcohol concentration?

13.

What is that opinion?

14.

\Vhat does the printout reflect as to alcohol concentration?

15.

At this time the State would move to have State's Exhibit_ admitted into evidence and ask
that it be tendered to defense council.

relates to the INTOXJLYZER 5000?
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5. The amount of time allowed before the i11strnment "times our' is controlled through
the "ESC ESC E" menu option. Entering zero (0) will force the instrument to always
stay on.
6. The simulator does not shut off in the Standby Mode and will be on any time there is
power to the instrument.
F.

Temperature Monitoring
The Intoxilyzer SODDEN has a temperature monitoring feature that allows the instrument
to verify the simulator temperature is 34 °C ±0.5.
I. During the test sequence, prior to the calibration check, the instrument will check the
simulator temperature. If it is in range, on the final report will be printed
"SIMULATOR TEMPERATURE lN RAi~GE". If it is out of range, the test
sequence will be aborted.
2. Tiris temperature monitoring feature is controlled tf...rough the "' ESC ESC W" menu.
3. Wben this feature is turned off, before the calibration check is performed, the
operator will be prompted to answer the question "SM JN RANGE YIN".

Section l
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8.

If one or more of the internal standards are outside a 5% allowable tolerance the
Intoxilyzer will abort the test
Il-JTERNAL Ffu1LED.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

C.

.100 std range is .095 to
.200 std range is .190 to
.300 std range is .285 to
.400 std range is .380 to
.500 std range is .475 to

.I
10.
.315.
.420.
.525.

Printer
I.
The internal printer is an impact printer, no ribbon.
2.
3.

Needs NCR paper for the print cards.
The Intoxilyzer 5000EN is equipped with a connection for an external printer.
Tne internal printer is automatically disabled when an external printer is
connected to the instru1nent

D.

Flow Sensor
The pressure switch in the previous Intoxilyzer has been replaced by a flow sensor.
1.
There are four minimum requirements that must be met before a sample will be
taken.
a. 1.1 Liters of air must
expired.
b. The subject must blow for a minimum of one second.
c. The alcohol concentration slope must level off.
d. The pressure must reach approximately l" of water.

E.

Standby Mode
The Stai1dby Mode allows the Intoxilyzer SOOOEN to be used with a short warm up time
and results in Jess wear on the instrument than being left running continuously.
1. fu the Standby Mode, power is applied only to the heaters in the instrument
2. When a cold Intoxilyzcr is turned on, the instrument will take 30 minutes to wann up
to the proper operating temperature before it begins diagnostics and moves into the
IDLE MODE. When the instrument is reactivated from the Standby Mode, it only
will need two mi."'1.utes to warm up.
3. To reactivate the instrument from the Standby Mode you only need to press the

STA.."llT TEST button.
4. The Standby
red poYrer

can be easily noted bemuse the display will be bhink and the
still be lit
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This is information that is uillque to the Intoxilyzer SOOOEN in relation to the previous
Intoxilyzer 5000. Further information can be found in Section 1, Pages 19-22.

A.

Filte:r "\Vb eel
Tue Intoxilyzer 5000EN has five filters embedded in the filter wheel. It uses these filters
to measure alcohol concentration and to detect interfering substances.
1.
3.47
Measures the concentration of alcohol.
3.80
Is used as a reference.
3.40, 3.36 and 3.52 Look for interfering substances. Make the instrument more
specific to ethanol.

In a nonnal alcohol-only situation, a ratio exists between the 3.40 and 3.47
peaks.
b.
With the presence of acetone, 3.40 peak gets higher and ratio changes.
c.
Intoxilyzer 5000 electronically corrects the ratio and subtracts the
interfering substance.
d.
Not all substances are subtracted accurately. For this reason it is
import:mt to obtain a blood sample when an interferent is detected.
e.
Unlike the previous Intoxilyzer 5000, the Intoxilyzer SOOOEN is able to
detect other types of alcohol as interforents. For example this instrument
will respond "INTERFERENT DETECTED" in the prest;pce of methanol
and isoprnpanol.
Timing notch on the filter wheel keeps the computer in sync to filters.
a.

2.

B.

Internal stl!:mfards
Checks the functioning of the instrument by monitoring the voltages produced by the five
filters on the filter wheel.
1.
3 .40 is .100 standard.
2.
3 .4 7 is .200 standard.
3.80 is .300 standard.
3.
4.
3 .36 is .400 standard.
5.
3.52 is .500 standard.
6.
Internal standards are directly linked to the established voltages and calibration
·
setting of the instrument.
7.
Any shift or cha,TJ.ge in voltages or calibration setting vvill be reflected in the
Internal Standards.
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RESPONSE

"STD TEST (1-5)?'''

1

"CUSTOM TEST? YIN"

Y

"3 DIGITS ON? YIN"

Y

"PRELI.IV! RES? YIN"

"DATA ENTRY? YIN"
INHIB? YIN"
"INT STDS? YIN"

Y
N

N
Y/N~'

N

"AUTO TEMP CK? YIN"

Y

"PRINT VOLU:!VIE?
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"DATA ENTRY? Y;N" The instrument is programmed \Vith a set of data entry
questions that may be asked before each breath test begins. These questions include the
subject's name and operator's name.
evidentiary testing turn this option on (Y).
Note: Only when data entry is turned on will test results be stored on the
battery-protected memory.

YIN" It is possible to inhibit the printer from creating a printed record
of the breath test. Choose "Y" if you do NOT want the instrument to pri11t a test record.
Choose "N" of you DO want the instrument to print a test record_ For evi dentiary
testing this sl:wuM be turned off (N) so that a test record is printed. If a record is not
printed use the function key Fl on the keyboard to reprint the results of the last test.

"INT STDS? YlN" This option performs an internal standards check ::.=...r;;;.::..;=:.....::;.::...=:;.::::
calibration check.
evidentiary testing this needs to be turned off (N) so that a
calibration check is run during the test sequence.
VOLU:l\ffi? Y/N" The expired breath volume can be printed with each breath
test· Fo:r evidentiary testing
be turned off (N). \Ve are not currently using
this feature.
I

"AUTO TEMP CK? YIN'' Allows the instrument to obtain temperature information
from a compatible Guth simulator automatically. "SIMULATOR TEM.PERATURE IN
RANGE" will print on the report. For evidentiary testing th!§
be turned on
if possibll£. If a compatible simulator is not being used or this feature is for some reason
not functioning it can be turned off. If it is turned off (N), the question "SlM rn RANGE
YIN" will be asked before each calibration check.
SETUP? Y fN" If you are satisfied with the setup, choose ''N". If you would
like to double-check your entries, choose "Y'.

t'SA VE SETUP?

Y/N~~

Answering "Y" to this question will save your new
configuration onto the batter; backup RAM. This vvill preserve the configuration so that
each tii.ue that the instrument is energized, it will be set to your new configuration.
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S

Motor Speed This option allows the operator to monitor the motor speed. The display
will read "MOTOR SPEED RPM####". The motor speed should be approximately
2400± 200 RPM.

U

Cell Temperature Setup Function This option allows the operator to monitor the sample
chamber temperature. The instrument will display
. D- to display the
temperature, P- to print the temperature and Q - to quit and return to idle mode.

V

Version Display This will display the version of sofuvare that is contained within the
EPROM of the instrnment.

X

Simulator Solution Setup This is where you enter high and low reference values, enter
solution lot number and reset the counter when you change simulator solutions. The lrigh
and low values must be entered as four digits, example: 0.070. The lot number must be
entered at a ten digit number (#0000000807). The counter should be reset every time a
new solution is used.

\V

Custom Function Setup This option replaces the switch settings that were on the
previous Intoxilyzer 5000. The function of the instrument is controlled by answering a
series of eleven questions.
"STD TEST (1-S)r' The Intoxilyzer 5000EN is capable of rnnning five different breath
test sequences. For evidentiary use you will choose sequence 1,
is the custom
sequence
the State ofidaho.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Custom test (AIACABABA)
ABA
ABACA
ACABA
ABABA

"CUSTOM TEST? YIN" The instrument will~~,,~·~· the test sequence you want to
use. Type or N.

YIN" This question is asking how many digits
alcohol
concentration should be displayed in. For evidentfary use 9 we recommend this option
be
on (Y), this will print three digits past the decimal point (.000). \Vhen you use
the keyboard options to do a calibration check, this should be turned on to print all three
digits (.000).

"3 DIGITS

Y!N" This allows you to see the alcohol concentration throughout the
entire test, not just the final result. The display will continually show the rising, falling or
constant concentration value of the sample as the subject blows. For evidentiary testing
this should be turned off (N), so only the final result is displayed.
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DV1v1 Test This is a special diagnostic tool to help a technician check the instrument for
drift and stabiiity.
In this mode, the processor output from each of the five filters appears one at a time on
the display.
The display will show the output \7Y X
NNNN
where: YY indicates which mode the instrument is in.
CH indicates DVM mode
m indicates internal standards
X is the channel number
is the value of the channel
NNNN is the noise figure for the channel
The value displayed is the vaiue from the analog to digital converter. The noise figure
gives a representation of perfonnance of the channel. The noise figure is the difference
benveen the maximum and minimum of 30 individual samples. Noise figures above 60
v.rill fail the stability tests.
I

Internal Standards This option allows you to check the instrument's internal standard
values. The value of each of the five internal standards is printed individually on the
card.

J

Memorv Full Check When the memory full option is active (Y), the instrument will warn
the operator when the memory is almost full and disable the instrument if the memory
becomes full. Tbis would allow for a communications download of the data without
losing any data. \Vben this option is not active {N), the instrument will still record the
test records as before. However, when the instrument is out of space, it will begin to
delete the oldest record to make room for the newest entry. Until we are downloading
off (N).
information on a regular basis, leave this option

This option allows the technician to monitor volume
and flow measurements. If you choose this option, press the START TEST button to

exit
M

Communication Select This option allows you to choose the ~ommunication interface
with the instrument. It will
. Select
for modem
so that ISPFS can contact the instrument.

p

Printer Test This runs a diagnostic test for the printer. This test will print rows of
characters 3-T'ld lines of dots to determine ifthere are any problems with the card
alignment or individual print solenoids.
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E

Prelimin?IY Data Entry Allows you to edit the time, date, location of the instnL'Tient and
to select the question asked at the end of the testing sequence. For instruments with
external printers, you are able to select the number of copies of the breath test results to
be printed. As each prompt appears there are two courses of action. Either type in the
new data or press ENTER when t.1-ie proper data in on the display to store it in memorv.
"ENTER TIJ'lr1E HH.!VTIVI" (Set time using 24 hour dock)
"NORM TIME ZONE =n (example MST)
"Date= IVIMDD\'l'YY~'
(Set date)
"INSTR LOCATION='' (Set location)
"H FOR HELP (1,2,3)"
(This option sets the question asked at the end of subject test
if the operator answers yes to the question
"Dill ARREST YIN'. 1 = DECP Y/N
2 DRUGTESTY!N

3 =NONE
Currently in Idaho we are using seiection 2.
"NUM COPIES (1-3)"
(This option is for the use of external printers and can be set
to print form 1-3 copies. For internal printers choose 1.)
"TIMEOUT IN MIN=" (This number determines how many minutes of inactivity are
necessary before the instrument goes into STfu."'\TDBY
MODE. An entry of ZERO (0) w1ll force the instrument to
always stay on. The allowable range of time for this option
is 1 to 255 minutes. The simulator is not prograrnmed to go
into STANDBY MODE and will stay on any time there is
power to the instrument.)

G

Barometric Menus This option allows you to choose between wet bath and dry gas
calibration. Dry gas is not being used in
State of Idaho. Instrument prompts
"'SELECT, l\llA-1.NT (S,M)"
"S" - Select
The instrument will prompt "TYPE
'~G~' -Dry Gas
"W" -Wet Bath
-Maintenance
The instrument \Vill prompt "DISP ,CAL,PNT
"'D" -Display the current barometric pressure
-Print the current barometric calibration
"C" -Instrument prompts to "ENTER BAR01v1ETR1C" to perform one point
calibration on the barometric sensor.
'"Q" - Quit
None of the Maintenance options are needed since we are only using the wet bath
caiibration check.
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A

Auto Purge or Continuous Air Blank The pump is tuned on and stays on until the
START TEST button is pressed. This is a maintenance feature that will help purge the
chamber of fluid that may enter the instrument.

B

Calibration check via the breath hose. See the procedure for perfonning a calibration
check through the breath hose (Section 1, Page 29-30).

C

Calibration check via the simulator port. See the procedure for performing a calibration
check through the simulator port (Section 1, Page 28-29). Choosing this option will
activate a sequence in which the instrument's calibration will be checked by using a
simulator solution. The sequence \\rill always alternate between an air blank and a
calibration check. The sequence always ends with an air blank Be sure the simulator is
cofu1ected properly before you begin this procedure. Proper simulator connection can be
found in Section 1, Page 31.
If the data entry is turned on, using keyboard option <W>, the data from the calibration
check is stored in battery-protected memory. Because of the limitations of space in this
memory, only two calibration checks will be performed and stored.
If u'le data entry is not active, the instrument will ask bow many calibration checks to
perform. The prompt ''HOW :i\1A,_~'Y" will appear on the display. Type the number of
calibration checks you desire and press ENTER. The data from all of the air blanks and
calibration checks will appear on the printed test record, but will not be stored in batteryprotected memory.

NOTE: Between the first and second calibration test you will be prompted to press the
START TEST button to continue.
D

Diagnostics This option performs the diagnostic tests. This option will always print a
test record regardless of the print inhibit option.
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Diagnostic and set up functions can be accomplished through the Keyboard Options Menu,
commonly lrnov.n as the Escape Escape Sequence. The Intoxilyz:er SOOOEN does not have
s\vitches to control functions like the previous Intoxilyzer 5000. All of the functions are
controlled through the keyboard options menu.
To enter the Keyboard Options Menu, press the ESC key !\vice in rapid succession. It may take
a few attempts to get the instrument to recognize the ESC ESC command. The timing is critical
for this keystroke. Tllis was done deliberately to help prevent an unauthorized operator from
inadvertently activating the menu.

K_al;Joard Options Menu

Press the ESC button twice very quickly to view the keyboard options menu. To make a
selection from the menu, press the associated letter followed by the ENTER key.
Display: Menu #1: 1 B,C,D,E,G,H,P,V,W,Q
Menu #2: 2 A,I,J,K,M,S,U,X,Q

ON THE FIRST 1\fENU:

ON THE SECON"D

1
B =Maintenance Check
C Calibrntfokl Check
D=
E = PreUmin:iu-y Dafa Entry
G =Calibration Standard
Mode

2

Ted
V =Version Display
\V =Instrument Function Setup

A Continuous Air Blank
I
al
J Memory Full Check
= Flow
Calibrntion
Testing
M = Communications Select
S =Motor Speed
U Cell Temperntmrc Setup Funct:icm
SclutfoE! Setimp Function
= QuitMemJ

Q =Quit Menu
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The proper connection of the simulator is important. If the simulator is not connected properly,
the Intoxilyzer SOOOEN may draw solution into the chamber and flood the instrument.
To properiy connect the simulator to the Intoxilyzer 5000EN attach heated simulator hose from
the vapor out port on the simulator to the "calibration vapor" port on the side of the Intoxilyzer
5000EN.
Next, connect the supplied black tubing or a 1/4 inch(inside diameter) piece of tubing from the
right rear of the Intoxilyzer 5000, labeled "simulator return" on the instrument, to the vapor in
port on the simulator.
Do not connect the inlet port of the simulator to the port on the left rear of the instrument labeled
PUMP EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTIJRE or BREATH EXHAUST.
The diagram below illustrates the proper hookup with a Guth or a Mark IIA simulator.
The final step, which is not shovm in the diagram, is to connect the 9-pin cable to t.he back of the
Guth simulator and to the port on the back of the instrument labeled "simulator IIF". This
connection allows the instrument to monitor the simulator temperature.

VAPOR RETURN
TO SIMULJ\TOR

VAPOR rnoM
SIMULATOR
OUTUT PORT OF
SIMULATOR

INUT PORT OF
SIMULATOR
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6.

Follow the instructions on the display:

(1)

Insert a card

If data entry option is tumed on through <Escape> <Escape> <\V> on the
keyboard, you \Vill be prompted to answer the
following questions.
Enter your last name
(up to 20 letters)
(2)
(3)
Enter your first name
(up to 20 letters)
Enter your middle mitial
(4)
Enter your ID Number
(5)
(must be IO number w/o dashes)
Enter the solution 1 or 2
(6)
(only option 2 is programmed to
work)
Review data YIN
(7)
(Yes starts you back at step (2), No
continues on with calibration check.)
NOTE:

]be solution number referred to in 6 ( 6) above is not
important at this time. Its purpose is to distinguish which
solution is run through the breath tube when more then one
solution is used to perform this type of calibration check.
Only option 2 will function at this time.

7.

The Instrument will obtain an air blank.

8.

The message "PLEASE BLOW IR INTO MOUTHPIECE UNTIL TONE STOPS"
v.ill scroll across the display and then "PLEASE BLOWJR" will flash on the
display. At this point attach the breathtube to the vapor out port of the simulator
and blow into the mouthpiece for a minimum of five seconds.

9.

following the
displayed readout, displayed as "SUBJECT TEST .###".

1O.

Repeat steps 7-8 and obtain the printout.
Note: If two consecutive instrument readings from the same simulator
solution differ by more than 0.003 at the 0.080 level, the operator should
check for problems with the simulator or individual technique. The
±0.003 agreement is not a requirement for instrument approval, but should
serve as a guideline.

11.

Retain a record of the results.
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· 7.

If the calibration check does not produce valid results call the nearest lab a..'1.d take
the instrument out of service.
Note: If two consecutive instrument readings from the same simulator solution
differ by more than 0.003 at the 0.080 level, the operator should check for
problems with the simulator or individual technique. The ±0.003
agreement is not a requirement for instrument approval, but should serve
as a guideline.

8.

Retain a record of the results.

1.

Pour the calibration solution into the simulator, plug it in, and allow the solution
to W3.t"TI1 for at least 15 minutes to 34°C ± 0.5°C.

2.

Attach a small piece of tubing and a clean mouthpiece to the air inlet port of the
simulator.

3.

Use <Escape> <Escape> <W> on the keyboard and answer yes to "3 DIGITS
ON?'' and "PRELIM RES?"

4.
5.

Before using the simulator blow it out for 5 seconds.
With the simulator unhooked from the instrument use <Escape>
on the keyboard to begin the sequence.

Warning:

<B>

Do not have the simulator hooked up to the breath tube during an
air blank. The sucking action may pull the solution into the
instrument and the Intoxilyzer 5000EN may be flooded and put
out of service.
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I.

Pour the calibration solution into the simulator, plug it in, and allow the solution
to warm for at least 15 minutes to 34°C ± 0.5°C.

W AR.i~ING: The simulator must contain liquid when it is plugged into an
electrical outlet or the simulator will burn out.
2.

Before attaching the simulator to the breath testing instrument, blow out the
simulator for 5 seconds.

3.

Connect the simulator to the Intoxilyzer 5000EN. The "vapor out" port of the
simulator should be connected to the "calibration vapor" port on the right side
(not rear) of the Intoxilyzer (See page 31). If the simulator is incorrectly
connected, the 5000EN
be flooded and put out of service.

4.

To utilize vapor recirculation connect the "simulator return" port on the right
rear of the 5000EN to the simulator breath inlet (See page 31). This is
recommended.

5.

Use <Escape> <Escape> <W> on the keyboard and answer yes to "3 DIGITS
ON?'' and "PRELIM REST'

6.

Use <Escape> <Escape> <C> on the keyboard to begin the sequence. The
instrument will run the solution twice and printout the results if data entry is
turned on through <Escape> <Escape> <W>, or a prompt of "HOVI
will appear on the display. This method is recommended for use on solutions that
contain an interferent such as acetone. These solutions may be supplied by the
ISPFS on a periodic basis.

(

Note: Between the first and second calibration test you will be prompted to press
the start test button to continue.
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7.

lUJS\Ver

all of the following questions and press enter/return to store the

information. It is critical that the following parameters be entered correctly.
Failure to enter any of these parnmeters correctly may result the
unnecessary disapproval of tbe breath test(s) performed.

8.

9.

(l)

Low Ref Value:
This is the lowest acceptable
value that will still be considered as valid for a
calibration check. 1nis nmnber must be entered as 4
digits (e.g. 0.070). This value will be obtained from
Lhe Certificate of Analysis for each lot.

(2)

This is the highest acceptable
value that will still be considered as valid for a
calibration check. This number must be entered as 4
digits (e.g. 0.090). This value will be obtained from
the Certificate of Analysis for each lot.

(3)

Reset Count Y !NN: This allows you to reset the
counter. The counter increases by one every time
the simulator solution is analyzed by the instrument
The counter should be reset every time a new
solution is used. (Y) resets
cotmter, (N) does
not reset the counter, and M lets you view the
counter.

(4)

Solution Lot#:
This entry is for the solution
lot number. This should be changed every time a
new lot is used. This entry requires ten
alphanumeric characters. {e.g. Lot# 98801 must
be entered as 0000098801)

Tne instrument is now set to perform a simulator check with each breath test.
Press the green ST ART BUTTON a.11d perform a mock subject test.

Retain a record of the results.
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3

20.

Keyboard Conuector - The keyboard of the instrnment plugs
a 5-pin connector or a
D-type connector. The keyboard can be replaced with ~'"l IBM compatible keyboard.

2 .

"Modem Lii-ie" This connector is used to connect the mternal modem
to 2 phone line. This line allows the Idaho State Police Forensic Services to
communicate with the Intoxilyzer 5000EN and recover test data from the memory chip.

22.

I.

Pour the calibration solution into the simulator, plug it in, and allow the solution
to warm for at least 15 minutes to 34°C ± 0.5°C.
WARN]NG:

The simulator must contain liquid when it is plugged into an
electrical outlet or the simulator will bum out.

2.

Before attaching the simulator to the breath testing instrument, blowout the
simulator for 5 seconds.

3.

Connect the simulator to the Intoxilyzer 5000EN. The "vapor out1' port of the
simulator should be connected to the "calibration vapor" port on the rigbt side
(not rear) of the Intoxilyzer (See page 31 ). If
sirnulatoi is incorrectly
coirnected, the 5000EN
be flooded and put out of

4.

To utilize vapor recirculation connect the "simulator return" port on the right
rear of the Intoxi1yzer 5000EN to the simulator breath inlet (See page 31). This
is recommended.

5.

Use <Escape> <Escape> <\V> on the keyboard and ai.-iswer the questions to set
up the instrument for evidentiary testing. See page 3 8 for proper answers for
evidentiary testing.

6.

Use <Escape>

<X> on the keyboard.
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8.

Simulator Bracket Screws (side) Four screws used to attach a bracket that holds a wet
bath breath alcohol simulator to the side of the instrument.

9.

Simulator Bracket Screws (rear) - Four screws used to attack a bracket that holds a wet
bath simulator to the rear of the instrument

1o.

Calibration Vapor Port - An adapter through which alcohol vapor passes from an
attached breath alcohol simulator to the instmment's sample chamber. A hose should be
connected from this port to the "VAPOR OUT' port of the simulator.

11.

Simulator Hose Heater Connector - Provides power and temperature control for wet
bath simulator inlet tubing.

12.

Gas Delivery System Solenoid Contrni Connector "Solenoid Power" This connector
provides a voltage to the external solenoid on a dry gas delivery system. We are currently
not using dry gas calibration in the State of Idaho.

13.

AC Simulator Power Connecto:r - "Power Out" This connector is used to provide AC
power to a wet bath simulator.

14.

-The instrument's main fuse. Replace with Part Number 140037,
3 amp Littlefuse 312 003.

15.

"Power In" This is the port to which the power cord connects. The power
cord that supplies power to the instruments can be replaced with Part Number 330196,
Corcom 80-1245 Power Cord, iflost or damaged.

16.

Simulator Return Port This port is used for recirculation of vapors from a simulator.
A hose from this port should feed back into the "AIR IN" port of the simulator.

I 7.

- "Simulator I/F" Tr.is 9 pin connector is used to
connect the instrument to a
Guth simulator. This allows for simulator
temperature monitoring. Without this connection, during test sequence, the instrument
will display prompt "SIM JN
YIN".

18.

- This 25-pin connector is used to interface with a standard parallel
printer using a standard CENTRONICS interface cable. Vvnen a printer cable is
connected to th.is port, it automatically deactivates the internal printer.

19.

- This 9-pin connector is used to connect the instrilment to a
computer or external modem for data communications. This connector is not needed at
this time since the instrument is equipped vii th an internal modem.
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Rear view on the Intoxilyzer 5000EN
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TESTING SPECIALIST
SUPPLEMENT

Idaho State Police
Forensic Services
May 16, 2001
(revised 3/04)
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I 2.

A breath a1cohoi test normally includes two (2) breath s
es taken duririg the
testing sequence and separated by air blanks. The agreement of the results of l'.vo
separate breath samples strongly refutes the possibility of an instrument malfunction,
radio frequency interference, mouth alcohol, or other possible sources of error (see

SOP Ill.).

I.

Processor Components
I.
RAM chip is a random access memory chip, which stores the memory of tests,
calibration checks and instrwnent internal checks.
a.
Needs constant source of power to maintain its memory.
Ram board has a rechargeable battery which will hold the memory for 6 - 7
b.
weeks.
2.
EPROM chips are Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory chips that are
programmed at the factory and contain the permanent memory of the instrument such
as serial number and the question series program.
a.
There are three EPROMs that work as a set.
EPROMs do not need a constant current to maintain memory.
b.

J.

Internal Printer
1.
Impact printer, no ribbon.
2.
Needs NCR paper for the print cards.

K.

Three-way valves
There are two of these valves which channel samples.
1.
One directs the flow from either the breath tube or the simulator port through to the
sample chamber.
2.
The other allows for simulator recirculation.

L.

Rzdio frequency detector
1.
Antenna wire is wrapped arolLTld breath tube.
2.
Detector is internal, located on Lhe CPU board.
3.
Entire Intoxilyzer 5000 is a FARADAY CAGE, completely grounded and all
openings screened.
4.
Although RFI cannot affect the readings, any RF1 emissions picked up by the external
antenna will cause the instrun1ent to report RFI DETECTED and stop the test.
5.
Demonstrate RFI with a hand-held radio.
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' Ill
Revised 3/06

drnmber
The sa_rnple chamber is where the imtia1 analysis of the sample takes place.
I.
It is the long tube located at the rear of the instrument.
2.
Chamber size is 81 cubic centimeters in volume.
3.
Fresnel lens on each end of chamber.
Light source located to the right
4.
5.
Chopper motor and filter wheel located to the left.

I

F.

Light Source
The light source is a tungsten filament halogen light bulb with one side coated with silver.
I.
Emits all wavelengths of light
2.
Is "ON" all the time unless Intoxilyzer 5000 is turned "OFF".
3.
Life span of 2000 3000 hours per bulb.
4.
Light is directed through chamber by lens.

G.

Detector
Detects the intensity of light.
1.
Detects the bands of infrared light that pass through the filters.

H.

B.reath sampling mechanism
1.
Flow through technology.
2.
Pressure switch in breath line (approximately 2" water).
a.
As breath is forced into the instrument, the switch is forced open.
b.
Must be held open continuously for 5 seconds.
c.
Tone starts as soon as pressure is reached.
3.
Intoxilyzer 5 000 starts analysis inimediately, but doesn't give a result until a valid
sample is obtained or the 3-minute time allowance has passed.
The Intoxilyzer 5000 also has a slope detector:
a.
Monitors change in alcohol concentration with time.
b.
Increase in alcohol must not be greater than .003/second for sample to be
accepted as valid.
c.
Intoxilyzer 5000 does 15 - 30 analyses on the breath sample each second.
5.
The tone indicates that the subject is blowing and the pressure switch is open.
6.
All breath lines and sample chamber are kept small so that any breath found in the
chamber after 4-5 seconds is breath that was recently blown in.
7.
Earlier breath has been forced out of the chamber.
8.
Average lung capacity is about 4 liters. When a person finally runs out of breath,
about 2.5 to 3 liters of breath has been expelled.
9.
If the subject stops blowing before the pressure and slope requirements have been
met, the Intoxilyzer will beep every 5 seconds for 3 minutes at which time it will end
the test and print "DEFICIENT SAMPLE" on the printcard.
IO.
Breath must be one long, continuous sample or it will not be accepted.
11.
Breath line is heated to 105 to 1 I 0 °F to prevent water condensation.
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B.

Internal standards
Checks the functioning of the instrwnent by monitoring the voltages produced by the three
filters on the filter wheel.
1.
3. 3 9 is .1 00 standard.
2.
3.48 is .200 standard.
3.
3.80 is .300 standard.
Vlith the filter wheel moving at 1800 rpm each internal standard is checked
4.
approximately 30 times a second.
5.
Internal standards are directly linked to the established voltages and calibration
setting of the instrument.
6.
Any shift or change in voltages or calibration setting will be reflected in the Internal
Standards.
7.
If one or more of the internal standards are outside a 5% allowable tolerance the
Intoxilyzer will abort the test with Th.1TERNAL FAILED.
a.
.100 std range is .095 to .105.
b.
.200 std range is .190 to .210.
c.
.300 std range is .285 to .315.

C.

foterferent detector
Detects interfering substances that may be present in a sample.
1.
It is capable of doing this because of the analysis of multiple wavelengths performed
by the instrument.
·
2.
Comparison of3.48 and 3.39 channels will cause automatic subtraction for acetone,
performing a correction of the result.
3.
\Vith lower levels of acetone, subtraction is automatically done without any signal.
4.
\Vi th higher levels of acetone and other interfering substances, hltoxilyzer will signal
INTERFERENT on display.
5.
Printcard will also say ''INTERFERENT DETECTED HA VE BLOOD DRA VIN".

D.

Mouth akohoi detector
This is accomplished by the analysis of a slope detector.
1.
To be an acceptable alcohol reading, must have a positive slope.
Mouth alcohol has a negative slope.
2.
3.
Intoxilyzer 5000 performs a continuous comparison of the breath sample. The BrAC
values must continue to climb, producing a positive slope. If the BrAC values of a
sample are decreasing, producing a negative slope, the test is aborted with the
printout "INVALID SAMPLE" (i.e. mouth alcohol contarnination). Also present on
the printout is the statement "REPEAT OBSERVATION PERJOD BEFORE
RETESTJNG SlJ13JECT'.
3.
Operator should find the cause of problem, if possible, and start 15-minute
waiting period over again.
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INTERNAL PARTS ANTI THEORY

This information is very general. Its purpose is to enlrance your understanding of the
performance and function of the instrument.
Depending on their physical size and structure, molecules absorb energy of specific frequencies. For
example, alcohol molecules absorb certain frequencies of infrared energy. Accordingly, the
Intoxilyzer 5000 breath analysis instrument uses an infrared energy absorption technique to find the
alcohol concentration of a breath sample.
The heart of the Intoxilyzer 5000 instrument is its sample chamber. At one end of the chamber, a
quartz iodide lamp emits infrared energy, which is directed through the chamber by a lens. At the
opposite end of the chamber, a second lens focuses the energy leaving the chamber through three
rotating filters and onto an infrared energy detector. These filters only allow certain wavelengths
through.
Initially, the instrument establishes a zero reference point by measuring the amount of infrared
energy striking the detector when the sample chamber is filled v.rith room air. During a breath test, as
the amount of alcohol vapor in the chamber rises, the amount of infrared energy reaching the detector
falls. Therefore, by finding the difference between the zero reference point and the breath test
measurement, the instrument can determine breath alcohol concentration. The unit displays the
result in grams of alcohol per 210 liters. To assure accurate test results, the Intoxilyzer 5000 breath
analysis instrument also checks to see that other substances that may interfere with the breath tests
accuracy are not present
A.

Filter Wheel
Three filters are embedded in the filter wheel. The Intoxilyzer 5000 uses these to measure
alcohol concentration and detect interfering substances.
I.
3.48 Measures the concentration of alcohol and is set at 6.00 volts.
3.80 Is used as a reference and is set at approximately at 6.00 volts.
3 .39 Looks for interferents and is set individually for each. instrument around 4.00
volts.
a.
In normal alcohol-only situation, a ratio exists betv.reen 3 .39 and 3 .48 peaks.
b.
With the presence of acetone, 3.39 peak gets higher and ratio changes.
c.
Intoxilyzer 5000 electronically corrects the ratio and subtracts the interfering
substance.
d.
Not all substances are subtracted accurately. For this reason it is important to
obtain a blood sa.rnple when interferent is detected.
e.
fotoxilyzer 5000 is not specific for ethyl alcohol.
2.
Timing notch on the wheel keeps the computer in sync to filters.
3.
Rotates at 1800 rpm. At this rate a sample is analyzed approximately 30 times per
second.
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13.

Check the temperature of the simulator. If it is in range place a check in the
appropriate column of L.11e instrument log.
Position yourself so you are in front of the instITuuent and in control of the
breath tube. This will position the subject at the front left of the instrument,
which will help protect the simulator at the rig.ht rear.
NOTE: Some agencies leave the suspect in handcuffs while performing the
breath test.

RECORD MAJNTENANCE At"'l'D RETENTION
1.
2.

Maintain a copy of the POST roster for a minimum of three years.
All other records having to do with breath testing for evidentiary purposes should be stored
and maintained according to IDAPA 11.03.01. Currently tills is a minimum of three years.
A.

It is up to the discretion of your agency as to how it wishes to comply with storage of
breath testing records.

B.

As a BTS it is your responsibility to see that compliance with IDAP A rules and
regulations are followed "Within your agency.

3.

All records are subject to audit by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services.

4.

All records may be subject to Discovery and Public Information Requests. Follow your
agencies policies in filling these requests.

Below are a number of places where you can get parts and accessories for the Intoxilyzer 5000. This
list is not inclusive.

-Guth
- BesTest, Inc.
-CMJ
- Applied Electronics

REP CO
- National Draeger, Inc.

1-800-233-2338
1-800-248-3244
1-866-835-0690
1-(970)-328-5420
1-(919)-876-5480
1-800-385-8666

Section 1
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E.

Obtain certification cards from the lab that has jurisdiction over your area. Please
request these at least two weeks in advance.

F.

Send roster to POST.

G.

Keep a copy of the POST roster for your record. These should be maintained at least
3 years and are subject to audit by lhe Idaho State Police Forensic Services.

H.

Grade the tests. Do not Jet your students grade the test as you may need to testify
to the certification of your students.

I.

Each student must successfully complete the written exam with 80% or better and
obtain a valid printout for the practical.

J.

Issue the card to any student who successfully completes the class. Sign your name
on the line that says "BTS signature". Expiration date is the last day of the 26th
month from the day the class was taken.

K.

Important things to teach in class:
1.
It is a good idea to ask if subject has anything in mouth prior to the start of
15-minute waiting period.
2.
15-minute waiting period.
3.
Have officer maintain complete control over breath tube at all times.
Use new mouthpiece for each subject.
4.
5.
Log the results immediately after completing the test.
6.
Always check for proper insertion of printcard before starting test.
7.
Always check the date ai1d time for correctness before starting test.
8.
If anything unusual occurs prior to or during the test, the officer should make
note of it on the alcohol influence report form or other place. For example:
uncooperative subject.
9.
Procedure for obtaining a sample if the Intoxilyzer 5000 won' t let you
perform a breath test.
10.
Special problems:
a.
DEFICIENT SA,1\1PLE - does not meet breath sample requirements.
INVALID SAMPLE - mouth alcohol.
b.
c. ·
IMPROPER SA.J'1PLE - blew at v.rrong time.
INTERFERENT - intoxicating substance other than alcohol. Get a
d.
blood sample.
11.
Prin tcards:
a.
Recommend officers sign cards.
b.
Should fill in Time First Observed with starting time of 15-minute

wait.

')
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COBRA and Agency Codes

COBRA
The Jdaho State Police Forensic Services has the ability to comnnrrricate with any Intoxilyzer
5000 that is properly connected to a modem via software knovm as COBRA. COBRA will allow tbe
Idaho State Police Forensic Services to contact an fotoxilyzer 5000 in the field and retrieve
information that may be beneficial in diagnosing an instrument. It will also allow the ISPFS to
recover test data in the event a printer fails. COBRA. \v'ill be set on a schedule to call each
instrument between 4:00 am and 8 :00 am Friday mornings. Operators using the instrument will not
be affected by the call-up.
AGENCY CODES
When perfonning a subject test the Intoxilyzer 5000 will ask for the "arrest agency" during
the question series. This is the 4-digit code used by your agency for accident reporting.
However, as a BTS you may want to use the instrument for other purposes such as:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Training classes
Demonstrations
Commarilty service projects
Special projects
Tests to detennine the functioning of the instrument

Jn these instances, use 1234 as the air:rest agency. The code 1234 is important because it assists
the Idaho State Police Forensic Services in distinguishing information that is collected for
evidentiary purposes from the information that is collected for other reasons.
OPERA TOR CLASS

A.

There is no specific requirement for the length of the class as Jong as everything is
covered, and students can pass the practical and "rritten exams.

B.

Must cover complete lesson plan for new operator class or operators whose
certification has expired.

C.

Do not let the operator take the test until the entire class has been taught.

D.

Class materials can be copied from masters found in section three. Each student
needs one copy of the SOP, and the Operators Training Manual.
Section 1
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Clean air intake screens on bottom regularly.

12.

Lube printer bar with silicone spray regularly. Do th.is by spraying the lubricant on a Qtip or cloth then apply it on the bar. Never spray lubricants directly into the

instrument.
13.

Use canned air obtained from your local hardware or electronics shop to blow out dust
and debris that collect inside your instrument. Clea.11ing the chopper motor can cut down
on unstable reference errors if your instrument is located in a dusty location.
Tum off the instrument and let the IR source cool do\\ITI
before blowing out the instrument.

14.

Try to clean the inside of the instrument several times a year, especially the fan and
screen on the bottom of the instrument

15.

When removing the black cover from the right side of the instrument make sure the 40
volt capacitors still have the paper covers on their ends. If they do not, glue them back
dovm with a GLUE STICK, or cover them with electrical tape.

REPAIRS
1.

These insLllJilents have a 2-year warranty and repairs will generally be done at
CMI. There are other approved vendors.

2.

Additional training for repairs can be obtained by attending the Intoxi1yzer 5000
Users Group or a one-week training course at the factory.

3.

Here are some of the places that do repairs on the Intoxilyzer 5000. This is not an
inclusive list.
A.

CMI, Inc.
316 E. 9th Street
Owensboro, KY 42303

Phone: 1-866-835-0690

B.

Applied Electronics
52 Juniper Lane
Eagle, CO 81631

Phone: 1(970) 328-5420

Section 1
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1.

When doing maintenance and repairs on your instruinent it is a good idea to do a
calibration check before and after to help prevent arguments that may arise.

2.

Keep records of all maintenance and repairs performed.

3.

Turn off or unplug the instrument depending on the type of maintenance or repair you are
performing.

MAINTENANCE
1.

Nothing is to be stored on top .of the Intoxilyzer.

2.

Do not set cups ofliquid on the instrument. A simple spill could leak onto the computer
boards and cause shorts.

3.

Try to keep the outer case clean. Use a glass cleaner such as 409 or other non-abrasive
cleaner. Spray onto a cloth and wipe the case \Vith the cloth. Do not spray directly onto
the case (see #2).

4.

Keep the area under and around the case free from dust and dirt.

5.

Keep the area around the instrument free from volatile compounds. The presence of such
chemicals could cause AJ\1BIENT FAILED on the display.

6.

Avoid sudden temperature fluctuations (a heat/air conditioning duct), or instrument may
display AMBIENT

7.

The instrument has a built-in spike protector, but purchase of a brownout protector may
be useful in those areas which are often hit by these electrical power drops.

8.

BREATH LINE FILTERS: Cut a 2" diaineter circle of coarse mesh nylon and inset into
internal breath line. Change as needed.

CAUTION:

9.

This is a potential BIOHAZARD; use of gloves and protective gear
is recommended.

FILTER 'VHEEL DUST PROTECTOR: Lay protective tape over the opening above
the filter wheel.

10.

Protect the plastic insert (coupler) in the end of the breath tube from loss and breaJcage.

Section l
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2.

If the calibration results are consistently low check the simulator by:
a)

Making sure the lid is on tight

b)

Make sure the hoses are in good condition, no tears or cracks, and that there is a
tight fit around the ports.

c)

Check the seal by plugging the port that delivers the vapor to the right side of the
Intoxilyzer with your finger. Blow into the hose that returns the vapor from the
Intoxilyzer to the simulator. You should feel resistance. If you feel air leakage or
hear air leakage and your hoses are good, do not used your simulator and call the
nearest Jab.

HAl~DLING

OF CALIBRATION CHECK SOLUTIONS

1.

Always allow the simulator to heat for 15 minutes even if the temperature registers at
34.0°C right away. This ensures that equilibrium of the alcohol molecules has been
achieved.

2.

Leave the solution in the simulator. Pouring the solution back and forth depletes the
ethanol concentration. If storage of solution is required let the simulator completely cool
before removing the solution.

3.

Mix the solutions thoroughly each time before using.

4.

Store the calibration check solutions tightly capped in a cool place out of direct stu1 light.

5.

Do not use your current month's solutions for any purpose other than calibration checks.

6.

Add enough solution to the simulator jar to cover the propeller while still maintaining a
level below the baffle.

7.

Ordering of solutions fa the responsibility ofthe Breath Testing Specialist Make
sure you have at least one solution on hand foir the foHowing month. If you need
assistance call your local lab.

8.

\Vhen changing out simulator solutions it is a good idea to perform a calibration check
with the new solution. This ensures that everything is setup and functioning properly for
your operators.

Section I
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SIMULATORS
CARE
Do not plug tbe simulator in without liquid. The beater bar will burn out rapidly in
1.

air.
2.

After using the simulator allow it to air dry at least 24 hours before screwing the top onto
the jar. This will help to prevent the formation of rust.

1.

To use your wet bath simulator:

a)

Pour solution into the simulator and plug it in.

b)

Allow solution to warm to operating temperature (at least 15 minutes).
'

2.

c)

Observe the temperature to the nearest tenth of a degree.

d)

The temperature should be between 33.5 °C and 34.5 °C if the simulator is
functioning properly.

e)

If the simulator temperature is not between 33.5 °C and 34.5 °C let the simulator
warm for additional 5-10 minutes.

f)

If the simulator still is not within the suggested range, look for air bubbles in the
thermometer. See trouble shooting a simulator (Section 1, Page 12).

Blow out the simulator for 5 seconds before attaching the simulator to the breath testing
instrument.

TROUBLESHOOTING
1.

If the thermometer does not read between 33.5 °C a.11d 34.5 °C due to bubbles in the
column try one of the following.
a)

Transfer the simulator back and forth bet\veen hot and cold water. This will work
the column up and down dislodging the bubble.

b)

Place the simulator in deep freeze for at least 2 hours. Tus will compress the
colurrm removing the bubble.

If the temperature still does not read between 33.5 °C and 34.5 °C do not use the
simulator and call your local lab.
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Action

1,2,3

doVvTI

Activates a printer test when the green START
BUTTON is pushed.

1,2,3( 4) & 11 up

This is the recommended setting used at
this time for evidentiary testing. Use switch 4 to
display 3 digits

I up

Display test. All characters will scroll across the
display.

1,2,3,4,5 & 9 up

Will perform a calibration check by pressing the
green "ST ART BUTTON". Use this if your
keyboard goes out to perform a calibration check.

1,2,3,4,5 & 13 up

No printout will be obtained and no information
will be entered. This setting is useful for
demonstrations. DO NOT use this setting for
evidentiary testing.

If a switch is not mentioned then it is assumed to be in the off position. For other mode settings
see the operating manual for the Intoxilyzer 5000 that is published by CMI or call your local
Forensic Lab.

INSTRUMENT MESSAGES
Here are other instrument messages in addition to those found in the operator training manual
that you should know about

"DVM *23"

This means your IR source is bad or failing. Changing the
IR source, if you have the knowledge to do this, will solve
the problem.

"INVALID MODE"

The switches on the right side of the instrument are set
improperly. Setting them correctly will solve the problem.

"INVALID LOT NO"

Re-enter the lot number, talcing care to enter ten
alphanumeric characters. (e.g. Lot# 98801 must be
entered as 0000098801).

7 9
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The simulator temperature should be between 33.5°C and 34.S"C in order for calibration-results
to be valid. (SOP 2.B.4)
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EACH MA..."l\l CONSUMES ONE FLUID OUNCE

OF ETHYL ALCOHOL

MALE

6BLBS.

136 LBS.

WATER

WATER

WEIGHT= 100 LBS

MALE

WEIGHT= 200 LBS

VfORE ALCOHOL PER POUND OF WATER IN TIIE 100 LB. IYW..E TIL.W TIIB 200 LB. MALE. TI:IE 200 LB
YiALE MUST CONSUME TWICE AS MUCH AS THE 100 LB. 1-'IALE TO REACH THE SA.i.\.1E ALCOHOL
::ONCENTRATION.
.
-~·-------------:-----------------------

1, .. ..

EACH PERSON CONSUMES ONE FLUID OUNCE
OF ETHYL ALCOHOL

MALE

68 LBS

55 LBS·

WATER

WATER

WEIGIIT= 100 LBS

WEIGHT= I 00 LBS

lORE ALCOHOL PER POUND OF WATER IN A 100 POUND FEMALE THAN A 100 POUND MA.LE. THE 100
OT TND MALE MUST CONSmIB MORE ALCOHOL THAN THE 100 PO~'D FEMALE TO REACH THE
k _..3 ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION.
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DISTRIBUTION PATHWAY

OXYGENATED BLOOO
OEOlO'OEHATEO BLOOD

EJ
II

INTESTINES
PORTAL VEIN

BODY
TISSUE
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SIMPLE DIFFU-SION
MEMBRANE ----'lll<
Diffusion is the

movement of .
GLASS JAR

molecules, such as

FILLED WITH
WATER

ethanol. across·a
semi-permeable

membrane from an
ar-ea of high
concentration to an
area of lower
concentration.

ETiiANOL-.
.
. ----

ADDED TO
ONE SIDE
Efr..anol is added to the
right Side producing a
concentration grad:icrlt.
There is a high
concentration on the
right side of 20
molecules of ethanol,
and a very low
concentration on the
left side with 0
molecules of ethanol.

Ethanol.moved fu>m a
higher concentration
on the right side, to a
lo'M:I' concentration on·
the left side. An

equilibrium.is reached
:when equal·
--concentrations of
molecules are present

on both sides.
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COMMON ALCOHOLS

Methanol

CH30H

Ethanol

CH3 CH2 0H

Denatmant
Solvent
Paint Remover
Fuel
Beverage
Solvent
Medicinal Vehicle
Fuel

· WoodAlcohol

Grain Alcohol
'

\

:-~~\

,~

'·

Isopropanol

CH3CHOH

I

Denaturant
Antiseptic

CH,
CH20H

Ethylene Glycol

I

Coolant
solvent

C-.tl2 0H

•.:.J.;
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Rubbing Alcohol

- -·Antifreeze

EXAMINATil
A.

Each officer must run a complete testing sequence.
1.
Use the subject's full name.
1.
Arres~ Agency: 1234

3.
4.
5.
6.

manual!

DUI ARREST Y.
ACCIDENT N.
DRUG TEST N.
Do two sa_rnples.

B.

Each student must obtain a printout, sign it, and
hand it in to the instructor.

C.

Each student must enter all information on the log
sheet.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION
A.
You will be given a master packet containing an Operator
training manual, Standard Operating Procedure, POST
roster, test and answer sheet, and a key. From the masters
you -.can make as many copies as you need for the dass.
B.
Request certification cards from your regional ISP Forensic
laboratory prior to teaching the class.
C.
It is the responsibility of the BTS to grade the tests and
determine if the student has passed.
D
For Each student that has successfully completed the class,
the BTS will complete a certification card, sign it, and issue
it to the srua.enLI.
E.
Upon Completion of the class send the roster to POST.
A,~~-n= E
for your record.:;.
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Be sure you've covered all
parts of the operator

Page 29

Give each student one copy of
the SOP and Operator Training
Manual to keep.

Students need 80% or better to

pass the dass.
Certification ~xpires the last
day of the 26th month.
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THE CALIBRATION CHECK
A.
~

t:.~~f:.!~

B.

"-~-·

C.

D.

Calibration checks test the accuracy of the Intoxilyzer 5000.
Tue·simulator is used to do the check.
1.
Propeller keeps liquid at even temperature and
alcohol content
2.
Heater bar heats the liquid but could burn out in air.
3.
Thermometer indicates the temperature of the liquid.
4.
Thermo~t controls the heater.
5.
The simulator provides an alcohol vapor that is
drawn into the breath chamber for analysis.
6.
Baffle keeps liquid from splashing out of the air
outlet into Intox.ilyzer 5000. Liquid level should be
just below the baffle.
Jar holds liquid.
.
7.
Solutions used for calibration checks are analyzed by the
ISPFS.
I.
A Certificate of Analysis will be issued for each lot
and will contain the target value, the range, the
expiration date, and the lot number.
2.
The Certificate of Analysis a~proves the lot for use in
the State of Idaho.
3.
Calibration Checks must fall within the approved
range in order to be valid.
Running the calibration check.
I.
Must be performed with every subject test.
·2.
Simulator should be on and heating for at least 15
minutes at 34°C.
3.
Check the solution temperature; Ifthe temperatwe is
in the proper range, enter a "check" in the proper
column of the instrument log.
4.
The software in the instrument will run the testing
sequ~nce and will perform the calibration check.
5.
Enter results on instrument log sheet.
6.
If the Calibration check passes testing sequence will
continue. Ifit does not it will print "out of tolerance
sequence aborted".
7.
If instrument does not pass the calibration check
inform your BTS.
8.
The Intox.ilyzer runs:
a. Self diagnostics
b. A zero set (air blank)
c. Internal standards
cl.Simulator calibration check before running a
subject test If any of these fail, the subject will
not be tested.
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AS
33.5 to 34.5 degrees centigraie

is the.. required temperature
range. SOP II.B.4.

SOP section II.BJ

SOP section Il.B.2
If the. temperature is not
correct, don't
tht
sample. SOP II.B.4.

run

SOP II.B.2.·

Find another way to obtain a
sample.

DISPLAYED .M:ESSAGES i .

A.

The Intoxilyzer )000 is able to cornmu."llcate with
the operator via the DIGITAL DISPLAY.
1. .
Cover DISPLAYED JvffiSSAGES AND
COM:rv1ANDS in Operator Training Manual
pages 18-21.
a.

2.

Cover

"INVALID SAJ'\-fPLE 11 - If this
message shows up on the display,
mouth alcohol contamination is
present. \Vait 15 minutes before
retesting.

DISPLAl''ED

INSTRUMENT
MESSAGES in Operator Training Manual
pages 14, and 22-25.

SLOPE DETECTOR DOES
NOT
PLACE
OF
15-MINUTE
'\VAIT!

B.

The Intoxilyzer 5000 is able to communicate with
the operator via a series of tones.
1.
Cover TONES in the Operator Training
Manual page 25.
2.
Demonstrate on the lntoxilyzer by starting a
test sequence.
a.
Beep sounds after each mode.
b.
Blow for continuous tone.
c.
Stop blowing before valid sample for
Beep, beep and "PLEASE BLOW."

d.

C.

Pushing the START button for a
refusal causes a high-low warning
tone.

The Intoxilyzer 5000 is able to communicate with
the operator via printed messages.
1.
Cover the printed messages the Operator
Training Manual, page 14.
2.
May demonstrate mouth alcohol and
"INVALID SAMPLE"
by using
mouthwash or breath spray just before
blowing.

QUESTIONS

ANS"rKRS

A.

The students often have additional questions about the
instrument.

B.

Cover QUESTIONS .A..i.'\fD ANS\VERS m the Operator
Training Manual page 28.
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L.

Check the pr:?_:.or correctness ufinfom;iatiorr.

M.

Log the results on the instrun1ent log sheet.
Use the first time shown on the printout as
1.
the time to enter on the log sheet.
2.
Logging the results is the last step in the
Intoxilyzer test.
Enter the information legibly so that it can
3.
be read and understood at a later date.

N.

Practical experience for operators:
l.
\Vorking h-i pairs, the students are to each
run a complete test on the Intoxilyzer 5000.
2.
Generate a printout.
3.
Log the result.

This directly relates printout
and 1og sheet.

Log sheets may go to court.

Practical experience is the best
experience.
Make sure that the students
understand the question series.
Operator Training Manual,
pages 16 and 17.

THE PAPERWORK

(

A.

The print cards are a record of the test results for the
subject, and of the certification of the instrument
for that breath test.

B.

The log sheet is as important as the printout:
1.
It must be filled out because:
a.
In lieu of the printout,
the
log is the
.
.
'
Jega! record of the results._
2.
If the p1intouts are lost or destroyed, a record
of the results is still available.
Enter all testing that is done on t.1ie
3.
Intoxily'Zer 5000. This i.11cludes non-DUI
testing and calibration checks.
4.
Note refusals of secoJ]d or third samples on
the log sheet.

Certification is based on an
acceptable calibration check.

-

Data may be recovered via the
modem.

'.
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G.

The instrumeT'~
utomatically perform a purge
and blank, the•. ~heck fae internal standards and the
calibration.
1.

I

If the internal standards pass another air
blank will be taken and the testing sequence
will continue.

2.

However if the internal standards fail
"INTERNAL FAILED" will be displayed
another air blank will be taken and the
testing sequence will end.

3.

If the internal standards are \V:ithin ra..11ge the
instrume!fi will perform a calibration check..
If the calibration check results are vlitbin
range, another air blank will be taken and the
testing sequence will continue.

4.

However if the calibration check fails "OUT
OF TOLERANCE" will be displayed,
another air blank will be taken and the
testing sequence will end.

«Out of Tolerance, Sequence
Aborted" will be printed on
the test -card.

H.

When "PLEASE BLOW INTO MOUTHPIECE
UNTIL TONE STOPS" shows on the display, have
the subject blow until he can't blow any longer.

L

After the result is displayed, the instrument will
again purge and
request a second subject
sample, analyze it and display the result.

The tone will not stop until the
subject stops blowing, tLrtles1
the subject has no alcohol on
board; then it stops after five
seconds.

J.

If the first two samples are more than .02 apai-t, the
instrument will automatically request a third sample.

K.

If the subject refuses any of the
to"f:nd
test, press the green START button. when "PLEASE
BLOW!R" shows on the display.
l.
If preferred, you may let tl1e instrument
"time out" after three minutes.

Card will show that the subject
refused and the results of any

2.

'Samples .given.
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Three tests per card at most.
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F.

T.YPe the answf::•ach question.
1.
Subject's last name a11d first name and
operator's last and first name can each be up
to 20 characters long.
2.
OLN is operator's license number and can be
up to 20 numbers and/or letters long.
3.
STATE OF ISSUE is the 2 letter code for
the state; (Le., ID for Idaho).
4.
SUB DOB is the subject's date of birth and
is two numbers for month, 2 numbers for
day of month and last 2 numbers of the year.
5.
OPERID NO is the operator's identification
number. 1b.is can be the operator's social
security number, badge number, or other ID
number given by the agency.
ARREST AGENCY is the agency that the
6.
arresting officer works for and is the 4
number code used for accident reporting.
7.
DUI ARREST YIN - if the person was
arrested for driving while under the
influence answer Y to this question even if
he/she is also a juvenile drinker.
8.
TIME OF STOP/ACC is the time of the
original stop or accident in 2400 hour
military time.

9.

)m.

over the question flow
chart in the Operator Training
Manual, page 15.
For juveniles with no OLN or

SSN, use 0 to answer the
question.

Please use .. 1234" during

training.

ACCIDENTY/N-AnswerYifanaccident
was involved, then complete each question
in this section. At least one should have aY

answer.
10.

If you answer DUI TEST N, then choose
one reason why the person is being tested
and answer that Y.

807
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8.
9.

10.

If br ·
or vomiting, etc. does occur
durin15 the 15-minute wait, the waiting
period must be started over again.
Hiccups will not affect the breath test.
Do not have the subject rinse his mouth with
water and then blow a breath sample
immediately.
a.
Water depletes the naturally
occurring alcohol in the membranes..
b.
When the breath goes by the
membranes, alcohol from the breath
will move into the membranes
causing a lower breath test result
c.
After rinsing With water, wait 15
minutes before testing.
If there is any indication that the subject has
had prolonged exposure to paint or solvent
fumes or has ·consumed . any alcohol or
solvent other than ethyl alcohol, get a blood
sample in a legal blood alcohol kit.

B.

Insert a new mouthpiece in the breath tube.
1.
Do not reuse mouthpieces.
a.
They may be sources of disease.
b.
They are possible sources of alcohol
contamination.
2.
Do not clean
in any man.."Aer and reuse
them.
3.
Always
a mouthpiece left in the
breath tube has already been
4.
Pull the plastic \.Vrapper off
mouthpiece
after it
been placed in the breath tube.

C.

Check the display for proper date and time.

D.

Push U'-1e START BUTTON.

E.

Insert a print card, solid end first.

e operator must make a
decision about the person who
burps at will.

80
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Administering a Test
. A.
The 15-MTh'UTE WAITING PERIOD is probably
·
the most important part of the breath test procedure.
1.
The operator must observe the subject
closely enough that he can be certain in his
oVvn mind that none of the following
occurred:

a
b.
c.
d.

2.

3.

ISPFS does not require that the
operator literally stare at the
subject for 15 minutes.

Smoking.
Consuming alcohol
Belching or burping.
Vomiting.

The mouth should be empty; the operator
should at least ask the subject if he has
anything in his mouth, as well as looking for
signs of chewing, etc.
The 15-minute waiting period allows for the
of
Mourn
complete
dissipation

Consider looking inside the
mouth. Keep your fingers out.

ALCOHOL.
Mouth alcohol is the contamination
of the membranes of the mouth by
alcohol from the stomach contents or
from an outside source.
Chewing tobacco, gum, etc. could possibly
contain alcohol or trap alcohol, which could
contaminate a breath test.result.
Alcohol can be trapped behind false teeth,
but dissipates during the 15 minute wait.
a
False teeth, partial plates, or bridges
installed or prescribed by a dentist or
physician do not need to be removed
to obtain a valid test
b.
Leave false teeth ~ observe 15
minute wait, and test as usual.
Although garlic and onions can still be
smelled on a person's breath after 15
minutes, the odor will not affect the test
a

4.
:/~~·:
'•.:.t

5.

6.

( .
···-·

A last drink

SOP III.A.2
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The Parts of

Intoxilyze

rnonstrate on an Intoxilyzer
5000. {see Operator Training
Manual page 5).

A.

Breat.11 tube is a heated tube, which directs the
subject's breath into the chamber.

B.

The mouthpiece is a disposable plastic piece with a
baffle to keep foreign material out of the instrument.

Helps prevent saliva from
entering the instrument.

C.

The digital display is a 16 character alphamuneric
readout, which contains a variety of information for
the operator.

Letters and numbers

D.

The green START BUTTON starts the test

E.

The red POWER S\VITCH turns the instrument on
and off.

Pushing this button while
"PLEASE
BLOW/R"
is
displayed generates a "subject
refused" printout.

F.

The evidence card is a three copy printout showing
instrument location, date, instrument serial number,
subject name, subject's license number, operator
name, agency, lot number, calibration check results,
and subject test results, along with times of each.

This card, with a satisfactory
calibration check, also proves
that the instrument is certified
for a given breath test

G.

Computer RESET SWITCH is a rocker switch that
is used in certain circumstances to cancel all
operations and return the instrument to not
ready/standby mode.

It should then cycle into the
standby mode.

H.

The modern is the connection between the
tu;:.uUJLU.'-'.'" and a central computer in Meridian.
Using COBRA software, Idaho State Police Forensic
Services may be able to access the information in the
instrument.

May be able to provide records
needed by your agency. (Such
as lost print cards)

I.

The keyboard is a standard computer keyboard,
which allows the operator to type the answers to
questions and store the answers in the instrument
memory.
1.
RETIJRN - enters information.
BACKSPACE - allows you to backup the
2.
answer erasing as you.go.
3.
DEL - deletes the number, 1etter or figure
under the marker.
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INTOXl~·R 5000 INSTRUMENTATI ON ·;~·ON

FOR COMPLETE OPERA TOR CLASS AND OPERA TOR RECERTIFICATION

Notes

Subject
Operating Principle
A.
Infrared absorption in general.
1.
Alcohol molecules absorb infrared light.
2.
The amount oflight absorbed by the alcohol
in the sample is directly related to how much
alcohol is present.

B.

The Intoxilyzer 5000 uses the infrared light
absorption technique.
1.
The infrared light comes from a quartz
iodide lamp.
2.
The light is directed through the chamber by
a lens.
3.
The light is focused through 3 rotating filters
that allow only specific wave lengths of light
to pass through.
a.
3.39 microns for alcohol acetone,
and potential interferents.
b.
3.48 microns for ethyl alcohol.
c.
3.80 microns as a reference.
The infrared light strikes a detector and
4.
information about light intensity is sent to
the computer.
5.
When no alcohol is present in the chamber,
100% of the light will strike the detector.
6.
For greater concentrations of alcohol in.the
chamber, lesser amounts of light will strike
the detector.
7.
The _computer can calculate an exact alcohol
concentration based on the information it
receives from the detector.
8.
What is the Intoxilyzer 5000? It is an
instrument for measuring the concentration
of alcohol in human breath.

Operator training rnanual
page I.

COVER IBE MANlll
COIVIPLETELY
FRftr
COVER TO
COVt,.,
DURING THIS PART .
THE CLASS_

1000 microns
millimeter.

Alcohol molecules
infrared light.
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.013.03

Breatl.
1 ust be administered by
approved methods and standards as found
in the standard operating procedure and
training manuals.

.013.04

Each operator must complete and pass a
training course approved by the
department, and must retrain periodically
as required by the department.

.013.05

The calibration of each breath testing
instrument shall be checked periodically as
required by the Deparunent of Law
Enforcement.

.013.06

All records must be kept for three years .

Must pass a calibration
check to be used for
evidentiary testing.

Field Sobriety Testing
{optional section)

REPLY BRIEF
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sE)tl
F.

The penalties for 18-8004( 1)(d) are:
l.
The first offense is a misdemeanor:
a
up to $1000.00 fine.
b.
One year driving privilege suspension; 90
days absolute.
c.
advised in \.\TI ting of what will happen for
subsequent vio]ation.
d.
undergo an alcohol evaluation

2.

3.

For more than one offense, which is a
misdemeanor:
a.
Two year license suspension (180 days
absolute).
b.
Fined from $500 to $2,000.
c.
Advised by court of penalties for
subsequent violations of 18-8004.
d.
Shall under go an alcohol evaluation.

~lcohol concentration at
Teast 0.02 but less than 0.08.

Also see section 188005(9)(Alcohol Evaluation)
and 18-8005
(I 2)(Treatment)
All provisions of 1.8-8005
not in conflict with section
18-8004A will apply.

For more than two offenses within 5 years, still a
misdemeanor:
a.
May be sentenced to jail up to 6 months.
b.
Fined $1000, up to $2000
No driving privileges for at least one year,
c.
or until reaching age 21, whichever is
greater.
d.
Alcohol evaluation.
See IDAP A 1 1.03

G.

Idaho State Police Forensic Services has been given the
authority to form rules and regulations governing the
standards for alcohol analysis for law enforcement
purposes.
Section 13: Requirements for performing Breath Alcohol
Testing (a synopsis)
.013.01

Only approved instruments can be used

.013.02

Each instrument must report results as
grams of alcohol per 210 liters of breath.
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2.

3.

·thi11 5 years is also a
T'ne second of
misdemeanor:
a.
mandatory 10 days in jail & up to l year.
b.
up to $2000 fine.
c.
advised in 'Writing of what v.111 happen for

a third offense.
d.
loss of driver's license for 1 year
absolJ.Itely.
The third offense within 5 years is a felony:
a.
minimum jail sentence 30 days in county
jail, up to 5 years in the state penitentiary.
b.
c.

After release from jail.

After release from jail.

up to $5000 fine.
mandatory l year suspension of driver's
license for l year after completion of jail
sentence, up to 5 years with no privileges.
Found in 18-8004C.

E.

The penalties for 18-8004(l)(a) are more severe if the
alcohol concentration is 0.020 or greater.
The first offense is a misdemeanor:
1.
A mandatory minimum of I 0 days and up
a.
to 1 year in jail.
b.
up to $2000.00 fine.
c.
advised in \Vriting of what will happen for
subsequent violations.
d.
Mandatory 1 vear absoh1te license
suspension.
2.

After release from jail.

For more then one offense, within 5
which
is felony:
a.
mandatory minimum of 30 days and up to
5 years in a state correction facility.
b.
up to $5000 fine.
c.
loss of driver's license for l to 5 years with
no privileges after the release from prison.
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4.

r"'9'.,

.

• irl
'.....

- ·:

5.

6.

7.

8.

I•.

-;,
D.

Some issues at the hearing for license revocation
are:
Did the officer have reasonable grounds for
a
the stop?
Did the officer have legal cause to believe
b.
the driver was under the influence?
Did the officer warn the driver of the
c.
consequences of a refusal?
d.
Did the driver refuse?
If the driver doesn't request hearing or if he doesn't
prevail at the hearing, his driver's license is
suspended absolutely for 180 days for first refusal
and for 1 year if it is the second offence within 5
years.
The officer should take care to separate the
IMPLIED CONSENT \VARNING to the driver
from the l\.URANDA W AR.i"'\1ING which applies
to traffic offenses when the driver is in custody
and being interrogated.
After talcing the legal test offered by the officer,
the driver is entitled to an additional test, but he
must make his own arrangements and pay for it.
After he has done the breath test, the officer can
request blood or urine for drugs and other
intoxicants.

The penalties for 18-8004(l)(a),
l 8-008004(1)(b) and 18-8004(l)(c):
I.
The first offense is a misdemeanor:
a.
up to 6 months in jail.
b.
up to $1000.00 fine.
c.
advised in writing of what will happen for
subsequent violations.
d.
Mandatory 30 day absolute license
suspension.
. loss of driver's license for at least 60 days
e.
up to 150 days but may have restricted
privileges.

Driving or in actual physical
control.

Alcohol, drugs, other
intoxicating substances.

Found in 18-8005
Except as stated in l 88004C for excessive alcohol
penalties

Commercial licenses are
also subject to the
stipulations and penalties in
49-334. Loss of commercial
license for 1 year for the first
offence and 3 years if
transporting hazardous
materials

--~"'
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9.

The results of
test can stand on their
own but usually are backed up by other evidence.
10.
It is important Lhat the officer make detailed field
notes as close to the time of the arrest as possible
so that he can refresh his memory for court.
Implied Consent Law
1·
All 50 states have an implied consent law.
2.
The elements of Implied Consent are:
a.
The act of driving a motor vehicle on a .
public highway brings the law into

18-8002

operation.
b.

By such an act, the driver consents to a test
of his blood, breath or urine for the

3.

purpose of detennining alcohol
concentration.
The officer must have reasonable grounds
c.
to believe that the person has violated 188004 or 18-8006, Idaho Code.
d.
The officer may request a test after
warning the driver of the consequences of
refusal.
e.
The driver has no rights to an attorney
before the breath test
f.
If the driver submits to the test, the results
can be used against him in court.
g.
If the driver refuses then no test is given.
h.
The drivers license will be seized by the
officer and a temporary permit will be
issued.
What constitutes a refusal?
A refusal occurs when a breath test is not provided
or failed to be provided. In general, a refusal
usually falls into one of the following groups.
a.
The driver says "no".
b.
The driver says "Yes, but.." imposing
some condition.

REPLY BRIEF
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Driving or in actual physical
control of vehicle.

Driver does not have to be
under arrest.
Has the right to arrange and
pay for his own tests after
completion of the officer's
test

Except for driver of
commercial vehicles: no
temporary permit.

'.'1·6...

ij

g.

h.

Do L
ct urine for alcohol testing
except as a last resort. If you ;;;;:_:;:_:~=OJ,.
have to collect urine for alcohol, have the
person void completely, wait 20 to30
minutes and then collect a urine sample in
a clean, dry container. Transport or mail to
Coeur d'Alene Forensic Lab
1000 Hubbard Ste. 240
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
or
Meridian Forensic Lab
700 S. Stratford Dr.
Meridian, ID 83642, as soon as possible
for analysis.
Urine alcohol reports w111 contain the
statement "urine alcohol results may be of
questionable value."

Urine and blood can
currently be tested for drugs.

Be sure to package it in a
leak-proof container with a
spill absorber. Freeze the
sample if possible.
Provide identifying
information and requested
test.

Urine kits for alcohol and
drug testing should be
obtained from the ISPFS lab.

(Space for notes):
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8.

To determine ' 1·
I content, you can test blood,
/
breath or min....
1.
18-8002(6)(b): A peace officer is
empowered to order ... a blood sample for
evidentiary testing when he has probable
cause to believe the suspect has
committed: (i) Aggravated driving under
the influence of alcohol, drugs, or other
intoxicating substances as pr9videcl in 188006; (ii) Vehicular manslaughter as
provided in subsections (3)(a),(b) and (c)
of 18-4006; (iii) Aggravated operating of a
vessel on the waters of the state (67-7035);
(iv) Any criminal homicide involving a
vessel on the waters of the state while
under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or
other intoxicating substances.
Blood must be drawn in a medically
b.
acceptable manner by qualified people and
in the proper kit
Do not use blood kits that have expired.
c.
It is important to mix the tubes of blood by
d.
gently rocking them back and forth 8 to l 0
times to mix the anticoagulant and
preservative with the blood.
Do not put dirty (used) needles back into
e.
the kits because they are an extreme health
hazard to you, anyone transporting the kit,
the evidence technicians and the analyst.
Leave the dirty needles with the person
drawing the blood for proper disposal.
The blood kits must be analyzed by an
f.
approved laboratory. This can be done at
the Coeur d'Alene and Meridian Forensic
labs or at approved hospitals. The
Forensic Labs can supply a list of approved
hospitals on request.

Section 2
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IDAP A regulations require
that the tubes contain l 0 mg
of sodium fluoride per 1 cc
of blood. Most blood tubes
used by medical personnel
do not meet

requirement.

Although many hospitals ar.e
capable of performing blood·
alcohol analysis, not all
hospitals have met the
requirements for blood
alcohol analysis for
evidentiary use. Piease call
your local lab for
information on medical
facilities in your area th.at
can perform blood alcohol
analysis for evidentiary use.

4.

The elements of the offense from 18-8004(l)(d):
a.
It is unlawful for any person
b.
Under the age of twenty-one (21)
c.
Who has an alcohol concentration of at
least 0.02 but less than 0.08
d.
To drive or be in actual physical control
e.
Of a motor vehicle.

5.

The elements of the offense from 18-8004(2) and
18-8004(3):
a.
If the person has an alcohol concentration
of less than 0.080, he can't be prosecuted
for Dill except where there is "other
competent" evidence of drug use other than
alcohol.

Except as stated in section

6.

The elements of vehicular manslaughter involving
alcohol or drugs from l 8-4006(3)(b):
a.
Unlawful killing of a human being
b.
Without malice
c.
Where operation of a motor vehicle causes
death
d.
Due to a violation of 18-8004 or 18-8006.

7.

The elements of aggravated driving from 18-8 006:
Any person causing great bodily harm
a.
b.
Permanent disability
c.
Permanent disfigurement
d.
To another person
e.
and is in violation of 18-8004(1 )(a) or 188004(1 )(c).

18-8004(1 )(b), 188004(1 )( d), and 18-8004(3).

Any person who does not
take the test may be
prosecuted on "other
competent evidence".188004(2).

819
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b.
c.

d.

B.

It can
stantiated by how the driver
performed on field sobriety tests.
It is possible for ordinary witnesses to give
an opinion of the sobriety of another
person.
1ne chemical test may have been refused
or found by the court to be unreliable or
inadmissible.

Illegal Per Se Law - per se means by itself.
I.
The elements of the offense from 18-8004(1 )(a):
a.
It is unlawful for any person
b.
Under the iI1fluence of alcohol, drugs, or
any other intoxicating substances.
c.
Or who has an alcohol concentration of
0.08 or more
d.
To drive or be in actual physical control
e.
Of a motor vehicle.

2.

3.

Blood, breath, or urine.

The elements of the offense from 188004(1)(b)(Commerdal motor vehicle):
a.
It is unlawful for any person
b.
Under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or
any other intoxicating substances.
c.
Or has an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or
higher but less then 0.08
d.
To drive or be in actual physical control
e.
Of a commercial motor vehicle.
The elements of the offense from 18-8004(l)(c)
(Commercial motor vehide):
a.
It is unlawful for any person
b.
Under the influence of alcohol, drngs, or
any other intoxicating substances.
c.
Or has an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or
more
d.
To drive or be in actual physical control
e.
Of a commercial motor vehicle.
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A true deep lung air sample (alveolar)
should accurately reflect the blood alcohol
level in the lung. But, to reach tl1e. breath
test instrument, the breath must pass
through air passages into the throat and
mouth. These passages contain moisture
and are at a slightly lower temperature
than the deep lung.
We must try to obtain a deep lung air
b.
sample from the subject for the best
results.
5.
It is important that, as operators, you do not try to
answer questions about alcohol physiology in
court. You have been given the basic information
so that you will better understand breath testing
techniques.
Idaho Code and Law Enforcement Rules and Regulations
Governing Testing of Blood, Breath, and Urine for Alcohol
Concentration. Note: This section covers major points only. For
more information. consult the Idaho Code or a orosecutor.
A.
Driving While Under the Influence, referred to as DUI.
1.
Tne elements of the offense from 18-8004(1)
Idaho Code are:
It is unlawful for any person
a.
Who is under the in_fluence of alcohol
b.
(drugs or other intoxicating substances)
Or who has an alcohol concentration of
c.
0.08 or more
To drive or be in actual physical control
d.
Of a motor vehicle.
e.
Definition of "Actual Physical Control":·being in
2.
the driver's position of the motor vehicle with the
motor running or with the vehicle moving.
No chemical test is necessary to prove this
3.
offense.
a.
It can be proven by showing how the
driver walked, smelled, looked, talked and
other symptoms of alcoholic influence.
a.

Section 2
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A3
Due to the lower temperature
and the moisture, air sa1nples
from the upper respiratory
system will typically have a
lower ethanol concentration
than alveolar air.

Analysis of blood, breath, or
unne.

l 8-8002(A)

L

Alcohol gets into the 1- ·~a rom the blood by simple
diffusion.
1.
Balloon analogy:
After a child's balloon has been inflated, securely
tied and left for several days, it deflates. The air
moves from highest concentration (inside the
balloon) to lowest concentration (outside the
balloon) until the balloon and the surrounding air
space fom1 an equilibrium.
In the deepest portion of the lungs are millions of
2.
alveoli or AIR SACS.
a.
Oxygen moves from highest concentration
to lowest. The Oxygen in the air moves
from the lungs into the blood.
b.
Carbon dioxide moves from highest
concentration to lowest. The carbon
dioxide moves from the blood into the air
sacs so it can be eliminated from our body ..
c.
Alcohol moves from highest concentration
to lowest. Alcohol in the blood will
diffuse into the alveoli (air sacs) until an
equilibrium forms and concentrations are
equal on both sides of the membrane.
Blood
that
has been oxygenated by diffusion in
3.
the lungs travel to the brain to keep it supplied
>vith oxygen.
a.
Because the lungs are on a direct route as
alcohol passes from the digestive tract to
the brain, a breath test will represent the
alcohol concentration that is being
supplied to the brain.
b.
We can measure the alcohol concentration
in a deep lung air sample and find the
alcohol level in the blood that affects the
brain.
4.
The alcohol concentration of the breath decreases
the further away from the air sacs that the sample
is collected.

Alcohol diffuses from high
concentration (liquid blood)
to the lower concentration
(vapor/breath). It is still
alcohol, just changed from
liquid to vapor.

A6

Blood:Alveolar air
equilibrium occurs in 0.0001
seconds or less.
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d.

H.

. high BrAC or BAC may also
indicate the need for medical attention in
order that the danger of respiratory or
cardiac arrest can be avoided.

TOLERANCE is the ability to act or operate with
alcohol in your body.
1.
An older person is generally more tolerant to the
effects of alcohol.
2.
A more frequent drinker is more tolerant to
alcohol than an infrequent drinker.
3.
Men appear to be more tolerant to alcohol than
women because of body fat content differences.
4.
These are general guidelines, many people fall
outside of these categories:
a.
LOW TOLERANCE TO ALCOHOL:
at a level of .04 to .06, a person with low
tolerance may be at the confusion stage.
HIGH TOLERANCE TO ALCOHOL:
b.
at a level of .20 or greater, a person with a
high tolerance may not appear to be under
the influence of alcohol.
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No evidence of a difference
in driving skills between
heavy and light drinkers.
Heavy drinkers have a high
frequency of injury accidents.
Repeat offenders have a high
frequency of BrAC above
0.1 Og/210 I.

Examples: the frequent
drinker, social drinker, the
alcoholic

b.
c.

d.

5.

The f ··· ·.
be is a...ffected first. This area
is conL:~med with morals and judgement
The middle brain is affected at higher
levels. This area controls motor functions,
many of which are learned functions. A
person can learn to do field sobriety tests
or even drive at higher BA C's.
The hind brain is affected at the highest
levels. This area controls automatic or
involuntary functions such as breathing,
heartbeat and organ function.

The definition of IIV1PAJR1\1ENT is a measurable
degree of change in one's ability to perform a task.
Alcohol causes impairment at any level in the
body.
a.

The officer may observe one or more
dri-ving patterns that lead him to believe
the person may be DUI.

b.

The driver may appear intoxicated.
Numerous illnesses or injuries can produce
the same symptoms as alcoholic influence.
Some of these are:
l .Head injury
2.Diabetes
3 .Food poisoning
4.Severe migraine headache
5 .Starvation
6.Some cancers
7.Epilepsy ·

c.

REPLY BRIEF

The chemical test for alcohol can protect
both law enforcement groups and the
public by providing an alert to the need for
medical attention if the BrAC or BAC is
unusually low or negative.
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cisions made when sober
sappear when drunk..
You will encounter people
like this.

cs
Alcohol can kill by
depressing the breathing
mechanism.
Intoxication: inability to
perform a task.

A high blood alcohol doesn't
necessarily rule out other
medical problems.

4.

5.

G.

· ·
is
determined by the
liver with a range of .005 up to .030 or higher
BAC eliminated per hour. The average
elimination rate is .018 BAC eliminated per hour;
(i.e., if a person has a BAC of .20 ai.1d an
elimination rate of .02 BAC!bour, it will take him
10 hours to reach .00).
The classic alcohol curve would be seen where a
number of drinks are consumed in a short period
of time.
a.
Absorption phase:
The blood alcohol level increases because
alcohol is being absorbed faster than it is
being eliminated.
Peak
or plateau phase:
b.
The blood alcohol level only fluctuates a
little because absorption rate is the same as
the elimination rate.
Elimination phase:
c.
The blood alcohol level falls because the
absorption rate is less than the elimination
rate.
The

Alcohol has several effects on the body.
1.
It causes increased hunger pains.
2.
It causes vasodilation (opens them wider) of the
blood vessels in the anus and legs. You may feel
warm but you are losing heat faster.
3.
At higher BAC's (.30 to .40), it can cause
decreased heart rate and blood pressure.
4.
It is a central nervous system (brain and spinal
cord) depressant at any level.
a.
It appears to be a stimulant because at
lower levels it depresses the inhibitions
and the person becomes more active.

REPLY BRIEF
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ample: an elimination rate
of0.018 means 0.018 grams
ethanol/210 liters of breath
eliminated per hour.
Or 0.018 g/100 ml blood per
hour.

C3

The plateau may last as long
as 2-3 hours.

C4: Some situations that may
occur in alcohol testing.

This is dangerous in cold
weather.

A concentration of 0.20g/l 00
ml blood may provide
anesthesia sufficient for
minor surgery.

825

4.

5.
6.

7.

F.

Other tissue~ · ·1
wer blood vessels, absorb
alcohol slowly1_t.e., muscle).
Bone and fatty tissue take up very littJe alcohol.
Total absorption of the alcohol from the digestive
tract into the blood, once a person STOPS
DRINKING, can be as fast as 15 minutes or as
slow as 4 hours.
The amount of body fat affects the distribution of
alcohol and the peak BAC.
The human body is 2/3 water and 1/3
a.
bone, fat, and minerals.
b.
Females have less water and more fat for
their body weight than men and therefore
have less space to store alcohol.
c.
EXPERIMENT
If you have a maJ1 and a woman each
weighing 100 lbs. and you gave each of
them the SAME Ai'10UNT OF
ALCOHOL, the woman would have a
higher BAC than the man.

Alcohol will not dissolve to
any extent in fat.

AS

As soon as any alcohol enters the blood stream, it
immediately starts to be eliminated.
1.
2 to 10% (usually closer to 2%) is. eliminated as
alcohol in saliva, sweat, tears, urine and breath..
2.
80 to 90% and more is broken down by the liver.
3.
It doesn't matter what you do after you drink, you
can't speed up the elimination rate. A cup of
coffee or breathing fresh air improves your
PSYCHOLOGICAL response but not your
PHYSIOLOGICAL response.

*******************************************
What do the numbers mean?
Ethanol concentrations are reported in terms of grams of ethanol
per:
1.
2.
3.

210 liters of breath
100 milliliters blood
67 milliliters urine

So, the number 0.08 means 0.08 grams ethanol for
each
(you fill in the blank).

Section 2
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Answers:
D.08 g/210 l breath
0.08 g/100 ml hlood
D.08 g/67 ml urine

Exercise
yloric valve and delays
absorption.
Smoking
delays gastric emptying.
3.
Carbonation opens the pyloric valve prematurely
4.
allO\ving the stomach contents to be dumped into
the duodenum sooner than would normally have
occurred.
Epinephrine (allergy medications & some cold
5.
remedies) and aspirin open the pyloric valve prematurely.
The
stomach and duodenum can secrete mucous
6.
material to protect t.l-iemselves from irritants; (e.g.,
alcohol at concentrations of over 40%).
Absorption
rate is also affected by the alcohol
7.
concentration in the alcoholic beverage.
Beer is dilute and is not absorbed as
a.
quickly.
b.
"Straight shots" of 80 Proof are absorbed
faster.
Absorption can be slowed or shut down at
c.
highest concentrations to protect the body.
8.
Some other factors are the time of day, fatigue and
general body health.
9.
~lhy is the absor:ption rate so important? If you
slow the absorption rate, you will have a lower
blood alcohol concentration (BAC) and the peak
BAC may be delayed.
Once Alcohol is absorbed into the bloodstream, it is
transported to all parts of the body.
1.
As the blood passes through the tissues, alcohol
diffuses into the tissues.
2.
As long as the alcohol concentration in the blood
is higher, alcohol continues to move into the
tissues.
3.
Tissues richly supplied with blood have alcohol
move into them faster (e.g., liver, kidney, brain).

2.

E.

REPLY BRIEF
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Alcohol is absorbed very
rapidly from the duodenum.

Alcohol cannot move
through the mucous very
well.
C2

The absorption rate is going
to vary in the same person
from hour to hour.

A4
Recall that etha.1101 dissolves
readily in water.

3.

4.

5.

C.

D.

d.
Fortifa ·.. 1es - 15 to 25% alcohol.
e.
Distilleu spirits over 25%
Common Proofs are:
a. 48 Proof 24%
b. 80 Proof 40%
c. 86 Proof 43%
d. 100 Proof 50%
e. 151 Proof 75%
f. 190 Proof 95%
What you smell on a person's breath is
acetaldehyde, congeners, a....rid breakdoVvn
products.
From now on we will refer only to alcohol but
will mean ethyl alcohol.

The main route for alcohol to get into the body is through
the mouth.
1.
\Vhen alcohol is swallowed, it travels down the
ESOPHAGUS to the STOMACH.
2.
The stomach is a thick-walled pouch with a poor
blood supply and a small surface area.
3.
The alcohol passes through the PYLORIC
VAL VE with the stomach contents into the
DUODENUM, the upper 10-12 inches of the
small intestine.
4.
The duodenum is very thin-walled, and has a huge
surface area and tremendous blood supply.
a.
Approximately 20% of the ethanol may be
absorbed through the stomach walls.
b.
The remainder is absorbed in the
duodenum (80%).
The rate of absorption of alcohol from the digestive tract
(stomach and small intestine) is affected by several
factors.
1.
Food in the stomach slows absorption by:
a.
closing the pyloric valve, keeping the
alcohol in the stomach. Proteins and fatty
foods are retained in the stomach longer
than carbo-hydrates (bread).
b.
diluting or binding the alcohol and making
it less available for absorption.

REPLY BRJEF
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Alcohol has no odor.
Congeners: other
components of an alcoholic
beverage, including other
alcohols, acids, ketones,
minerals.

Alcohol is absorbed slowly
out of the stomach.
A3

Alcohol is Absorbed very
rapidly here.

The rate of alcohol
absorption is much slower in
the stomach than in the
intestine.

Cl
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LAW SECTION FOR
Introduce yourself.

There are some general instructions for completing the P.O.S.T. Roster.
l.
Please print clearly your full legal name, no nicknames.
2.
At this time, please use your social security number.
Make sure you get your name on the P.O.S.T. Roster so you will get P.O.S.T. credit
3.
for this class.

Alcohol in the Human Body
A.

"Alcoholic Beverage" usually refers to a drink
containing ethyl alcohol, also called ethanol.
1.
2.

,.,
.)

.

4.

B.

Human beings v.rill drink other alcohols.
All the alcohols, including ethanol, are drugs,
so we can measure a FATAL DOSE
LEVEL (that amount which will cause
death).
Ethyl alcohol is very water soluble, only
slightly soluble in fats, and can penetrate all
the water-containing parts of the body
readily.
In the body, ethyl alcohol is absorbed by
SIMPLE DIFFUSION, moving always from
highest
concentration
to
lowest
concentration.

Ethyl alcohol is made by the natural fermentation of
sugars by yeast and some bacteria.
I.

2.

The concentration of ethanol m alcoholic
beverages is reported as a percent by volume
or as PROOF (% times 2)
Common alcoholic beverages are:
a.
Beer - 3-6% alcohol
b.
Malt & ales - up to 15% alcohol
c.
Wine - from 6-8% up to 14% alcohol

Section 2
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Al

If ethanol was invented today, it
would be a Class II controlled
substance.

DEFINJTION: soluble, means it can
dissolve in water.

Naturally fermented beverages
won't contain more than 14%
ethanol because the yeasts are
inactivated at higher levels.

Does non-alcoholic beer contain
ethanol? (Yes, it may)
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better enforce Idaho's Driving Under the Influence law, officers must be able to identify and
properly test those people who may be breaking this law.
Objectives
Upon completing this class, students should be able to:
1.
Explain basic ethanol physiology
2.
Identify major elements ofldaho Code relating to alcohol and drug testing.
3.
Explain basic operating principles of the Intoxilyzer 5000.
4.
Demonstrate the proper procedure for obtaining a breath sample using the Intoxilyzer
5000.
5.
Demonstrate correct procedures for completing paperwork associated with the breath
test.
6.
State the reason for the 15-minute pre-test waiting period.
7.
Identify and explain various messages received from the Intoxilyzer 5000.
8.
Explain proper procedures for collecting blood and urine samples for alcohol
analysis.
Items and Materials
Blackboard and chalk or overhead projector and screen
Intoxilyzer 5 000
Simulator
Intoxilyzer 5000 mouthpieces
Print cards
Alcohol solution for simulator
P.O.S.T. Roster
Operator Training Exam and .Answer Sheet (one per student)
Diagrams or Transparencies
Al - Cornmonly Consumed Alcohols
A2 Simple Diffusion
A3 - Human A.natomy
A4 - Distribution Pathway
AS - Body Water and Alcohol
A6 - Close-up of the Lung
A 7 - The Parts of the Simulator
A8 - Simulator Thermometer
Cl - Empty vs. Full Stomach
C2 - Absorption Rates
C3 - Alcohol CUIYe
C4 - Time of Arrest vs. Time of Alcohol Test
CS Effects of Alcohol
Handout Material
1.
Training Manuals (one per student)
2.
Standard Operating Procedure (one per student)
Section 2
Page 1
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Operator Class Outline
Goal ...................................................................................................................................................... 1
Objectives ............................................................................................................................................. l
Items and Materials Needed ................................................................................................................. 1
Handout Materials Needed ................................................................................................................... I
Alcohol Physiology and DUI Law ................................................................................................... 2-19
Alcohol in the HUIUan Body ............................................................................................. 2-10
Idaho Code and Rules aJ1d Regulations Governing Blood, Breath and Urine ................ 10-19
Intoxilyzer 5000 Instrument Section ............................................................................................. 20-29
Operating Principle .............................................................................................................. 20
Parts of the Intoxilyzer 5000 ................................................................................................ 21
Administering a Test ....................................................................................................... 22-26
The Paperwork ..................................................................................................................... 26
Displayed Messages and Commands ................................................................................... 27
Questions and Answers ........................................................................................................ 27
The Calibration Check ......................................................................................................... 28
Practical Examination .......................................................................................................... 29
\\Tritten ExaJnination ............................................................................................................ 29
Diagrams .............................................................................................................................. A-1 to A-8
Common alcohol ..................................................·.............................................................. A-1
Simple Diffusion ................................................................................................................ A-2
Anatomy of the Human ...................................................................................................... A-3
Distribution Pathway..................................................................................'. ....................... A-4
Alcohol Concentration and the body ................................................................................. A-5
Closeup of the Lung ........................................................................................................... A-6
The Parts of the Simulator ................................................................................................. A-7
Thennometer ...................................................................................................................... A-8

Charts .................................................................................................................................... C-1 to C-5
Empty vs Full Stomach ...................................................................................................... C-1
Absorption Rates of Alcohol Beverages ............................................ ,............................... C-2
Alcohol Curve .................................................................................................................... C-3
Possible Relationships between Alcohol Concentration and Time ................................... C-4
Effects of Alcohol .............................................................................................................. C-5
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INSTRUMENT OP!;BATIONS LOG
.

l,

LOT

INSTRUMENT SERIAL NUMBER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8

LOCATION:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COMMENTS

21.

Is this the original printout?

22.

Can you identify the person that this printout relates to?

23.

Would you please state where this person is seated and what they are weanng for
identification purposes.

24.

\Vb.at did you do with State's Exhibit_ after it was obtained from the INTOXILYZER 5000?

25.

Is this the same printout, State's Exhibit__, that you obtained on the_day of_, 20_, from
this defendant?

Section 1
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. Upon pressing the green START TEST button the lntoxilyzer-5000 wm ask you a series of questions.
Enter the appropriate dat.2 then press ENTER/RETURN to save the data and move on to the next question

SUB LAST NAME"'

t

SUB FIRST NAME=

+

SUB MIDDLE INITIAL::::

t

SUBOLN

=

+
+.
. + .=
+ =

ST ATE OF ISSUE=
SUB DOB=

SUBJ SEX (MIF)

••

OPER LA.ST NAfv1E.
y

y

OPER FIRST NAME=

=

OPER MID !NIT

+
+

OPERID NO=

•

ARREST AGENCY=
DUI ARREST YIN

DATE
TIME

y

+

ACCIDENT Y/N

+v

INJURIES YIN _,__,_...,

N

DAMAGE

.N
.N
.N

V

COURT ORDER Y /N

Y

OTHERYfN

REVIEW DATA YIN--_...

• "j

'FOLLOW THE T-EST SEQUENCE

.N

REVIEW DATA YfN

•

FOLLOW THE TEST SEQUENCE

y

DRUG TEST YIN - - - , N

+

PRIN1-0UT ISSUED

If nothing is asked at this
point, or if another question is
l:lsked consult with your
Breath Testing Specialist

ISSUED~
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INSTRUTVfENT P!UNTED MESSAGES: lui incorrect operational procedure or condition will cause
the instrument to either cancel or complete a mode sequence and print one of the following messages on
the evidence card. For an explanation of corrective actions that may be taken by the operator~ see the
section entitled TROUBLE SHOOTING INSTRUMENT MESSAGES.

1.

"II"i1V ALID TEST" - Either the Start Test button was pushed at the wrong time or the
evidence card was partially pulled from the printer.

2.

"SAi."l\fPLE INTRODUCED AT I1\1PROPER TIME. INVALID TEST" - Tne subject
blew into the mouthpiece at the V.Tong time.

3.

"UNABLE TO OBTAIN STABLE REFERENCE"; "INVALID TEST" - The
microprocessor was unable to obtain a stable reference signal from the processor.

4.

"*DEFICIENT SAMPLE - VALUE PRINTED WAS HIGHEST OBTAINED" -The
subject did not provide an adequate breath sample within three minutes. The instrument
printed the highest obtainable BrAC value indicated by the asterisk (*) printed before
"SUBJECT TEST".

5.

"INHIBITED

"INVALID TEST" - High level radio frequency interference is

present.

(

6.

"INTERFERENT DETECTED HAVE BLOOD DRA\VN" - The subject's breath sample
contained a substance, such as acetone, that absorbed the same infrared frequencies as alcohol.
Although the instrument has the capability to subtract out the presence of some interferents
such as acetone, it does not have the capability to accurately subtract for all possible
interferents.

7.

"INV A.LID
; "REPEAT OBSERVATION PERIOD
RETESTING SUBJECT" - The instrument detected residual mouth alcohol in the subject's
breath sample and printed "INVALID

.XX" in place of "SUBJECT TEST.##".

8.

"INTERNAL
FAILED" -One or more of the Internal Standards did not pass
because they were not within their operational range.

9.

"OUT OF TOLERANCE - SEQUENCE ABORTED " - The results obtained for the
calibration check were outside the high and low limits set for the solution.

10.

"CHECK

CONDITIONS"; "IJ\i1VALID TEST" -The instrument detected a

substance in its surroundings that may interfere with the breath test.

11.

"INSTRUMENT RANGE EXCEEDED"; "INVALID TEST" - The concentration of the
sample exceeded the range of the instrument set at 0.600 BrAC. This usually occurs from
strong mouth alcohol such as breath spray. However, this may also indicate a possible
problem with the instrument or a subject with a very high BrAC.

-14REPLY BRIEF
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ln the event a printoutis not obtained the instrument log may become the legal. record of .the test
results· (see the SOP section IIIB 3). Because the log can become
legal record, it is essential that
it .is kept accurate and up-to-date. As an operator of the Intoxilyzer 5000 you should check the
simulator temperature prior to the testing sequence. If the simulator temperature is in the appropriate
range check me column labeled "SIM TEMP IN RA.NGE,., (see SOP IIB 4). Completely fill out the
log including the time, date, tbe subject's name, the subject's test results, your name, and the
calibration check results.

the
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The column labeled "comments" is for all other information that you f.eel may be important, such
NON-DUI tests, the agency using the
instrument, or the bottle number when the Breath 'f..estino-0
.
Specialist changes the .solution.
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The Intoxilyzer 5000 breath analysis instrument gives a printed record of the date, n~e and
serial number of the instrument, test procedure, test results, time of test, simulator check, lot
number' and subject
operator information.

and

'n\5 ~ ~- 'f'Sil'9 e:~ ~ ~ ~£.~ LM!i..04C'

·-

'------

SAMPLE
I NTOXILYZER

-

MODELSOOO

ALCOHOL ANALYZER
SN 66-003178

06/ 19/,,1999
4-;:,
SOLuTION LOT NO(::.·.

0000098SMI·

SUE NAME= SMITH. JOHN, Q
SUB DOB ""02/28/65
O.L.N. "" I D / 1234567890
OPER NAME .. BENCHLE"Y. PETER,E
A.RREST AGENCY =. 0006
:

TEST

BRAC

A.JR BLANK
.INTERNAL STD

.00
PASSED
.00
.080

A.IR BLANK

SIM CHK #0001

TIME
11;06MDT
11:06MDT
11:07MDT
11:07MDT

ACCEPTABLE

AIR·BLANK

.oo

SUBJECT. TEST

.09
.00

SUBJECT TEST

.09

l 1:07MD.T
11:08MDT
11:09MDT
11:09MDT

A.IR BLANK

.oo

11: 10MDT

A.IR BLANK

,,,

-~~--

..

·~

-

. c

~

E o"" '.!<&~~

11.~f'O x.ri. ~·1.r:1;CI .rN~RU'kfJ'·:N"E' P.fli.:1•.,"TEIR. C;li !RD
© ;!!>.% ~
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TEST SEQUENCE
10. Breath Test#2

DISPLAY READS

REQUIRED OPERl\TOR
ACTION

"}}}} }... " Instrument is
establishing a zero reference
point.

"PLEASE BLOW INTO
MOlITHPIECE UNTIL
TONE STOPS"

Request the subject to blow into
the mouthpiece until you tell
him/her to stop.

"PLEASE BLOW/R"
(flashing)

if the subject stops blowing
before providing a sufficient
sample, .. PLEASE BLOW'
flashes on the display and a
beep sounds every 5 seconds.

"SUBJECT .##" is then
displayed where.## is the
BrAC obtained.

R-equest the subject to blow into
the mouthpiece until he/she
hears the tone stop or until you
tell him/her to stop.
The subject has 3 minutes -to
provide an adequate breath
sample.

If the second breath sample
differs from the first by more
than 0.02, then an air blank and
a third breath ~ample will
automatically be requested by
the instrument.

11. Air Blank

"AlR BLANK .##" is
displayed where.## is the
alcohol coooentration
obtained during the air blank.

No action needed

12. End of Testing Sequence

QUESTION

A question about drug testing will
appear if this is a DUI.

"TEST COMPLETE"

"PRINTING"

Remove the evidence .card .after it is
released by the instrument
Enter all required data in the logbook.

"INTOXILYZER "5000, <!et"
(rolling across the screen)

-11;j1J~
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TEST SEQUENCE

Air Blank

DISPLAY READS

"AlR BLA.NK .##"
where.## is the alcohol

IIBQUIRED OPERA TOR
ACTION
No action needed

concentration obtained during
the air blank.

8. Breath Test #1

"}} } } }... " Instrument is
establishing a zero
reference point.

"PLEASE BLOW INTO
MOUTHPIECE UNTIL
TONE STOPS"

Request the subject to blow
into the mouthpiece until you
tell hlmJber to stop.

"PLEASE BLOW/RH
(flashing)
If the subject stops blowing Request the subject to blow
before providing a
into the mouthpiece until
1
sufficient sample,
he/she hears the tone stop or
"PLEASE BLOW" flashes until you tell him/her to stop.
on the display and a beep
The subject has 3 minutes to
sounds every 5 seconds.
provide an adequate breath
sample or deficient sample
will be triggered.

(

!

.. SUBJECT .##" is then
displayed where.## is the
BrAC obtained.

9. Air Blank

"AIR BLA..~TK .##"is

I

No action needed

displayed where .##is the
alcohol concentration
obtained during the air blank.

1DREPLY BRIEF
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DISPLAY READS

4. Internal Standard Check

5. Air Blank

REQUIRED OPERATOR
ACTION

"INTERNAL STD"
A. If the internal standards
pass "INT STD PASS" will be
displayed and the test sequence
will continue.

No action needed. Test sequence
continues to step 5.

B. If the internal standards

INSTRUMENT\VILLNOT

do not pass "INTERNAL
FAILED" will be displayed
and the test sequence ends.
(See step 11)

LET YOU CONTINUE
TESTING. IF THE PROBLEM
CANNOT BE CORRECTED
FIND ANOTHER METHOD
TO OBT A1N A SAMPLE M'D
THEN INFORM YOUR BTS OF
THE PROBLElVL

"AJR BLANK .##"

No action needed

IF THE INTERNAL
STAl'IDARDS FAIL THE

where .##is the alcohol
concentration obtained during
the air blank.
6. Calibration Check

"}}}} }..." Instrument is
establishing a zero reference
point.
"CAL. CHECK••

a. If the calibration check
passes "CAL CHECK
is

No action nee11ea. Test sequence
7.

displayed
:## is
alcohol concentration of the
simulator solution.

B. If the calibration 'Check
does not pass "'OUT OF
TOLERANCE" is displayed
and the testing sequence ends.
(See step 11)
ANOTHER METHOD TO
OBTAIN A SAiWLE Ail\ffi

THEN INFOR'f YOUR BTS
OF THE PROBLEM.

-9REPLY BRIEF
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FIFTEEN MINUTE V¥AJTLNG PERIOD
The mucous lining of the mouth cavity and nasal passages stores alcohol for some tiine after a person
consumes alcohol. Normal body processes eliminate residual mouth alcohol within 15 minutes.
Monitor the subject for 15 minutes. During this time, the subject may not smoke, consume alcohol, eat,
belch, vomit, use chewing tobacco, or have gum or candy in the mouth. If belching or vomiting does
occur or something is found in the mouth, have it removed and wait an additional 15 minutes.
OPERA.TING PROCEDURE FOR A BREATH TEST:
Observe subject for 15 minutes.
Insert a new mouthpiece in the end of the BREATH TIJBE.
To conduct a breath test, push the green START TEST button and respond to the displayed messages
and commands.

REFUSAL:

If the subject refuses to provide a sample d~ring the test sequence wait until the
message "PLEASE BLOW IR" is displayed and then press the green START TEST
button. After the message "PLEASE BLOW/R9' is displayed the instrument will
automatically printout a refusal if a sample is not obtained within (3) three minutes.

The print card will show:

SUBJECT TEST REFUSED
SUBJECT REFUSED TO CONTINUE

TIME

TEST SEQUENCE
ACTION
1. Push Green Start Button

"INSERT

2. Question series for Idaho

See question series on page
15

Answer each question and
the return/ enter button to save
the information

"AIR BLANK", displayed
then scrolls through the time
(TIME HR:MJN ZONE). the
date (DATE JM:MJDDriY),
and then displays the result of
the air blank (AIR
.##) where .## is the alcohol
concentration obtained during
the air blank.

No action needed

Air blank

(flashing)
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Insert an evidence card into the
card slot located on the front
panel of the instrument
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SL\ruLATORS
Alongside the Intoxilyzer 5000 you will notice a Glass Jar with a top containing a thermometer, a
heating device, and a propeller. This apparatus is called a simulator. Its purpose is to simulate a breath
sample which can be introduced into the Intoxilyzer 5000 and check the calibration of the instrument
It is essential to the breath testing sequence that the simulator be on and connected properly, if it
is not, the instrument will abort its testing sequence and no :results will be obtained.
Things to remember about the simulator.

1.

The hoses need to be hooked up in a very specific order. If they are not the Intoxilyzer 5000
may be flooded and put out of service. If at any time the hoses are disconnected DO NOT
try to reconnect the hoses or proceed Vtith a breath test without first consulting your
BTS.

2.

The simulator contains a solution of alcohol and wat<:r. In the event that the simulator is
knocked over or the glass jar is broken a potential for electrical shock :may be produced. The
safety of the operator and the subject are of prime concern. DO NOT PROCEED WITH
THE BREATH TEST.

3.

\Vhen the simulator is knocked over there is a potential for-solution to enter the hoses and be
sucked into the instrument during the calibration check. This may flood the instrument and
put it out of service. DO NOT proceed with a breath test if the simulator
beelil
knocked over without
consulting with your BTS.

4.

The simulator should be :running for approximately 15 min before proceeding with a breath
test If it has not, there is a potential that the calibration check will not be in range
the
testing sequence will be
NOTE:A good check to evaluate if the sirr..mlator is ready to provide a simulated sample is to
see if the simulator temperature is between 33.5 °C and 34:5 °C.

5.

Your Breath Testing Specialist is trained to handle the majority of problems that may arise.
Inform BTS if you experience any problems that prevent you from obtaining a valid breath
test.

6.

If at anytime a problem cannot be corrected and you aire unable obtain a valid
test, ob
a sample using another method
inform your BTS.
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PARTS OF THE INTOXJLYZER 5000
To familiarize yourself with the parts, controls, and indicators of the Intoxilyzer 5000 breath analysis
instrument, refer to the illustration on the previous page and the cross-referenced explanations listed

below.
1.

Breath Tube -A heated reinforced plastic tube through which the subject blows. It also acts as
an antenna to detect RFI.

2.

Mouthpiec~

- A disposable, clear plastic part which fits in the end of the breath tube, accepts
the subject's breath, and prevents unwanted substances from entering the instrument.

3.

Digital Display - A sixteen character alpha-numeric readout that relates which operation the
instrument is performing, alerts the operator to required actions, and expresses Breath Alcohol
Concentration in grams/210 liters.

4.

Start Test Switch - A green push button switch used to initiate a test or obtain a refusal.

5.

Power Switch - A red push button switch used to apply AC power to ll-ie instrument.

6.

Kev Latch - A hardened steel plate that may be unlocked Vvith a key to expose the mode
selection switches.

7.

Evjdence Card- A multi-copy card that provides a printed record of the date, model and serial
number of the instrument, test results, time of test, and subject and operator information. It
also contains a lot number and simulator check results which are important in determining the
instruments approval status. Some instruments utilize an external printer which provide a
printed record on a 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper.

8.

Power Cord- A cord that supplies power to the instrument.

9.

Computer Reset Switch- A rocker switch activated only in isolated circumstances to cancel all
operations and return the instrument to its initial "Not Ready" condition.

1 O.

Keyboard - A standard computer keyboard which allows the operator to type answers to
questions.

11.

Simulator-An apparatus that introduces a alcohol vapor oflrnow concentration into the breath
testing instrument to evaluate the calibration of Lhe instrument.

12.

Modem - (Not shown) An electronic device allowing the Idaho State Police Forensic Services
(ISPFS) to communicate with the Intoxilyzer :5000 "on site". Call-ups of the instruments will
typically occur between 4:00 am and 8:00 am Friday mornings. Operators using the
instrument will not be affected by the call-up. The modem-can be used to diagnose instrument
problems, or to recover test data if the printer fails.
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GENERAL INFORllrfATION
Depending on their physical size and structure, molecules absorb energy of specific frequencies. For
example, alcohol molecu1es absorb certain frequencies of infrared energy. Accordingly, llie Intoxilyzer
5 000 breath analysis instrument uses an infrared energy absorption technique to find the alcohol
concentration of a breath sample.
The heart of the Intoxilyzer 5000 instrument is its sample chamber. At one end of the chamber, a quartz
iodide lamp emits infrared energy, which is directed through the chamber by a lens. At the opposite end
of the chamber, a second lens focuses the energy leaving the chamber through three rotating 'filters and
onto an infrared energy detector. The filters however, allow only certain wavelengths through.
Initially, the instrument establishes a zero reference point by measuring the amount of infrared energy
striking the detector when the sample chamber is filled with room air. During a breath test, as the
amount of alcohol vapor in the chamber rises, the amount of infrared energy reaching the detector falls.
Therefore, by finding the difference between the zero reference point and the breath test measurement,
the instrument determines breath alcohol concentration. The unit displays the result in grams of alcohol
per 210 liters. To assure accurate test results, the Intoxilyzer 5000 breath analysis instrument also
detects and compensates for acetone which absorbs the same infrared frequencies as alcohol

REPLY BRIEF
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Instructions for Teaching the Operator Training Class

Included in this section is a master set of the following:
a.
Operator Training Exam
b.
Answer Sheet
Key
c.
d.
POST Roster
Operator's Training Manual
e.
Standard
Operating Procedure
f.
you may make as many copies of these materials as you need to teach your classes. Wnen
teaching a class you will need to provide each operator with a copy of the Operator's Training
Manual, the Standard Operating Procedure, an exam, and an answer sheet. You will also need
one certification card for each operator in attendance. These certification cards can be obtained
from your local lab. Please make sure you request these cards in advance.
After you have taught the class you may distribute the exams. In order for an operator to receive
their certification they he must pass the practical portion of the class, and obtain an 80% or better
on the written exam. During the practical portion, the operator must demonstrate that he/she can
accurately administer a breath test, and fill out the associated printout and log.
Issue a certification card for each individual who has successfully completed the class, making
sure to accurately fill out the effective date and expiration date. The effective date is the date the
class was successfully completed. The expiration date is the last day of the 26th month from the
time the class was successfully completion.
After the class is completed, and the certification cards are issued, make sure a copy of the
POST roster is retained for your records. Send the original copy of the roster to POST.
In the event, an individual does not successfully complete the class, please make a note of it on
the POST roster.

If you have any questions please call your local lab (section 1, page l).
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EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
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•

.01 - .05

Mild intoxication

Feeling of warmth, sldn
flushed, impaired judgment
and decreased inhibitions

0.03 - 0.25

Intoxication in most people

Increased impairment of
judgement, inhibition,
attention, and control. Some
impairment of muscular
performance, and slowing of
reflexes.

0.18-0.30

Intoxication in all normal
people

Disorientation, confusion,
exaggerated emotions,
staggering, lack of
coordination, slurred speech,
double vision, memory and
-

.

.

.

lethargy.

025 0.40

Extreme intoxication or
stupor

Reduced response to stimuli,
inability to stand or walk,
vorillting, incontinence, and
sleeplessness.

Severe intoxication and coma

Unconsciousness, little
response to stimuli.
incontinence, low body
temperature, poor respiration,

0.35 -0.50

fall blood pressure,
clammy

I

Severe intoxication and death

.45 +

C8.rdiac and respiratory
depression and failure
resulting in death

Information used in this table is taken from Dubowski and other sources.
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EXPLANATION OF USER QUESTIONS FOR IDAHO TESTING PROGRAM
CARD DATA
QUESTION ON DISPLAY COPY BAi.~K

x
x

COMMENTS

x

Up to 20 letters for each, no -:.'etc.

x

Middle initial.

x

x

Entered as up to 20 numbers and/or letters.

STATE OF ISSUE=

x

x

Two letter postal code.

SUBJ DOB= MlHDDYY

x

x

Entered as month, day, and year (e.g. 070552).

SUBJ LAST NA1\1E=
SUBJ FIRST NA.c'1E=
SUBJ MIDDLE rr•rlT=

x

SUBJOLN=

SUBJ SEX (l"v1/F)

x

=

OPER LAST N Al\1E =
OPER FIRST NA.1VIB=
OPER MID INIT =

x

x

Up to 20 letters for each, no _:.'etc.

x

x

Middle initial.

x

Entered as a number w/o dashes.

x

Entered as 4 numbers; accident report code.

x

Answer yes ifperson arrested for DUI.

x

OPERIDNO=
ARREST AGENCY

x

x

DUI ARREST Y!N

x

If answer is Y: (N skips to the top of page 17)
DATE OF STOP/ACC
TIME OF STOP/ACC
ACCIDENT YIN

Date of stop or accident (eg. 062493).
2400 hour military time.
Answer yes if person was in an accident.

X

X
X

If answer is Y: (N answer skips next questions only)

INJURIES YIN
PROP. DAil\1AGE YIN
DEATH(S} Y!N
REVIE\V DATA YfN

X
X
X

Was anyone injured?
\Vas there any property damage?
Was anyone killed?
If you want to check answers, use Y.

On Dill tests a question is asked after a complete breath test is conducted and the subject did not refuse
any samples.
DECP/DRE Y!N
DRUG TEST YIN

x
x

One question or the other activated; answer
yes if you are going to ask the subject to give
a blood sample and/or a urine sample for drug
testing.

Printout is issued and test is complete.
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CARD

DATA

crnvrMENTS

QUESTION ON DISPLAY COPY BMX
YfN if answer is N:

x
x
x
x

JUV. CONSU1VIE Y!N
WORK RELEASE YIN
COURT ORDER YIN
OTHER
YIN

Illegal consumption.
Court ordered test
Any other reason not covered above.

If you want to check answers, check Y.

REVIEW DATA YIN

Complete breath test conducted and printout issued. End oftest.

OTHER INFORl\iATION
Other information such as the lot number, values obtained for simulator checks, and data for the
simulator counter can be found on the printout. This information may also be obtained and stored in foe
data bank.

CARD DATA

LOT NUMBER

x

x

Enter-ed by the breath testing specialist l-0
alphanumeric characters.

SIMULATOR COUNTER

x

x

Counts the number of calibration checks that has
been performed with a particular solution~

SIMULATOR CHECK

x

x

The results of the calibration check performed
during the testing sequence.
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DISPLAY MESSAGES M1J COMJ\1ANDS
The Intoxilyzer 5000 breath analysis instrument visually communicates by displaying the following
messages and commands. Cornma..nds "flash" to indicate that the instrument expects a response. For
operator responses to instrument messages or "UNSTABLE REF", refer to TROUBLE SHOOTING
fr.JSTRUMENT MESSAGES Pages 22-25.

MEANING

lVIBSSAGE OR COM.MAND

"NOT READY"

The instrument is purging the sample chamber
and initializing the computer, processor, and
printer.

"PROM CHECK#//!///"

The instrument is finding a checksum of all
program b:yies and is comparing it to an
internal checksum.

"TEMP CHECK"

The instrument is checking the temperature of
tbe sample chamber.

"RAM CHECK##"

The instrument is checking each byte in RAM
for possible failure.

"PROCESSOR CHECK"

The computer is testing the output of the
processor, the stability of the signal, and the
speed of the filter wheel.

"PRINTER CHECK"

The instrument is checking the movement of
the printer head.

"CAL. CHECK"

The instrument is performing a calibration
check by analyzing the vapor produced from
the simulator solution.

" INVALID LOT NO"

An invalid lot number was entered during the
instrument setup.

"INTERNAL STD" ·

The instrument is checking to see if the
internal standards are within their operational
range.

"DIAGNOSTIC OK"

The instrument did not find a malfunction
while performing diagnostic checks on its
components and operational standards.
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MEAi~ING

l\ffiSSAGE OR COM1\1~~1)
"CLOCK ERROR"
"PROM ERROR####"

"TEW ERROR"
"PRJNTER ERROR"

The instrument is ind.Kating where a
malfunction exists. The number following
"RAM ERROR" denotes the actual address
location of error.

"RAM ERROR"
"PROCESSOR ERROR 1"

No sync pulse was found. A problem exists in
the sync pulse -chain.

"PROCESSOR ERROR 2"

The sync pulse

"PROCESSOR ERROR 3"

An unacceptable negative processor drift was
found.

"PROCESSOR ERROR 4"

An unacceptable positive processor drift was
found.

"PROCESSOR ERROR 5"

The processor's reference value is out of

rat~

is out of range.

range.

Rolling across the display"INTOXILYZER MODEL 5000 --- PUSH
BUTION TO START TEST"; "PUSH
BUITON (flashing)"; "TIME ##HR ##MIN''

1be instrument is ready for operation; you
may
a test by pushing the 'Start Test

"INSERT CARD (flashing)"

The instrument is requesting that an.evidence
card be inserted.

"AJRB~~"

Tl1e instrument is purging the sample chamber
and internal and external breath tubes.

"TIM:E ##HR ##!vfIN"

Local.time.

"DATE M:M/DDJYY"

Current <late.
The instrument is establishing a zero reference
point.

button.

"}}}} ... "
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lViEAi'\'ING

lVIBSSAGE OR COMJ\-1.ArW

"lJNSTABLE REF"

rne microprocessor was unable to obtain a
stable reference signal from the processor.
The instrument halts the test.

"PLEASE BLOW INTO MOUTHPIECE
lJNTIL TONE STOPS"; "PLEASE BLOW/R

The instrument is requesting the subject to
blow into the mouthpiece until the tone stops.
The tone does not actuallv stop until the
subject (with alcohol on the breath) stops
blowing.
Starting when this command
appears on the display, the subject has three
minutes to deliver an adequate breath sample.
If the subject does not provide a sample in
this time the instrument will automatically
priniout a refusal.
Another method for
obtaining a refusal is to press the green
START TEST button while the message
'·PLEASE BLOW/R" is displayed.

(flashing)"

"PLEASE BLOW (flashing)"

The subject stopped blov.mg before providing
a sufficient sample. "PLEASE BLOW 11
flashes and a beep sounds every five seconds
until the subject begins blowing, or until t.J:..ree
minutes have lapsed from Lhe ti.me the
instrument initially requested the subject to
blow into the mouthpiece.

"SUBJECT TEST .fflf"

The instrument is displaying the subjects
breath alcohol concentration in grams per 210
liters ofbreath.

11

The instrument is displaying the amount of
alcohol remaining in the sample chamber
while the sample chamber is being purged.
Accordingly, during the purge operation, the
number following "AIR BLA.Nl(" gradually
decreases to .00.

AJR BLA~NK .##"

The instmment is displaying the simulated
vapor concentration obtained for the

"CAL CHECK .###"

calibration check.
-20-
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J\1EA.NING

MESSAGE OR COMMA,.ND

"JNT STD PASS"

The internal standards were within. the
operationai range of the instrument.

"TEST CO!vfPLETE"

The test and all printing are complete.

"JN\! ALID TEST"

Either the-Start Test button was pushed at the
wrong time or the evidence card was pulled
from the printer. Tne instrument cancels the
test.

"INVAL1D SAMPLE"

The subject's breath -sample'Contains residual
mouth alcohol.

"INHIBITED - RFI"

High level radio frequency interference is
present. The instrument cancels the test.

"DEFICIENT SM1PLE"

The subject did not supply an adequate breath
sample wiLhin three minutes.

"INTERFERENT..

The subject's breath sample contains a
substance, such as acetone, that absorbs
infrared energy at the same frequencies that
When this occurs the
alcohol absorbs.
instrument-completes the mode sequence, and
prints "INTERFENT DETECTED HAVE
BLOOD DRAWN" on the evidence~ard.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING INSTRUMENT MESSAGES
DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENT MESSAGES
Given below are the instrument messages that may appear on the display during the diagnostic checks
and the actions you should take in response to a given instrument message:
DISPLAYED MESSAGE

CORRECTIVE OPERA TOR ACTIONS
Call a Breath Testing Specialist for any of
these instrument messages.

"PROM ERROR ###"
"TEI'vfP ERROR"
"PRJNTER ERROR"

"RAM ERROR###"
"PROCESSOR ERROR 3, 4, or 511
"INVALID LOT NO"

After completing the diagnostic checks without finding a malfunction, the instrument displays
"DIAGNOSTIC OK". Next, the instrument reactivates the Start Test button and indicates that it is
ready for operation by displaying the following message:

"INTOXILYZERMODEL 5000--PUSHBUITONTO START TEST"; "PUSHBUTTON (flashing)";
"TIME ##HR rrrri"uu.

Call a Breath Testing Specialist to reprogram
time.
date

Date or time incorrect.

or

Call a Breath Testing Specialist.

Time or date or both are erratic and "CLOCK
ERROR'1 appears periodically on the display
with a low-high warning tone.
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OTHER INSTRU1\1El'ff MESSAGES
Following are other instrument messages Ll-iat may appear on the display. The instrument messages are
accompanied by a low-high tone SOU!iding intennirtently for five seconds.

DISPLAYED 'MESSAGE

CORRECTIVE OPERATOR ACTION

"TI\/1ERNAL FAILED"

Find another method of obtaining a sample
and inform your Breath Testing Specialist

"OUT OF TOLERANCE 0

Find another method of obtaining a sample
and inform your Breath Testing Specialist.

"UNSTABLE REF'1

Wben the display reads "INTOXILYZER
MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTTON TO etc., "
begin another test by pushing the ·-start T-est
button. If "UNSTABLE REF" appearn again
on the display, call a Breath Testing
Specialist.

"INVALID TEST"

Either the ~tart Test button was pushed at the
\Vrong time or the evidence -card was pulled
from the printer. The instrument cancels the
test, prints "lNVALID TEST" (if the-card was
not pulled from the printer), and prepari;S
itself to start another test.
When the display reads "OO'OXILYZER
MODEL 5000--PUSH BUTTON TO-e~.".
you may begin another test by pushing the
Start Test button. Make sure the -SW't Test
button is pushed only at the proper time and
the evidence card remains in the-card slot until
the instrument rcleases it.

"INVALID TEST SAMPLE INTRODUCED

1be subject blew into the mouthpiece at the
mong time. Most likely the breath sample
was introduced during the
BLAN'l(".
Restart the test an<l have the subject blow
when the "PLEASE BLO\V/R" message is

AT :J1vl?ROPER TIME"

displayed.

~3-
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COURECTIVE OPERA TOR ACTION

"l:Nv ALID TEST INSTRlJJ1,1ENT Ri\1~GE EXCEEDED"

The concentration of the sample exceeded the
range of the instrument set at 0.600 BrAC.
This usually occurs from strong mouth
alcohol such as breath spray or mouth wash.
However, this message may also indicate the
subject has a very high BAC or that there is a
problem ·with the instrn.ment. You may opt to
perform another subject test, or find another
method of obtaining a sample (see page 27).

"INVAUD TEST CHECK AMBIENT C01'.TDITIONS"

The instrument detected a substance in its
surroundings ,that may interfere with the
breath test. Try to perform an another breath
test. If you obtain this message again find
another method to obtain a sample and inform
your Breath Testing Specialist.

''Jl\1VALlD SA.'!\1PLE"

The instrument detected residual mouth
alcohol in the subject's breath sample. The
instrument completes the mode sequence,
prints nINVA.LID SAMPLE.XX,. in place of
"SUBJECT TEST .##'\ and returns to the
beginning of the mode sequence. Print card
also shows "REPEAT OBSERVATION

PERIOD BEFORE RETESTING SUBJECT".
Observe the subject for at let>sl 15 minutes
before beginning a.Tiother breath analysis.

High level radio frequency interference is
present. The instrument halts the test, prints

"INHIBITED - RFr'

RFI 0 ; "INVALID TEST" and
prepares itself to start another test
Locate the RFI source and either remove the
source from the instrument's operational
environn1ent or move the instrument to a new
enviromnent free from RFL
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DISPLA )'"ED JVIESSAGE

"DEFICIEN! SAMPLE"

The subject did not provide an adequate
breath sample within three minutes. The
instrument displays "SUBJECT TEST .##"
(the highest value obtainable from the .given
breath samples) and compietes the mode
sequeoc.e.
On the evidence card, the

instrument indicates the highest obtainable
value by printing an asterisk (*) before
"SUBJECT TEST .##". The asterisk (*) is a
cross reference to the message printed at the
bottom of the evidence .card: "*DEFICIENT
SAMPLE - VALUE PRThTTED WAS
HIGHEST OBTAINED".
"Il\1TERFERENT"

The subject's breath sample .contains a nonalcohol substance that absorbs infrared
energy. The instrument"Compensates for the
amount of infrared cenergy absorbed by-some
substances and completes the test.
Print
-card
shows
"JNTERFERENT
DETECTED HAVE BLOOD DRAWN''.

TONES
In addition to communicating through displayed messages and-commands, the Intoxilyzer'SOOO breath
analysis instrument also communicates by sounding three distinct tones:
1.

A beep sounds after the completion of each mode'{operation).

3.

A low-high tone sounds intermittentlyfor five-seconds in the event of a malfunction, incorr.oct
operational procedure, unfulfilled test requirement, or when ~TA~'f is pressed for

~tarting when the instrument displays

the command "PLEASE BLOW iNTO MOUTHPIBCE UNTIL
TONE STOPS"; "PLEASE BLOW/R{flashing)", the subject
thr« minutes to deliver an adequate
breath sample. Ifthe subject stops blowing before delivering an adequate breath-sample and before
lapsing of three minutes, "PLEASE BLOW" flashes on the display and a beep -souncls every 1iv-e
seconds. The beeping stops when the ~ubject again begins to blow or the thr-ee minutes havefapsed.
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Evidence Card Jammed in Printer

If an. evidence card jams in the printer, push the Start Test button. The instrument will invalidate the
test and try to return the evidence card. If the instrument does not return the evidence card, gently pull
the card from the printer. fa the event that a section of the card tears off and remains jam.med in the
pnnter, tum the instrument "off" and consult a Breath Testing Specialist.

General Malfunctions

In the event of a general malfunction (e.g., the display gives erratic Lr1formation), take the following
action(s):
1.

Push the Start Test button.

2.

If pushing "Start Test" fails to correct the malfunction, call a Breath Testing Specialist.

Preventative Maintenance

(

l.

To assure adequate clearance and ventilation, locate the instrument at least one inch away
from a back wall and on a hard surface (i.e., not on a surface covered with a rug-like material).

2.

Keep the instrument away from extremes of temperature. The instrument's operational
temperature range is 68 °F to 86°F (20°C to 30°C); storage temperature range is -20°F to l 40°F
(-29°C to 60°C).

3.

Keep the instrument clean and away from dust; any good glass cleaner, such as 409, can be
used to clean the instrument's outer surface.
a. Spray the cleaner on a cloth and

Never spray directly onto the instrument.

4.

Do not place heavy objects on top of the instrument.

5.

Never place anything containing a liquid on the instrument, this includes coffee and soda pop.
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OTHER METHODS OF OBTAINING A SAMPLE

If a valid breath sample cannot be obtained from the breath testing instrument you are using, you
may elect to obtain a sample using one of the following methods:

I.

A Breath Sample: Another instrnment approved for evidentiary testing in the State of
Idaho may be used to obtain a sample. This does not have to be the same type of
instrument that was originally used to obtain a -sample. Backup instruments and
neighboring agencies instruments are all good sources for obtaining a valid breath test.

2.

Blood Samples for Alcohol Determination: Use a kit that provides 10 milligrams of
sodium fluoride per cubic centimeter of blood and an anti-coagulant as required by IDAPA
11.03. The Becton Dickinson #4994, the Terumo T-100 AK. (Venoject), and the Peavey
5786 all meet this requirement. However, the Becton Dickinson 4990 does not meet the
requirement for concentration of sodium fluoride.
NOTE: Other kits maybe used if they provide the required amount of sodium fluoride and
utilize a non-alcoholic swab.
The blood should be drawn only by authorized medical personnel as defined in
section 18-8003 of the Idaho Code.

J.

Urine Samples for Alcohol Determination: must be .collected in urine-eollection kits
supplied by ISPFS, or other suitable kits providing a tight seal and adequate volume.

l.

Urine alcohol results may be of guestionable vaiime.

2.

Any urine sample should be collected in urine kits supplied by ISPFS and seared
tightly prior to deliver/ to the laboratory.

3.

Proper procedure for a valid urine alcohol analysis requires t.lie subject to "void"
(empty bladder) and wait the necessary time (approx. 20 minutes) to deliver
actual evidentiary sample.
a.

4.

Note: when collecting urine for the analysis of inhalants or other drugs, it is
not necessary to perform a "void" and any initial urine sample that is
-collected may be used for this purpose.

For best results, urine sa.TI1ples collected for alcohol determination should be &oz,en
or refrigerated and delivered to the appropriate ISPFS laboratory as-soon as
possible.
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GENERAL INFOR1\1ATION: QUESTIONS Al\TJJ ANSWEID?.
\"Vb at if I have problems with running the Intoxilyzer 5000?

a.

Do not try to solve them vourself. Contact your agency's Breath Testing Specialist he/she
is trained to resolve many problems you may encounter with the Intoxilyzer 5000.

Who can run the Intoxilyzer 5000?
a.

Any individual certified as an operator by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services may
operator the Intoxilyzer 5000. Certification will be periodically renewed and governed by
policy as outlined in the SOP.

Q.

How are calibration check and maintenance records to be kept?

a

All records associated with breath testing are to be kept and maintained at the agency.
They are to be kept in accordance with the procedures followed by the agency for such
records. However the breath testing specialist is responsible to see that this is
accomplished.

Q.

How fong must our agency keep printouts, log
maintenance records?

a

To comply with IDAP A rules and regulations they must be maintained for a period of three
years.

Why

the nsuits be entered on

certification records, and

fog

a.

The log, in lieu of the printout, is the official legal record of all test results. If the printer
fails to operate, or if the printout is later lost, or unreadable, the test is still legally
acceptable provided the results are recorded correctly on the log sheet.

Q.

Can the fotoxilyzer 5000 detect acetone

a.

Yes. The instrument will check for acetone and other interferents during the subject test.
If an interfering substance is detected the instrument will display "INTERFERENT'\
complete the test, and print the results. The instrument will also print "INTERFERENT
DETECTED HAVE BLOOD DRAWN."

interfe:rents?

What if the subject provides one breath sample, but refuses to blow a second time?

a.

The second sample is required to meet the guidelines for the administration of a legal test
on the Intoxilyzer 5000. If the subject refuses to blow the second time, press the green
START TEST button when "PLEASE BLOW/R" shows on the display. If the lack of a
second sample is the fault of the subject then the first sample is valid for use in .court"(SOP
section ID).
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Glossary
Breath Test: A series of separate breatli samples provided during a breath testing sequence.
Breath Testing sequence: A sequence of events as determined by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services which may
be directed by either the instrument or the operator, but not both, and may consist of air blanks, calibration checks,
internal standard checks, and breath samples.
Breath Testing Specialist (BTS): An operator who has completed an advanced training class taught by an employee of
the Idaho State Police Forensic Services. BTS certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day
of the 26th month. (1.4)
Idaho State Police Forensic Senices (ISPFS): Formerly known as the Bureau of Forensic Services, the ISPFS is
dedicated to providing forensic science services to the criminal justice system of Idaho.
ISPFS employees are
qualified to perform all duties of a BTS. (1)
Calibration check (Intermediate check): A check of the accuracy of the breath-testing instrument utilizing a simulator
and ethanol solution(s) provided by the ISPFS or approved vendor(s) and standardized by the ISPFS. Calibration
checks should be reported to three decimal places. (2)
Certificate of Approval: A certificate stating that an individual breath alcohol-testing instrument has been evaluated
by the ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol testing. Tbe certificate be.a rs the signature of the Idaho
State Police Forensic Services Manager/Major, and the effective date of the instrument approval. (1. I)
Changeover Class: A training class for currently certified personnel during which they are taught theory, operation,
and proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrument being adopted by their agency. Breath Testing
Specialists attend BTS training that qualifies them to perform BTS duties related to the instrument (1.5)
Operator Certification: The condition of having satisfied the training requirements for administering breath alcohol
tests as established by the ISPFS. Operator certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of
the 26th month. (1.3)
Operator: An individual certified by the ISPFS as qualified by training to administer breath alcohol tests.
(1.3)
Operator Class: An ISPFS-approved training class for prospective or uncertified breath test operators. (1.3)
Recertification Class: A training class for currently certified personnel, completion of which results in uninterrupted
continuation of their Operator or BTS status for an additional 26 months. (1.3)
Simulator Check (SI!\/[ CHK): Is a type of calibration check that is run with each individual breath test. (2)
Waiting Period: Mandatory 15-miirnte period prior to administering a breath alcohol test. (3.1)
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure
List of Revisions
Date of Revision

SOP Section

2

Delete reference to ALS

June 1, 1995

2

0.02/0.20 solutions

June 1, 1995

2

June 1, 1995

3.2.1

Valid breath tests

October 23, 1995

Alco-Sens or calibration checks

2.1

2.2

Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks
Effective June, 1996

2.1.2

May 1, 1996
May 1, 1996

June 1, 1996

0.003 agreement

2.1.2

Operators may run calibration checks

July 1, 1996

2.1.2

Re-run a solution within 24 hours

September 6, 1996

2.1

AJl 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period

September 6, 1996

2

AJl 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period

September 6, 1996

2.1.2

Re-running of a solution

September 26, 1996

2.1

All solutions run within a 48-hour period
Reference to "three" removed

September 26, 1996
Oct. 8, 1996

2

All 3 solutions run within a 48-hour period

September 26, 1996

2

More than three calibration solutions

October 8, 1996

2

Solution values no longer called in to BFS

April 1, 1997

2.1

Alco-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000
calibration check

August 1, 1998

2.2

Calibration checks for the lntoxilyzer 5000

February 11, 1999

Name change, all references made to the
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to
Idaho State Police Forensic Services.

August 1999

Record Management

August l, 1999

1.6
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Deleted sections on relocating, repairing, recalibrating, August 1, 1999
and loa.riing of instruments from previous revision.

1.2, 2.1, 2.2

Alco~Sensor

and Intoxilyzer 5000
calibration checks

August 1, 1999

3

Deleted sections on blood and urine samples
for alcohol determination

August 1, 1999

1.6

Operator certification record management

January 29, 2001

1,2, and 3

2.1, 2.2

Reformat numbering
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution

August 18,2006

2.2.1.1.2.2

Changed 3-sample to "two print cards".

November 27, 2006
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1. Operator and Instrument Certification
To ensure that minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments, operators, and breath
testing specialists (BTS) must be approved by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS).
1.1

Each breath-testing instrument is individually certified by the ISPFS. The individual
instrument approval does not carry an expiration date, but may be subject to reevaluation and/or
suspension under circumstances including but not limited to frequent failure of calibration
checks, electrical or mechanical damage, an unusual frequency ofrepairs, or when considered
advisable by the ISPFS.

1.1.1

1.2

If an instrument's certificate of approval is suspended, the instrument may be recertified
after re-evaluation by the ISPFS.

Each approved breath-testing instrument is approved or disapproved for evidentiary testing
based on the results of calibration checks performed as described in Section II.

1.2. l

If a calibration check produces results within the acceptable range of values, the
instrument is approved for evidentiary use for all breath tests associated with that
calibration check.

1.2.1.1 For Alco-Sensor instruments, a valid calibration check must be performed within
24 hours of a breath test.
1.2. l .2 For Intoxilyzer 5000 instruments, a valid calibration check must be performed
with every breath test.
1.2.2 If a calibration check produces results outside the acceptable range of values, the
instrument may not be approved for evidentiary use for those breath tests associated with
that calibration check.

1.2.2.1 For the Alco-Sensor instruments, any breath test falling within the overlapping
time frame of an a valid calibration check may be covered by that calibration
check.
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1.3

Operators become certified by completing a training class taught by an ISPFS certified Breath
Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 calendar months and expires the last day of the
26th month unless renewed. Certincation will allow the operator to perform all functions
required to obtain a valid breath test. It is the responsibility of the individual operator to
maintain current certification; the ISPFS will not notify operators that their certification is about
to expire.
1.3.1

Recertification for another 26-month period is achieved by completing an ISPFS
approved recertification class prior to the end of the 26th month.
1.3 .1.1 If the individual fails to satisfactorily complete the class (including the written
and practical tests), he/she must retake the operator class in order to become
certified.
1.3.1.1.1 Current Operator certification is voided, and the individual is not
certified to run evidentiary breath tests on the instrument in question
until the operator class is completed.
· 1.3 .1.1.2 Persons who must leave the class unexpectedly may retake another
recertification class prior to expiration of their current certification.

1.4

1.3.2

When certification expires, an operator must retrain by attending the operator class.

1.3.3

There are no grace periods or provisions for extension of operator certification.

Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are operators who have completed an advanced training class
and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument maintenance, and provide both basic and
recertification training for instrument operators.
1.4.1

To obtain initial BTS certification, an individual must be currently certified as an
operator of that particular instrument. BTS certification is then obtained by completing
an approved ISPFS training class.
1.4.1.1 Certification is valid for 26 calendar months.
1.4. 1.2 IfBTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified
operator status for 12 calendar months for that instrument. He/she may no longer
perform any BTS duties relating to that particular instrument.
1.4.1.2.1 Operator certification will expire at the end of 12 calendar months but
may be continued by completing a recertification class as described in
Section 1.3 .1.
2
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1.4.1.3 BTS certification is renewable by attending an approved ISPFS training class.
The only exception is described in Section 1.5 .1.
1.4.1.4 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certification for cause.
1.4.1.4.1 Examples include falsification ofrecords, failure to perform required
calibration checks, and failure to meet standards in conducting operator
training.
1.5

Adoption of a new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and Operators in
that agency.
1.5. l

A currently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new instrument by
completing an instrumentation class.
1.5.1.1 The new instrument must utilize the same type of technology (fuel cell or
infrared) as the instrument for which the BTS holds current certification.
1. 5.1. l. l If the principle of operation is different, the BTS must complete an
operator changeover class as described in 1.5 .2, fo !lowed by a BTS
instrumentation class for the new instrument.
1.5.1.2 BTS certification will be valid for 26 months upon completion of the class.

1.5.2

A currently certified operator may certify on a new instrument by completing an ISPFS
approved instru.,-rnent changeover class.
1.5 .2.1 The operator shall be certified for 26 calendar months after completion of the
class.
1.5.2.2 Individuals not currently certified as operators must complete a basic operator
class as described in Section 1.3.

1.6

Record maintenance and management. It is the responsibility of each individual agency to
store calibration records, subject records, maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other
records as pertaining to the evidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a
current record of operator certification.
1.6.1 It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored and maintained a
minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAP A 11.03.01.

3
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1.6.2

The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the storage of such
records not generated by it.
1.6.2.l Records may be subject to periodic review by the Idaho State Police Forensic
Services.

4
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Calibration Checks of Breath Testing Instruments
Calibration checks aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho State Police Forensic Services
(ISPFS) in determining if a breath-testing instrument is functioning correctly. Calibration checks are
performed using ethanol-water, wet-bath simulator solutions prepared and analyzed by the ISPFS or an
approved vendor. The ISPFS analyses establish the target value and acceptable range of the solutions
used for the checks. The acceptable range is ± 10% of the solution target value, or ± 0.01 grams
alcoho 1/210 liters of simulator vapor, whichever is greater.
2.1

Ako-Sensor Calibration Checks
2.1.1

Alco-Sensor instruments must be checked within 24 hours of a subject test to be
approved for evidentiary use.
2.1.1. l The official time and date of the calibration check is the time and date recorded
on the tape by the printer, or in the absence of the printer, the time and date
recorded in the log.

2.1.2 The Alco-Sensor calibration check is run using a solution or solutions provided by the
Idaho State Police Forensic Services or approved vendor and following the procedure
outlined in the Alco-Sensor manual.
2.1.2.1 The simulator temperature should be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order for
the calibration check results to be valid.
2.1.2.1.1 The operator should check the simulator temperature prior to the
calibration check.
2.1.2.2 Target values and ranges of acceptable readings are included in a Certificate of
Analysis prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS.
2.1.2.2. l Solutions may be rerun if the initial values are not within acceptable
range. If the results of the repeated calibration checks are satisfactory,
the instrument is approved for evidentiary use.
2.1.2.2.1.1 If results after a total of three (3) runs for any solution (two
tests per run) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate
ISPFS laboratory. The instrument should not be used for
evidentiary testing until the problem is corrected and
calibration check results are within range.

5
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2.1.3

The instrument must give calibration check results falling within the acceptable range for
the solution. Unsatisfactory readings for a so Iution will result in a disapproval of the
instrument.
2.1.3.1 An agency may run additional calibration checks at their discretion.

2.1.4

Calibration check solutions should only be used prior to the expiration date on the label.
2.1.4.1 Solutions will only be used as long as values produced are within the designated
range.
2.1.4.1.1 The 0.08 solutions should be changed approximately every 15-20
calibration checks or every month which ever comes first.
2.1.4.1.2 A 0.20 simulator solution must be run, and results logged each time the
0.08 solution lot number is changed, or once per calendar month at a
mmunum.
2.1.4.1.2.1 The 0.20 calibration check consists of two samples separated
by air blanks.

2.2

Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks.

2.2. l

An Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration check consists of using a wet-bath simulator to analyze
solutions supplied by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services or an approved vendor.
2.2.1.1 Target values and ranges of acceptable readings are included in a Certificate of
Analysis prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS.
2.2.1.1.1 Calibration check solutions should only be used prior to the expiration
date as marked on the label.
2.2.1.1.2 Solutions should only be used as long as values produced are within the
designated acceptable range.
2.2.1.1.2. l The 0.08 solution should be changed approximately every
100 calibration checks or every month whichever comes
first.
2.2.1.1.2.2 Wbenever the 0.08 solution is changed, a four-sample (two
print cards) simulator port calibration check using a 0.20
solution must be run.
6
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2.2.2

Intoxilyzer 5000 instruments ir1 evidentiary use must have a 0.08 calibration check with
each subject test.
2.2. 2.1 During a breath test a 0.08 calibration check will be performed as directed by the
instruments testing sequence. This will show up on the print card as a SIM CHK.
2.2.2. l. l If the SIM CHK is within the acceptable range for the solution the
testing sequence will continue.
2.2.2.1.2 If the SIM CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution the
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained.

2.2.3

If the SIM CHK is acceptable the instrument will be approved and the resulting breath
samples will be deemed valid for evidentiary use by the Idaho State Police Forensic
Services.
2.2.3. l Calibration check information should be entered in the instrument log.

2.2.4

The simulator temperature should be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order for the
calibration check results to be valid.
2.2.4.1 Operators must check the simulator temperature prior to the testing sequence.

7
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3. Testing Procedure
Proper testing procedure by certified operators is necessary in order to provide accurate results that will
be admissible in court. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, and
report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath.
3.1

Prior to evidential breath alcohol testing, the subject must be monitored for fifteen (15)
minutes. During this time the subject may not smoke, drink, or chew gum, candy, food, or any
tobacco product. Any material which absorbs/adsorbs or traps alcohol should be removed from
the mouth prior to the start of the 15 minute waiting period.
3.1.1

The monitor should be a certified breath test operator as described in Section I.C.
3.1.1.1 The breath test must be administered by an operator currently certified in the use
of the specific model of instrument used.

3.1.2

False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or physician do
not need to be removed to obtain a valid test.

3.1.3

If in doubt, the operator may elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test.

3.1.4

During the waiting period, the monitor must be alert for any event that might influence
the accuracy of the breath test.
3 .1.4.1 If, during the 15-minute wa1tmg period, the subject vomits or is otherwise
suspected of regurgitating material from the stomach, the 15-minute waiting
period must begin again.
3.1.4.2 The operator must be aware of the possible presence of mouth alcohol as
indicated by the testing instrument.
3.1.4.3 If mouth alcohol is suspected or indicated, the operator must begin another 15minute waiting period before repeating the testing sequence.

3.2

A breath alcohol test normally includes two (2) breath samples taken during the testing
sequence and separated by air blanks.
3.2.l

If the subject fails or refuses to provide a second or third sample as requested by the
operator, the single test result may be considered valid.
3.2.1.1 Refer to 3.2.3.3, below.

8
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3.2.2

Section 18-8002, Idaho Code, defines "evidentiary testing" as "a procedure or test or
series of procedures or tests."
3.2.2. l The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by circumstances.
3.2.2.2 The operator should use a new mouthpiece for each series oftests.

3.2.3

A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 0.02.
3.2.3.1 Unless mouth alcohol is indicated or suspected, it is not necessary to repeat the 15
minute waiting period.
3.2.3.2 The operator should log test results and retain printouts for possible use in court.
3.2.3.2.l If there is no printout, the log page becomes the legal record of the test
results.
3.2.3.3 If a subject fails or refuses to provide a second or third sample as requested by the
operator, the results obtained are still considered valid by the ISPFS, provided the
failure to supply the requested samples was the fault of the subject and not the
operator.
3.2.3.3. l The operator should note the circumstances in his report.
3.2.3.2.2 If the second or third samples are lacking due to instrument failure, the
operator should attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood
drav.'11.
3.2.3.2.3 The operator should log all test results, including refusals, and retain all
printouts.
3.2.3.2.3. l If there is no printout, the log page becomes the legal record
of the test results.
3.2.3.2.3.2 Intoxilyzer 5000 test results may be recovered via the
modem.

3.2.4

A deficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test.

9
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IDAHO TRANSPORTATlON DEPARTMENT

Driver Services • PO Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129

STEPHEN EUGENE FP..RRELL
207 lBTH AVE
LEWISTON

ID

LIC#:
FILE#:
DOB:

83501

NOTICE OF TELEPHONE HEARING
A HEARING WILL BE HELD PURSUANT TO YOUR REQUEST REGARDING THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION DATED Jp..NUARY 29, 2012
THE
HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL ON
FEBRUARY 16, 2012 AT 9:00MT
THE TELEPHONE CALL WILL BE PLACED TO:
(
) YOU, AT TELEPHONE #:
(XXX) YOUR ATTORNEY: CHARLES STROSCHEIN
AT TELEPHONE #: 208 743-9516
THE HEARING OFFICER PRESIDING AT THE HEARING WILL BE ERIC MOODY

**********************************************************************
* YOU HAVE 7 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE TO REQUEST A
*

*

CONTINUANCE FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN.

FAILURE TO REQUEST A

* CONTINUANCE WITHIN 7 DAYS MAY RESULT IN THE DENIAL OF REQUEST.

*
*

**********************************************************************
THE HEARING OFFICER MAY TAKE OFFICIAL NOTICE OF THE PETITIONER'S
DRIVER'S LICENSE RECORD AS MAINTAINED BY THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT, THE IDP..HO ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT 04.11.01, ALL
MANUALS.ADOPTED UNDER IDAPA RULES ll.03.0l AND 39.02.72, IDAHO
STATUTES, CITY AND COUNTY OPJJINANCES, AND REPORTED COURT DECISIONS.
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67,
CHP_PTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND THE RULES OF PRACTICE P.N""D PROCUDURES OF
THE IDAHO TRfl.NSPORTATION DEPARTMENT.
IF YOU NEED FURTHER ASSIST~.NCE,
PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2005

CC: CHARLES STROSCHEIN

FORM 029
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IDAHO TRAl'-lSPORTA TlON DEPT
3311 W. STATE ST.
BOISE. ID 83703
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TELEPIIONE # (208)332-2005
PO BOX 7129
BOISE, ID 83707

BEFORE TIIE lDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDA.HO
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PIUVTL£GES OF

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

STEPHEN EUGENE FARRELL
THE ST1\TE OF IDAHO TO: EVIDENCE CUSTODlAN-LEWISTON POLICE DEPART1V1ENT

You are hereby commanded to produce evidence Cor an Administrative Hearing before the
Idaho Transpo1iation Department.

You are commanded to provide the foHowing items and documents:
One copv of anv report rcgarindg the stop/arrcst/evidentfan testing of
Stephen Eugene Farrell on January 29. 2012, DR#12-L1414.

THE

MATERfiAl MUST

RECEIVED

FEBRUARY 21, 2012.

Notice To Party To \Vhom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the
condition that the requesting party, Attorney Chades Stroschein, Phone #743-9516 shall advance the reasonable
cost of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence.

Subpoenaed makrial MUST BE SENT via U.S. Mail TO:
Idaho Transportation Department
A.L.S. Hearing Unit

Att: Callie
PO Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDA.PA rnlc 39.02.72.300.01
If you have uny questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Callie at 332-2005
Witness my hand this

7°'

day ofJ~a~-1'1/ 12.

,· -~ "[ ~:~~¥~ ~~-r::.~~~1
Frie G. Moody
Hearing Officer
**This subpoena is a single page document. Any additional documents requesting

eviden~91

attached fF,f/tff "Bflfg~ena have NOT been approved by the Hearing Examiner and should not be
considered by the reciplent of this subpoena.""
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BEFORE THE IDAHO TR/u'\JSPORTATlON BOARD OF THE ST,<\ TE OF IDAHOitJ~~DFDR IRE IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION DIP pu_'\_Tlv'1ENT
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ADlvfINI STRATil/E HEARING
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THE J\:faTTER OF THE

DRlVI:-<G PIUVILEG£S OF

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

STEPHEN EUGENE F.c\.RRELL
THE STATE OF ID ..\HO TO: EV£DENCE Cl!STODIAN-LEWLSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the
Idaho Transportation Department

You are commanded to provide the folfowing items

documents:

One copy of anv audio and video of the stop/arrestfevidentiarv testing of
Stephen Eugene Farrell on January 29, 2012, DR #12-L 1414.

THE SUBPO
Notice To Party To \Vhom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the
condition that the requesting party, Attorney Charles Stroschein, Phone #743-9516 shall advanrc the reasonable
cost of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence.

Subpoenaed material MUST BE SENT via U.S. Mail TO:
Idaho Transportation Department
A.LS. Hearing Unit
Art: Callie
PO Box: 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129
This subpoena has been issued in compliance vdth IDA.PA rule 39.02.72.300.01
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Callie at 332-2005
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attached to this subpoena have NOT been approved by the Hearing Examiner and should not be
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TELEPHOi,JE # (208)332-2005
PO BOX 7129
BOISE, ID 83 707

IDAHO TRA.NSPORTATION DEPT.
3311 W. STATE ST.
BOISE, lD 83703

BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHQ lN AND FOR THE IDAHO
-.
TRJ\NSPORTATION DEPAR TivlENT
>:..

AD:MlNlSTRATIVE HEARJNG

·~

IN TFH: MATTER OF THE

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUlVl

DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

STEPHEN El!GENE FARRELL
THE STATE OF IDAHO

ro: BRA.NDO!\ HOPPLE-LEWISTON POLICE DEPARTJ\-lENT

You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Adminislrntive Hearing before the
ldaho Tr:msport<.tion Department.

You are commanded to provide the foilowing items and documents:
One copv of the INSTRU1\IT.NT OPERATION LOGSHE.ETS. CALI BRA TION/PERFORIVlANCE VERlFICA TION
RECOHDS. and SIM ULA TOR SOLUTION USE LOGS for Into:tllvzcr 5000EN SN #68-012541 for the period of
December L 2011 thru Jaouarv 30. 2lll2, showing the .08 and .20 calibration checks '"'ith the corresponding Simulator
Solution L-0t changes.

Notice To Party To \Vhom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the
condition that the requesting party, Attorney Chartes Stroschein, Phone #743-9516 shall advanre the reasonable cost of
prod udng the booksi papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence.

**
CALLIE AT (208) 332-2005.**
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail, EJ\:1A.1L, or Facx to:
Idaho Transportation Department
A.LS. Hearing Linit
Att: Callie
PO Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129
FAX #208 331-2002
E~1AIL: caltic.dmvnumi:!Ditd.idaho.:;;ov
This rnbpocna has been issued in compliance with rDAPA ndc 39.02.72.300.01
If you havt: any questions regarding this subpoeua you can contact CaUie at 332-2005 .
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Hearing Officer
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICL>\L DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.NJ) FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH

C. JACK PLATZ,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
vs.

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT,

Case No. CV-2011-0795

MEMORANDlJJ\rl DECISION

C. Jack Platz ("Platz") has petitioned this Court for judicial review of the
administrative suspension of his driver's license by the Idaho Transportation
Department ("the Department").

I. BACKGROUND
On June 26, 2011, while traveling south on State Highway 3, near milepost

12, Platz was stopped by Idaho State Police Trooper Chad Montgomery ("the
officer"), for traveling above the posted speed limit. AR at 4. After being stopped,
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Platz admitted to the officer that he had consumed alcohol prior to driving. Id. at
5. The officer then asked Platz to exit his vehicle to perform Field Sobriety Tests.

Id; Pet. s Exhibit H ("uideo") at 19:47:25. Upon Platz exiting his pickup, the officer
had him open his mouth and checked for any substances. Id. at 19:47:38. Next,
the officer looked down at his watch and indicated that a fifteen-minute waiting
period was beginning. Id. at 19:47:45. Platz then submitted to the Horizontal
Gaze Nystagmus evaluation. Id. at 19:48:25

19:49:44. The officer then looked

down to demonstrate the Walk and Turn evaluation to Platz. Id. at 19:51:02 19:51:19. Platz performed the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus, Walk and Turn, and
the One-leg Stand evaluations on the side of the highway and failed two of those
evaluations. Id. at 19:48:25

19:53:17; AR at 5.

The officer then informed Platz that he would have to submit to a breath
alcohol test. Video at 19:54:30. At that time, a second unidentified officer arrived
on the scene and engaged in a brief unrelated conversation with Platz. Id. at
19:55:21. The officer then read and explained the Idaho Code Advisory Form to
Platz while they were both standing alongside the highway in front of the officer's
patrol car. AR at 5; video at 19:55:44

19:58:35. Platz then blew into the Lifeloc

FC20 breath-testing instrument three times. Video at 20:02:45 -- 20:07:30. Defore,
and in between blows, the second officer and Platz continued their conversation.

Id. at 20:00:52

20:01:35. The Lifeloc machine measured Platz's breath alcohol

content at .201 on his first blow, indicated an insufficient sample on the second
blow, and measured Platz's breath alcohol content at .191 on the last blow. Id.
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The officer then arrested Platz for Driving Uncier the Influence of Alcohol. Video
at 20:08:18.
Platz later req1:1ested an agency hearing to challenge the administrative
suspension of his driver's license. AR at 10. At a telepbon:ic hearing held July 18,
2011, Platz's counsel argued that the officer did not wait fifteen minutes before
having Platz submit to the breath-alcohol tests. Transcript ('Tr.") at 4, lines 1-18.
Platz's counsel later submitted supplemental argument to the Department
alleging that because of the circumstances surrounding the fifteen-minute
monitoring period, the officer was not always in a physical position to ·visually
monitor Platz or to use his sense of smell or hearing to ensure that nothing had
occurred to affect the validity of the test results. AR at 26-27.
The Hearing Officer issued Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and
Order on August 4, 2011, sustaining the suspension of Platz's driver's license. AR
at 45-53. The Hearing Officer made the following findings:
L The affidavit submitted by Officer Montgomery states the evidentiary
test was performed in compliance with Idaho Law arid ISP Standard
Operating Procedures.
2. Idaho State Police Standard Operating Procedure, Rule 6.1, provides
that
.[P]rior to evidential breath alcohol testing, the
subject/individual should be monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes.
This waiting period allows sufficient time for any mouth alcohol to
dissipate.
3. Counsel for Platz argues that all of the Standard Operating Procedures
"must" be observed for the test results to be admissible. However,
Standard Operating Procedure, Rule 6.1, sets forth recommended
language ("should") rather than mandatory language, and therefore,
strict compliance with the recommended language shall not bear the
sufficient weight to suppress the evidentiary test results.
4.
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5 . .till acceptable breath alcohol test normally includes two breath samples
separated by a difference of .02 or less, and if this conditions exists, the
consistent and similar BRAC results of .201 and .191 confirms that no
residual mouth alcohol was present nor was there any other foreign
substances present which may have skewed the breath test results or
influenCBd the reliability of the test.
6. . . . . Based on the record and a review of the video/audio recording of
the investigation, it has not been definitively shown that Officer
Montgomery did not follow the requisite procedures regarding the 15rninute observation period. Brief conversations by Platz with a backup
officer did not significantly impede the ability of Officer Montgomery to
monitor Platz at the scene.
7. The Petitioner, Platz, did not affirmatively show by a preponderance of
the evidence that the test was not performed in compliance with Idaho
law and ISP Standard operating Procedures.
8. The evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Law and
ISP Standard Operating Procedures.

AR at 48-49. Following that adverse decision, Platz timely filed a Petition for
Judicial Review with this Court. AR at 54.

II. STANDARD OF REVIE\V
Pursuant to LC.§ 18-8002A, the Department must suspend the driver's
license of any driver who has failed an evidentiary test for breath alcohol
concentration administered by a law enforcement officer. After being notified. of
the administrative license suspension, the driver may request a hearing before a
Hearing Officer designated by the Department. Wilkinson v. State Dep't of

'Transp., 151 Idaho 784, 264 P.3d 680, 682 (Ct. App. 2011) citing I.C. § 188002A{7). The driver has the burden to prove that one of the grounds for vacating

the license suspension under LC. § 18-8002A(7) exists by a preponderance of the
evidence. Id; I.C. § 18-8002A(7). Those grounds include, that "[t}he tests for
alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances administered at the
MEMORA..NuUM DECISION
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direction of the peace officer were not conducted in accordance with the
requirements of section 18-8004(4), Idaho Code, or the testing equipment was not
functioning properly when the test was administerecL" I.C. § 18-8002A(7)(d).
Pursuant to I.C. § 18-8004(4), the Idaho State Police ("ISP") were given the

responsibility of setting standards for alcohol testing. To carry out that
responsibility, the ISP have issued procedures for the maintenance and operation
of breath testing equipment. Wilkinson, 264 P.3d 680 at 683 citing IDAHO AD MIN.
CODE

ll.03.01.014. Noncompliance with ISP procedures is one of the grounds for

vacating an administrative license suspension pursuant to I.C. § 18-8002A7(d). Id.

citing 11rfahurin u. State Dep't of Transp., 140 Idaho 656, 658-59, 99 P.3d 125, 12728 (Ct. App. 2004).

A court reviewing an agency decision, "shall not substitute its judgment for
that of the agency as to the weight of the eviJence on questions of fact." LC.§ 675279(1). A court should defer to an agency's findings of fact "unless they are
clearly erroneous." Wilkinson, 264 P_3d at 682: An agency's factual
determinations are not clearly erroneous so long as the determinations are
supported by substantial evidence in the record. 21.farshall v. State Dep't of

Transp., 137 Idaho 337, 340, 48 P.3d 666, 669 (Ct. App. 2002) (citations omitted);
LC§ 67-5279(3)(d). The court's review of disputed issues of fact "must be confined
to the agency record." I.C. § 67-5277.
A court must affirm the agency action under review unless it finds that the
agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions: (a) violate statutory
MEMORANDUM DECISION
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constitutional provisions; (b) exceed the agency's statutory authority; (c) are made
upon unlawful procedure; (d) are not supported by substantial evidence in the
record as a whole; or (e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. I.C. §
67-5279(3). Marshall, 137 Idaho at 340, 48 P.3d at 669; Price v. Payette County

Ed. of County Comm 'rs., 131 Idaho 426, 429, 958 P.2d 583, 586 (1998). The party
challenging the Hearing Officer's decision has the burden to prove "that the
agency erred in a manner specified by LC. § 67-5279(3) and that a substantial

right of that party has been prejudiced." Bell v. Idaho Transp. Dep't, 151 Idaho
659, 262 P.3d 1030, 1035 (Ct. App. 2011) (citations omitted). If the agency's
decision is not affirmed, "it shall be set aside, in whole

OT

in part, and remanded

for further proceedings, as necessary." LC. § 67-5279(3).

III.

Al~ALYSIS

A. The Hearing Officer's conclusion that the officer sufficiently
monitored Platz during the fifteen-minute waiting period was
not supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole.
The ISP Standard Operating Procedures ("SOPs") for breath-alcohol testing
state, "prior to evidentiaTy, breath testing, the subject/individual should be
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes." SOP § 6.1 (effective 11/01/2010).
During the fifteen-minute pre-test waiting period, the test subject "should not be
allowed to smoke, drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomit/regurgitate." Id. The officer
conducting the fifteen-minute pre-test waiting period "must be alert for any event
that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test." SOP § 6.1.4. Arni, if
"the subjectlindividual vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the
MEMORAND1J1v1 DECISION
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subject/individual's breath pathway, the 15-minute waiting period must begin
again." SOP§ 6.1.4.2. If the testing officer has any doubt "as to the events
occurring during the 15 minute monitoring period, the officer shouid look at the
results of the duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol

contamination." SOP§ 6.1.4.3. Duplicate breath samples that correlate within .02
indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the test-subject's breath pathway.

SOP § 6.2.2.2.
The purpose behind the monitoring period is to make sure the operator
observes the subject for any event that might make the results of the test
inaccurate through the introduction of mouth alcohol. State v. Carson, 133 Idaho
451, 453, 988 P.2d 225, 227 (Ct. App. 1999). The monitoring period is "not an
onerous burden" unfairly foisted upon law enforcement officials. State v.

DeFranco, 143 Idaho 335, 338, 144 P.3d 40, 43 (Ct. App. 2006). The operator is not
required to "stare fixeclly" at the subject for fifteen minutes. Bennett v. State,
Dep't. of Transp., 147 Idaho 141, 144, 206 P.3d 505, 508 (Ct. App. 2009) (citation

omitted). However, the monitoring must oe such as could reasonably be expected
to accomplish the purpose ofthe requirement." Carson, 133 Idaho at 453, 988 P.2d
at 227. This requirement is ordinarily met if the operator "stays in close physical
proximity to the test subject so that the officer's senses of sight, smell and hearing
can be employed." DeFranco, 143 Idaho at 338, 144 P.3d at 43. Use of sight alone
is not enough. Bennett, 147 Idaho at 144, 206 P.3d at 508. Furthermore, when an
officer's sense of sight is impaired, he must be able to use his senses of hearing and
MEMORA_NDDM DECISION
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smell to properly observe the subject. DeFranco, 143 Idaho at 338, 144 P.3d at 43.
An officer's form affidavit is insufficient to support a finding that proper
procedures were followed "when specific credible ev'idence demonstrates a violation
of proper procedures." Bennet, 147 Idaho at 145, 206 P ..3d at 509.
The officer did not sufficiently monitor Platz during the fifteen-minute
waiting period because he was not "alert for any event that might influence the
accuracy of the bxeath alcohol test," as required by SOP§ 6.1.4. The officer left the
observation area when he walked to retrieve the breathalyzer from his car.
During that time, neither he nor Platz was visible on the video. Video at 19:.54:48
- 19:55:20. It is impossible to tell whether the officer was in a position to visually
monitor Platz. In addition, the officer did several things during the observation
period, such as demonstrating the Walk and Turn evaluation, retrieving the
machine from his car, preparing the machine, and talking to the other officer, that
diverted his attention from the requirement that he monitor Platz. Video at
19:47:45

20:02:45. Furthermore, there were several factors during the

monitoring period that impeded the officer's ability to augment his sense of sight
with other senses, including: the noise from the numerous cars that passed by, the
noise from the all-planes flying overhead, the noise from the conversations between
the second officer and Platz, and the outdoor odors. Id.
· Lastly, the monitoring period in this case was fraught with the following
problems from the standpoint of monitoring the suspect: First, the officer and
Platz were not in a room designed for breath alcohol testing that was equipped
IvIBMOR.AJ'ilJlJM DECISION
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with cameras. Instead, the observation took place along a busy highway \vith only
one camera available to record the observation. At one point, both Platz and the

officer are not within the camera's view. Video at 19:54:48- 19:55:20. Second,
there were numerous noises throughout the outdoor observation period in this case

which could have concealed any burps or belches. In fact, at one point during the
observation, the officer noticeably raises his voice to overcome the noise. Video at
19:50:51. Finally, the second officer did not assist in the monitoring. The second
officer was never in very close proximity to Platz, did not pat him down, or ask him
if he had burped or belched. Rather, he merely engaged Platz in an unrelated
conversation. Video at 19:55:21- 19:55:36; 20:00:52- 20:01:35. The noise from
those conversations could have actually further impaired the officer's ability to
hear and distracted him froro his visual observations.
In conclusion, the officer was nGt always in a position to employ his sense of

sight or alternatively, his sense of hearing and smell to be alert for any fact.ors
that could influence the validity of the test results. By trying to dG several things
at once, the officer did not sufficiently monitor Platz to ensure that the presence of
mouth alcohol did not affect the validity of the test results. The officer's form
affidavit is simply not enough to overcome the objective, credible video evidence
that showed. the proper procedures were not followed in monitoring Platz. The
Hearing Officer's conclusion that the officer sufficiently monitored Platz during
the fifteen-minute waiting period was therefore, not supported by substantial
evidence in the record as a whole.
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B. The Hearing Officer held Platz to an inappropriate burden of
proof in reaching his decision.
At the agency level, the driver has the burden to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that a basis exists for vacating his license suspension under I. C. §
18-8002A(7). Wilkinson v. State Dep't of Transp., 151 Idaho 784, 264 P.3d 680, 682
(Ct. App. 2011); LC. § 18-8002A(7). One such ground is to show that the tests for
alcohol concentration were not conducted in accordance with the requirements set
forth in LC. § 18-8004 and the ISP SOPs governing breath-alcohol testing. Id. at
683 relying on LC. 18-8002A(7)(d). As explained above, the ISP SOPs advise that
"prior to evidentiary, breath testing, the subjectJindividual should be monitored for
at least fifteen (15) minutes.'' SOP§ 6.1 (effective 11/01/2010). During that period,
the testing officer "must be alert for any event that might influence the accuracy of
the breath alcohol test." SOP§ 6.1.4.
In this case, Platz challenged the sufficiency of the fifteen-minute waiting
period at the agency level by arguing that it was not fifteen minutes in duration

and that during the waiting period, the officer was not always in a position to
monitor Platz to ensure that nothing had occurred to affect the validity of the test.

Tr. at 4, lines 1-18; . A.R at 26-28. Platz had the burden to prove that the
monitoring period was not conducted in compliance with Idaho Law or ISP SOPs

by a preponderance of the evidence. See I.C. §18-8002A(7). However, in reaching
the conclusion that the officer conducted the monitoring period in compliance with
those standards, the Hearing Officer found the following:
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[b}ased on the record and a review of the video/audio recording of the
investigation, it has not been defujtively shown that Officer Montgomery
did not follow the requisite procedures regarding the 15-minute observation
period.

AR at 49. This is a misstatement of the burden of proof borne by Platz. Idaho
Code§ 18-8002A(7) requires the driver to make a showing by a preponderance of
the evidence. The statute does not require the driver to "definitively show" that
the requisite procedures were not followed. The Hearing Officer's conclusion
regarding the sufficiency of the monitoring period was therefore, based upon a
fincling that did not comport with LC. § 18-8002A(7). Accordingly, this is an
alternative basis for this Court to vacate Platz's license suspension pursuant to
LC.§ 67-5279(3)(a).

IV. CONCLUSION
The Hearing Officer's findings are not supported by substantial evidence in
the record as a whole. In addition, the Hearing Officer applied the wrong burden of
proof when he concluded that Platz had not "definitively

sho'\\'TI

that Officer

Montgomery did not follow the requisite procedures regarding the 15-minute
observation period." Consequently, the Hearing Officer's decision is VACATED and
the case is REMANDED.
Dated this

1-~ay of March 2012.
District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE ST ATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE

GEORGE JAY BEYER, JR.,
Petitioner,
v.

)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO, DEPARTMENT OF
TRA.NSPORTATION
Respondent.

CASE NO. CVI0-02748
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND
ORDER ON PETITION FOR
JUDICIAL REVIEW

)
)
)
)
)

This matter came before the Court on Petition for Judicial Review of the Idaho
Transportation Department Hearing Officer's Order sustaining George J. Beyer Jr. 's
Administrative License Suspension pursuant to LC. § l 8-8002A. A hearing on the matter was
held on March 8, 2012. Petitioner Smith was represented by attorney Charles M. Stroschein.
The Idaho Transportation Department was represented by Edwin L. Litteneker, Special Deputy
Attorney General. The Court, having reviewed the administrative record, having read the briefs
filed by the parties, having heard oral arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in the
matter, hereby renders its decision.
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On November 6, 2010, at approximately 2:00 a.m., Idaho State Patrol Trooper Jeffory
Talbott was traveling in the city limits of Lewiston, Idaho when he observed a vehicle preparing
to turn right from a parking lot onto Thain Road, a four lane road consisting of two southbound
lanes and two northbound lanes. As the Trooper watched the vehicle, it pulled onto Thain Road
and immediately into the inside southbound lane rather than pulling into the outside or right-hand
lane oftravel. 1 Trooper Talbott pulled in behind the vehicle and initiated a stop for illegal right
hand tum. Trooper Talbott made contact with the driver, identified by his driver's license as
George Beyer Jr.
As he conversed with Beyer, the Trooper detected a strong smell of alcoho 1 and noted
Beyer's eyes were bloodshot and watery. When asked, Beyer told the Trooper he had a couple
of beers and was leaving the bar to go home. Trooper Talbott informed Beyer why he had been
stopped and requested he perform field sobriety tests ("FST"). Beyer complied and, after
observing his performance, Trooper Talbott made the decision to arrest Beyer for DUI. Talbott
placed Beyer in the rear of his patrol vehicle with Beyer's legs extended outside the door. While
Beyer sat sideways in the patrol vehicle, Trooper Talbott played the ALS notice and began the
15-minute observation period in preparation for having Beyer perform breath testing ("BAC').
However, just prior to the end of the fifteen minutes, Beyer informed Trooper Talbott he would
not perform breath testing. The Trooper informed Beyer he would then take him to the sheriffs
office and have blood dravvn. Trooper Talbott cuffed Beyer, placed him in the rear of his patrol

1

Petitioner argued in briefing that this would be physically impossible. The Court finds Petitioner's argument one
of semantics. A vehicle would naturally have to cross over the right-hand lane to get to the left-hand lane but that
alone does not negate the statement of the trooper that he observed Petitioner pull immediately into the left-hand
lane.
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vehicle, and began writing a citation for Beyer. Beyer then changed his mind and told Trooper
Talbott he would do breath testing.
The Trooper contacted dispatch to cancel his call for a phlebotomist. The Trooper then
opened the passenger rear door, had Beyer tum side"vays Vvith his legs extended outside the
vehicle, and while standing next to Beyer began the 15-minute observation period anew. After
observing Beyer for fifteen (15) minutes to assure he did not burp, belch, or vomit, Trooper
Talbott had Beyer perform breath testing utilizing the Lifeloc FC20 testing instrument. Beyer's
results showed a blood alcohol level of 0.165 and 0.158, well over the legal limit. Beyer was
subsequently charged with DUI and transported to the Nez Perce County jail.
Following his arrest, Beyer timely requested a hearing on his administrative license
suspension. A hearing was held on December 1, 2010. The hearing officer, after leaving the
record open for 15 days to allow Beyer' s counsel opportunity to submit additional evidence,
entered his findings of fact, conclusions of law and order sustaining Beyer's driver's license
suspension. On December 27, 2010, Beyer filed a Petition for Judicial Review.

STANDARD OF REV1EW
The standard for judicial review of an administrative hearing officer's findings of fact,
conclusions oflaw and order of a driver's license suspension is well established in Idaho.
The Idaho Administrative Procedures Act 2009 (IDAPA) governs the review of
ITD decisions to deny, cancel, suspend, disqualify, revoke, or restrict a person's
driver's license. See I.C. §§ 49-201, 49-330, 67-5201(2), 67-5270. In an appeal
from the decision of the district court acting in its appellate capacity under
IDAP A, this Court reviews the agency record independently of the district court's
decision. "Marshall v. Dep't ofTransp., 137 Idaho 337, 340, 48 P.3d 666, 669
(Ct.App.2002). This Court does not substitute its judgment for that of the agency
as to the weight of the evidence presented. I.C. § 67-5279(1); Marshall, 137
Idaho at 340, 48 P.3d at 669. This Court instead defers to the agency's findings of
fact unless they are clearly erroneous. Castaneda v. Brighton Corp., 130 Idaho
923, 926, 950 P.2d 1262, 1265 (1998); Marshall, 137 Idaho at 340, 48 P .3d at
669. In other words, the agency's factual determinations are binding on the
3
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reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the agency, so
long as the detem1inations are supported by substantial and competent evidence in
the record. Urrutia v. Blaine County, ex rel. Bd. ofComm'rs, 134 Idaho 353, 357,
2 P.3d 738, 742 (2000); Marshall, 137 Idaho at 340, 48 P.3d at 669.
The Court may overturn an agency's decision where its findings, inferences,
conclusions, or decisions: (a) violate statutory or constitutional provisions; (b)
exceed the agency's statutory authority; (c) are made upon unlawful procedure;
( d) are not supported by substantial evidence in the record; or (e) are arbitrary,
capricious, or an abuse of discretion. LC. § 67-5279(3). The party challenging the
agency decision must demonstrate that the agency erred in a manner specified in
LC.§ 67-5279(3) and that a substantial right of that party has been prejudiced.
Price v. Payette County Ed. of County Comm'rs, 131 Idaho 426, 429, 958 P.2d
583, 586 (1998); ~Marshall, 137 Idaho at 340, 48 P.3d at 669. If the agency's
decision is not affirmed on appeal, "it shall be set aside ... and remanded for
further proceedings as necessary." LC. § 67-5279(3).
The administrative license suspension statute, LC. § l 8-8002A, requires that ITD
suspend the driver's license of a driver who has failed a BAC test administered by
a law enforcement officer. The period of suspension is ninety days for a driver's
first failure of an evidentiary test, and one year for any subsequent test failure
within five years. LC. § 18--8002A(4)( a). A person who bas been notified of such
an administrative license suspension may request a hearing before a hearing
officer designated by ITD to contest the suspension. LC. § 18-8002A(7). At the
administrative hearing, the burden of proof rests upon the driver to prove any of
the grounds to vacate the suspension. LC. § 18-8002A(7); Kane v. State, Dep 't of
Transp., 139 Idaho 586, 590, 83 P.3d 130, 134 (Ct.App.2003). The hearing officer
must uphold the suspension unless be or she finds, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the driver has shown one of several grounds enumerated in I. C. §
l 8-8002A(7) for vacating the suspension. Those grounds include:
(a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or
(b) The officer did not have legal cause to believe the person had been d1iving
or was in actual physical control of a vehicle while under the influence of
alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of
section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or
(c) The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the presence of
drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of section 18-8004, 188004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or
(d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in
accordance with the requirements of section 18-8004(4 ), Idaho Code, or the
testing equipment was not functioning properly when the test was
administered; or
(e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to
evidentiary testing as required in subsection (2) of this section.
LC. § l 8-8002A(7). The hearing officer's decision is subject to challenge
4
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through a petition for judicial review. LC. § l 8-8002A(8); Kane, 139 Idaho at
589, 83 P.3d at 133.

Bell v. Idaho Transportation Department, 151 Idaho 659, 262 P.3d 1030(2011).
ANALYSIS
Petitioner asserts the following issues on Petition for judicial review: (a) the hearing
officer failed to afford Petitioner due process when he denied his request for an in-person
hearing; (b) the hearing officer erred when he found the Trooper had legal cause to stop the
Petitioner; (c) the hearing officer erred in finding the 15-minute observation period was properly
conducted; (d) ALS hearings lack due process.
(A) TELEPHONIC HEARING AND DUE PROCESS

Petitioner contends it was error for the hearing officer to deny him an in-person hearing
when he requested it. In particular, Petitioner contends an in-person hearing was warranted
because the credibility of Trooper Talbott was at issue, the video of the stop was not provided
until after the hearing, the video does not disclose any bad driving, and the video shows
Petitioner did not fail the field sobriety evaluations as stated by the Trooper in his Affidavit of
Probable Cause.
While the Petitioner is of the opinion the Trooper's credibility was at issue at the hearing,
that alone does not make it so. What the hearing officer must look at, and what this Court must
consider, is the record as a whole. Petitioner correctly argues that the alleged illegal right hand
turn was not captured on the Trooper's dashboard video camera even though the camera was
running at the time of the event. However, it is clear from the Trooper's testimony and from
2

viewing the video that the Petitioner's vehicle was to the left of the Trooper's vehicle when the
Petitioner made the right hand tum and, therefore, was not within the camera's viewing range.
2

Exhibit B in the Agency Record.
5
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Petitioner's claim that the video does not disclose any bad driving is also true, but the stated
reason for the stop was not bad driving but the direct lane change upon entering Thain Road.
Petitioner's third argument is that the Trooper's credibility is questionable because he
stated in his affidavit and testimony that the Petitioner failed field sobriety testing. In the
narrative portion of the affidavit3 the Trooper wrote that Beyer failed the field sobriety tests.
However, in the section just below, the Trooper lists each of the three tests administered and
notes Petitioner met the decision points on the HGN and walk-and-tum tests, but did not meet
the decision points on the one-leg stand. This is consistent with the video, which shows
Petitioner performing the one-leg stand without difficulty, but also shows him nearly falling to
the ground on two occasions during the walk-and-tum test. 4
Finally, Petitioner directs the Court to the fact that a copy of the Trooper's dashboard
video was requested by way of a subpoena duces tecum, that the subpoena required the video to
be provided on the day of the hearing5 and, because it was mailed to Petitioner's counsel, it was
not received until after the hearing. Petitioner contends this would not have happened had an inperson hearing been provided and that he was prejudiced by the delay. The record, however,
clearly shows any prejudice to Petitioner was remedied by the hearing officer. When this issue
was raised at the hearing, the hearing officer agreed to enter a stay of the suspension and to leave
the record open for fifteen ( 15) days to allow counsel for Petitioner to review the video and
present any further evidence he deemed necessary. 6 Counsel for Petitioner responded by stating,

3

Exhibit 4 in the Agency Record.
The nature of the horizontal gaze nystagmus test is not conducive to the results being evident on a video camera.
5
The Court is concerned with the apparent practice of setting disclosure dates on or near hearing dates in subpoenas
duces tecum issued by hearing officers. In the instant matter, any prejudice to the Petitioner was remedied.
Nevertheless, the better practice would be to require disclosure at least a few days in advance of the scheduled
hearing.
6
Tr. of ALS hearing held on December 1, 2010, pp.6-7, the transcript having been filed on June 1, 2011.
4
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"So if that's the resolution that we can reach, then as I said, I don't think my client's prejudiced
if there's a stay put into place pending my review of the DVD."

7

The Court finds no due process violation resulted simply because the ALS hearing was
conducted by telephone as provided for by LC. § l 8-8002A(7). Petitioner and his counsel were
allowed to participate in the entire proceeding as was the arresting officer. The hearing officer
heard testimony from both Trooper Talbott and from Petitioner by telephone and had the ability
to weigh the testimony of both witnesses. In his findings, the hearing officer stated he gave
equal weight to the testimony of both witnesses and considered the testimony of both in light of
who had the burden of proof, which is the Petitioner. The Court finds there is sufficient evidence
in the record to support the hearing officer's finding that Petitioner made an illegal right hand
turn and that any prejudice to Petitioner from a telephonic hearing was remedied by the hearing

officer and the remedy was agreed to by the Petitioner.
(B) LEGALITY OF THE STOP

In addition to submitting a Probable Cause Affidavit in Support of Arrest and/or Refusal
to Take Test 8 , Trooper Talbott testified during the administrative hearing. In his affidavit and in
his testimony, Trooper Talbott stated he stopped Petitioner after he observed him make an illegal
right hand tum onto Thain Road. According to Trooper Talbott, he observed Petitioner drive
immediately into the left hand lane rather than tum into the right, or nearest lane, as required by
law. The Trooper's dashboard camera, which was on and captured the Petitioner's vehicle
traveling in the left hand lane as it passed the Trooper's vehicle, did not capture Petitioner
turning onto Thain Road, as the Trooper's vehicle was not facing toward Petitioner's vehicle.
Once the Trooper stopped Petitioner, he explained to him at least twice during the stop why he
7

8

P. 6 of the Tr. of ALS hearing.
Exhibit 4 in the Agency Record.
7
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had stopped him and why the tum was illegal. Petitioner Beyer testified he believed he turned
into the right hand lane then merged into the left hand lane.
Idaho Code § 49-644(1) reads, "The driver of a vehicle intending to tu._rn shall do so as
follows: Both the approach for a right tum and the right tum shall be made as close as practicable
to the right-hand curb or edge of the roadway." While there was conflicting testimony before the
hearing officer, there was sufficient evidence in the record to support the hearing officer's
determination that the turn was conducted in an illegal manner and thus the stop by Trooper
Talbott was lawful.
The reasonableness of a stop is determined by looking at the totality of the
circumstances confronting the officer at the time of the stop. United States v.
Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 417, 101 S.Ct. 690, 695, 66 L.Ed.2d 621, 628 (1981); State
v. Osborne, 121 Idaho 520, 526, 826 P.2d 481, 487 (Ct.App.1991). Due weight
must be given to the reasonable inferences that a law enforcement officer is
entitled to draw from the facts in light of his experience. Terry, 392 U.S. at 27, 88
S.Ct. at 1883, 20 L.Ed.2d at 909.
State v. Hedgecock, 147 Idaho 580, 583, 212 P.3d 1010 (Ct.App.2009).

Petitioner argues that an officer's suspicion will not be found to be justified if the
conduct observed falls within what can be described as nonnal driving behavior, citing State
v. Atkinson, 128 Idaho 559, 561, 916 P.2d 1284 (Ct.App.1996). In Atkinson, the officer

stated he saw the defendant's vehicle touch or cross over the center line twice and touch the
fog line on the far right of his lane of travel, all within two blocks of travel and at 11 :45 at
night. On appeal, the Court agreed with the magistrate's finding that, although Atkinson's
vehicle never left its lane of travel, the officer's observations gave him reasonable suspicion
to justify an investigatory stop, as the driving was not within the range of normal driving
behavior.

8
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In the instant matter, J.C. § 49-644(1) clearly requires a driver making a right hand
tum to do so by pulling as close as practicable to the right-hand curb or edge of the roadway.
Trooper Talbott testified he was at the intersection of Airway and Thain when he observed a
vehicle to his left preparing to turn onto Thain Road, that he watched the vehicle as it turned
and observed it go immediately into the left-hand lane, in violation of LC. § 49-644. Failure
to do what is required by statute cannot be characterized as within the range of normal
driving behavior. Petitioner provided no evidence that the Trooper was not in a position to
observe him. Rather, Petitioner offered only his testimony that he believed he turned into the
right-hand lane and then merged into the left hand lane. In a license suspension hearing, the
burden rests with a driver to show an officer's stop was unlawful. In the instant matter, there
is sufficient evidence in the record to support the hearing officer's finding that the stop was
lawful. Therefore, the Court is without basis to reverse the hearing officer's findings.
(C) ADEQUACY OF THE FIFTEEN MINUTE OBSERVATION PERIOD

Petitioner contends Trooper Talbott did not conduct a sufficient fifteen (15) minute
observation period, asserting the following problems: (1) the officer made no \Vritten notation of
the time the observation period began; (2) the Trooper \Vas distracted by vehicle traffic,
pedestrian traffic, and the tow truck driver; (3) there is no means by which to determine if the
Trooper had to step away to retrieve the Lifeloc FC20; and (4) the Trooper failed to tell Beyer to
let him know if he burped, belched, or vomited.
The Court in State v. Remsburg, 126 Idaho 338, 882 P.2d 993 (Ct.App.1994) and in State
v. DeFranco, 143 Idaho 335, 144 P.3d 40 (Ct.App.2006), held that an officer need not stare

fixedly at a driver during the fifteen minute observation period, but may utilize all of his senses
to observe the driver to assure he does not burp, belch or vomit prior to perfonning breath
9
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testing. "So long as the officer is continually in position to use all of his senses, not just sight, to
determine that the defendant did not belch, burp or vomit during the observation period, the
observation complies with the training manual instructions." State v. Stump, 146 Idaho 857, 860,
203 P.3d 1256 (Ct.App.2009).
The entirety of the roadside stop was captured on the Trooper's dashboard video camera,
a copy ohvhich was reviewed by the hearing officer and by this Court. While the Trooper is
often not visible in the video, he was at all times picked up by the microphone. Petitioner is
visible at all times during the relevant 15-minute observation period, albeit primarily his back is
visible.
In the instant matter, Trooper Talbott began a 15-minute observation period of Petitioner
but, with only minutes to go, Petitioner infonned the Trooper he would not submit to breath
testing. Trooper Talbott informed Petitioner that if he refused to do breath testing, he would then
have to have blood drawn. When Petitioner again indicated be would not do breath testing,
Trooper Talbott handcuffed Petitioner and placed him into the back of the patrol vehicle for
transport. The Trooper then went to the driver's seat and began writing Petitioner's citation.
Before the Trooper was finished, Petitioner told him he had changed bis mind and be would do
the breath testing. The Trooper contacted dispatch to cancel the phlebotomist, got out of his
vehicle, and went to the back passenger side door where the Petitioner was seated. Trooper
Talbott had the Petitioner get out of the vehicle, had him then sit on the backseat of the patrol
vehicle with his legs extended outside the vehicle. Petitioner was on the side of the vehicle
farthest from the roadway. The back passenger-side door of the vehicle was open, Petitioner's
legs were extended outside and Trooper Talbott was at all times standing within about two feet

10
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of Petitioner. 9 Giving the Petitioner every benefit of the doubt, the time on the video camera
shows Trooper Talbott began the second fifteen (15) minute observation period at 2:44 a.m. and
ended the observation at 2.59 a.m., for a total of fifteen minutes.
Petitioner contends Trooper Talbott was distracted by road traffic, pedestrian traffic, and
the tow truck driver. While Petitioner correctly notes that Thain Road is generally a high traffic
road, the video reveals very little traffic on the road during the approximate 2:00 a.m. to 3:00
a.m. period in which the stop occurred. The Petitioner engaged the Trooper in fairly regular
conversation during the observation period, but at no time did the Petitioner or the Trooper
appear to raise their voice to be heard over traffic nor did the traffic noise appear to be loud
enough to interfere with any of the Trooper's senses or his ability to observe the Petitioner.
While one person is observed walking down the sidewalk, the pedestrian never stops, never
looks in the direction of the patrol car, and never engages the Trooper in conversation.
When the tow truck arrived there was approximately tvvo minutes remaining to complete
the observation period. When the tow truck driver got out of his truck, the Trooper merely
yelled for him not to 'grab' Petitioner's vehicle yet, which took less than 10 seconds. The tow
truck driver then waited a distance away until the Trooper was finished and ready to give him
directions. It would appear the Trooper had the Lifeloc with him when he began the observation
period, as he is at no time seen retrieving anything out of the vehicle and the Petitioner presented
no evidence that the Trooper at any time moved away or was ever more than t\vo feet from him.
This is consistent with what is seen and heard on the video, as the Trooper's voice never appears

9

Trooper Talbott' s position is not visible on the video. However, he testified he at all times remained within
approximately two feet of the Petitioner and the Petitioner did not dispute the Trooper's statement. The testimony of
the Trooper is consistent with the video, as the Petitioner and the Trooper can be heard having conversation at a
voice level consistent with them being in close proximity to each other.
11
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to be distant or louder as he and the Petitioner engage in conversation, and the programming of
the Lifeloc FC20 instrument can be clearly heard.
Finally, Petitioner argues the Trooper failed to tell him to inform the Trooper if he
burped, belched or vomited. While technically a correct statement, the Trooper did explain to
Petitioner at the beginning of the first attempt to conduct a fifteen (15) minute observation period
that if he burped, belched or vomited, it would skew his test results.
The hearing officer found Petitioner was observed for at least fifteen minutes based on
the times shown on the video; Petitioner was warned not to burp, belch, or vomit; Trooper
Talbott engaged in conversation with Petitioner consistent with being near him as stated in his
affidavit; Petitioner offered no evidence that Trooper Talbott was distracted during the
observation period; and, Petitioner's 15-minutes observation period was properly conducted.
There is sufficient evidence in the record to support the hearing officer's finding and the Court
finds no basis on which to reverse the finding.
(E) DUE PROCESS UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION SCHEME
Petitioner contends there is no due process afforded a driver under the administrative
license suspension scheme. This issue was recently addressed by Idaho Supreme Court in Bell v.
Idaho Transportation Department, 151 Idaho 659, 262 P.3d 1030 (2011).

Because the suspension of issued driver's licenses involves state action that
adjudicates important interests of the licensees, drivers' licenses may not be taken
away without procedural due process. Dixon v. Love, 431 U.S. 105, 112, 97 S.Ct.
1723, 1727, 52 L.Ed.2d 172, 179-80 (1977); State v. Ankney, 109 Idaho 1, 3-4,
704 P.2d 333, 335-36 (1985); In re Gibbar, 143 Idaho 937, 945, 155 P.3d 1176,
1184 (Ct.App.2006). Courts must consider three factors in procedural due
process challenges:
First, the private interest that will be affected by the official action;
second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the
procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute
procedural safeguards; and finally, the Government's interest, including
12
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the function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the
additional or substitute procedural requirement would entail.
Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 335, 96 S.Ct. 893, 903, 47 L.Ed.2d 18, 33
(1976). Idaho's appellate courts have considered the ~Mathews factors in the
context of administrative license suspension hearings and have found that while
an individual does have a substantial interest in his or her license, that interest
may be subordinated by the State's interest in preventing intoxicated persons
from driving, particularly where the individual is entitled to review procedures.
See Ankney, 109 Idaho at 4-5, 704 P.2d at 336-37 (concluding that the thenapplicable statute, I.C. § 49-352, which enabled a police officer to seize a
person's driver's license prior to a hearing, did not violate procedural due process
because there was not a high risk of erroneous deprivation where the statute
provided for a prompt post-seizure review, coupled with the requirement that the
police officer requesting the evidentiary test have reasonable grounds to believe
the driver is intoxicated); see also In re AfcNeely, 119 Idaho 182, 190-91, 804
P.2d 911, 919-20 (Ct.App.1990) (concluding that the notice provided by the
advisory form, as set forth in the applicable statute, did not violate the driver's
procedural due process).
Bell, 262 P.3d at 1035-1036.

In the instant matter, Petitioner asserts he was afforded no due process because the
subpoena duces tecum he requested required the dashboard video copy to be produced the day of
the hearing. The DVD containing the video is part of the Agency Record as Petitioner's Exhibits
B. On Petition for Judicial Review, Petitioner contends he was prejudiced by not having an
opportunity before the hearing to review the video, which also deprived him of the opportunity to
examine the Trooper regarding the video. Petitioner concedes he did not file a motion for
reconsideration but argues it would have been of no benefit without the ability to have an inperson hearing on the motion. However, Petitioner does not indicate what he would have asked
the Trooper at an in-person hearing or what evidence may have been ferreted out had he been
able to ask the Trooper questions regarding the video, nor does he indicate how he was
prejudiced, if at all. The hearing officer entered a stay of Petitioner's suspension and left the
record open for fifteen days to allow counsel to submit additional evidence after reviewing the
13
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video. Petitioner has failed to show he was prejudiced in any way given the remedy offered by
the hearing officer, a remedy affirmatively accepted by the Petitioner at the time of the hearing.
As noted by the Bell Court, Idaho's Appellate Courts have considered the Mathews
factors in the context of administrative license suspension hearings and found there is no due
process violation. As noted by Petitioner in his briefing, due process requires a party be
provided an opportunity to be heard at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner. 10 Idaho's
Appellate Courts have found the scheme provided in an administrative license suspension meets
that requirement.

ORDER
The Order of the Hearing Officer sustaining Petitioner Beyer' s driver's license
suspension is hereby AFFIRMED.
The Order of the Court staying imposition of the suspension is hereby LIFTED. The
period of suspension Ordered by the Department of Transportation shall begin April 20, 201
and run for the length of time ordered pursuant to statute.

Dated this - - - day of April 2Q12.
'

10

In the Matter of Wilson, 128 Idaho 161, 167, 911P.2d754 (1996), as cited by Petitioner.
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having been presented before this court, and good cause appearing therefore,
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NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or
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Petitioner's driving privileges are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency
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LEWISTON ID 83501

D
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24
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l

ILED
lDll
CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP
Attorneys for Petitioner/Appellant
1229 Main Street
P. 0. Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208)743-9516
Idaho State Bar No. 3058

1

2
3
4

5

Af11 1D

6

IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1'.1EZ PERCE

7
8

GEORGE JAY BEYER, JR.,

9

10

Petitioner/Appellant

11

vs.
12

Case No. CV 10-02748

)
)
)

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

STATE OF IDAHO, DEPARTI\1ENT
OF TRANSPORTATION

13
14

)
)
)

Fee Category: L4
Filing Fee: $101.00

Respondent.

15
16
17

)
)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
!

1.

The Appellant, George Jay Beyer, Jr., appeals to the Idaho Supreme Court from

18

that certain Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the Idaho

19
20

Department of Transportation on the 23rd day of December, 2010, and from the

21

Memorandum Opinion and Order on Petition for Judicial Review entered in the District

22

Court on the

9th

day of April, 2012, on the review from the hearing officer's decision. The

: : I Ord er being entered by the flonorab Ie Jeff B rud i e.
25
2 6

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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11
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2.

That the party has a nght to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

1

I judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant

2

I to Rule 1 l(f) I.A.R.

3

3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then

4

5

6

intends to assert in the appeal; provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent
the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal.

7

(a)

Did the arresting officer have legal cause to stop Mr. Beyer?

(b)

Was a 15 minute observation period properly conducted?

(c)

Did the ALS proceeding violate Desaw's due process rights?

8

9

10
11

4.

12

Not applicable.

13

14

Has an Order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? If so, what
portion?

5.

(a)

Is a Reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the
Reporter's transcript in (X) hard copy or ( ) electronic format or ( )
both:

15
16

17
18

Oral Argument on March 8, 2012;
Motion to Regarding Judicial Notice on May 26th, 2011;
Objection to Agency Record on May 12t\ 2011.

19
20

The transcripts of the proceedings in the administrative license
suspension from the Idaho Department of Transportation have already
been prepared and should be made a part of the record.

21
22
23

6.

Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the Clerk's

24

record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:
25

26
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'

Petition for Judicial Review filed on or about December 27, 20 IO;
Ex Parte Motion for Stay on Pending Judicial Review;
Ex Parte Order for Stay on Pending Judicial Review entered in the District Court on
December 27, 2010;
Notice of Lodging of Agency Record;
Response to Notice of Lodging Agency Record;
Notice of Filing: Ag:encv Record:
._..,

~

.I

_,

Objection to Agency Record;
Objection RE Settlement of Record;
ITD's Reply to Response to Notice of Lodging of Agency Record;
Response to ITD's Reply to Response to Notice of Lodging Agency Record;
Agency Record;
1.1otion Regarding Judicial Notice;
Response to Motion Regarding Judicial Notice;
Order Regarding Judicial Notice entered with the District Court on July 11 t\ 20 l 1;
Order Scheduling Briefs and Argument entered with the District Court on November
17th, 2011;
Memorandum in Support of Petition for Judicial Review - ALS
Reply Brief in Support of Petition for Judicial Review;
Supplemental Authority;
Memorandum Opinion and Order on Petitions for Judicial Review entered in the
District Court on April 9th, 2012;
25
26

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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Ii.

I
All exhibits:
1

Administrative License Suspension Record; and

2

7.

3

Civil Cases Only. The appellant requests the following documents, charts, or

pictures offered or admitted as exhibits to be copies and sent the Supreme Court.

4

DUI anest video; Administrative hearing record and supplemental record.

5
6
7

8.

I certify:

(a)

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on each reporter of whom

8

a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
9

Linda Carlton
425 Warner Avenue
Lewiston, ID 83501

10
11

12

(b)

That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for
preparation of the reporter's transcript;

(c)

That $100.00 has been paid to the clerk of the district court to begin
preparation of the clerk's record and the balance will be paid upon presentation
of the remaining balance.

17

(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid;

18

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Rule 20 I.A.R. (and the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to J.C. §671401(1)).

13

14
15
16

19
20

21

DATED This

day of April, 2012.
CLARJS ~1'.1D FEE1'.1EY

22

/J
I

I

23
24
1

25

Charles M. Stf schein, a member of the firm
Attorney for Appellant

26
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II_
II

I

- f

!I

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

II

I

C\_

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the_ \
day of April, 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and
2 1 addressed to the follmving:
1

II

3

II

4

I

5

I'

6

I

D

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT
DRIVER SERVICES SECTION
P 0 BOX 7129
BOISE ID 83707

[]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)

7
8
9

10
11

12

EDWIN L. LITTEl\TEKER
ATTORJ'ffiY AT LAW
PO BOX 321
LE\VISTON, ID 83501

.[Kf

LTI\1DA CARLTON
425 WARNER A VENUE
LEWISTON, ID 83501

~

D
D

[]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
T elecopy (FAX)
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered

13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A__ND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
GEORGE JAY BEYER, JR.,
Petitioner-Appellant,
SUPREME COURT NO. 39886
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

v.

STATE OF ID.P.HO, DEPARTTv'iENT
OF TRANSPORTATION,
Respondent.

I, DeAnna P. Grimm, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of
the Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho,

in and for

the County of Nez Perce, do hereby certify that the foregoing
Clerk's Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound
by me and contains true and correct copies of all pleadings,
documents, and papers designated to be included under Rule 28,
Idaho Appellate Rules, the Notice of Appeal, any Notice of CrossAppeal, and additional documents that were requested.
I further certify:
1.

That

no exhibits were admitted or offered in the above

encitled case.
2.

That the following will be submitted as an exhibit to

the record:
Administrative License Suspension Hearing Transcript dated
Dece~ber

1, 2010.

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
the seal of said court this

day of June 2012.

PATTY 0. WEEKS, Clerk

By

.~t~~
Deputy Clerk

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JlJDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
GEORGE JAY BEYER, JR.,
Petitioner-Appellant,
SUPREME COURT NO. 39886
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

v.

STATE OF IDAHO, DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION,
Respondent.

I, DeA.nna P. Grimm, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of
the Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for
the County of Nez Perce, do hereby certify that copies of the
Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript were hand delivered to
Charles Stroschein, P 0 Drawer 285, Lewiston, ID
Edwin L. Litteneker, P 0

Box 321, Lewiston, ID

Messenger service

r

this

83501 and to
83501 by Valley

day of July 2012.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
day of July 2012.

the seal of the said Court this

PATTY 0. WEEKS
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

Deputy Clerk

1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

